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Abstract

Searches for pulsars during the past fifty years, have been characterised by two

problems making their discovery difficult: i) an increasing volume of data to be

searched, and ii) an increasing number of ‘candidate’ pulsar detections arising

from that data, requiring analysis. Whilst almost all are caused by noise or

interference, these are often indistinguishable from real pulsar detections. De-

ciding which candidates should be studied is therefore difficult. Indeed it has

become known as the ‘candidate selection problem’. This thesis presents an in-

terdisciplinary study of the selection problem, with the aim of developing a new

method able to mitigate it. Specifically for future pulsar surveys undertaken with

the Square kilometre Array (SKA). Through a combination of critical literature

evaluations, theoretical modelling exercises, and empirical investigations, the se-

lection problem is described in-depth here for the first time. It is shown to be

characterised by the dominance of Gaussian distributed noise signals, a factor

that no existing selection method accounts for. It also reveals the presence of a

significant trend in survey data rates, which suggest that candidate selection is

transitioning from an off-line processing procedure, to an on-line, and real-time,

decision making process. In response, a new real-time machine learning based

method, the GH-VFDT, is introduced in this thesis. The results presented here

show that a significant improvement in selection performance can be achieved

using the GH-VFDT, which utilises a learning procedure optimised for data char-

acterised by skewed class distributions. Whilst the principled development of new

numerical features that maximise the separation between pulsars and Gaussian

noise, have also greatly improved GH-VFDT pulsar recall. It is therefore con-

cluded that the sub-optimal performance of existing selection systems, is due to

a combination of poor feature design, insensitivity to noise, and an inability to

deal with skewed class distributions.
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“It ought to be remembered that there is nothing more difficult to take

in hand, more perilous to conduct, or more uncertain in its success, than

to take the lead in the introduction of a new order of things. Because

the innovator has for enemies all those who have done well under the old

conditions, and lukewarm defenders in those who may do well under the

new. This coolness arises partly from fear of the opponents, who have

the laws on their side, and partly from the incredulity of men, who do

not readily believe in new things until they have had a long experience

of them.”

— Niccolò Machiavelli, The Prince
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Chapter 1

Introduction

“It was curious that he seemed not merely to have lost the power

of expressing himself, but even to have forgotten what it was that he

had originally intended to say . . . ”

— George Orwell, 1984

In 1931 a radio engineer named Karl Jansky (1905-1950), built an antenna de-

signed to receive radio waves whilst working at Bell Laboratories (Imbriale, 1998).

After spending time recording data with his new antenna, Jansky noticed it was

detecting an unfamiliar faint signal worthy of investigation (Jansky, 1998). Upon

further study, it became apparent that this signal was periodic. Its maximum

intensity rose and fell every 23 hours and 56 minutes in a predictable manner.

After some time he was able to determine the source, a region in the constellation

of Sagittarius at the centre of our Galaxy. Jansky had inadvertently observed an

astronomical radio source (Jansky, 1998; Imbriale, 1998), and made the first of

many new discoveries in a research field that would later become known as radio

astronomy.

Jansky’s is but one of many serendipitous discoveries made in radio astronomy.

In 1942 during the height of the second world war, James Hey (1909-2000) found

that radio waves were being emitted from regions of the Sun, corresponding with

sunspot activity (Hey, 1946). This discovery was ancillary to Hey’s work, which

was focused on overcoming the jamming of allied anti-aircraft radar by the Axis

powers (Hey, 1973; Hewish, 1974). In 1945 a similar effect was observed by

New Zealand Air force radar operators on Norfolk Island. The so called ‘Norfolk

20
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Island Effect’, also caused by the sun, was investigated and characterised by

Elizabeth Alexander (1908-1958) (Orchiston, 2005). This effect was only noticed

by operators concerned by the possibility of enemy aircraft appearing on the

horizon. Whilst in 1967 Jocelyn Bell (1943-) and Antony Hewish (1924-), detected

pulsed radio emission whilst studying the scintillation of compact radio sources

using their then new telescope, the Interplanetary Scintillation Array (Hewish

et al., 1968; Pilkington et al., 1968; Bell-Burnell, 1977). The detected signal was

nicknamed LGM-1 for “little green men one”, due to the highly unlikely, but

nonetheless plausible possibility of it being of extra-terrestrial origin. However

the true source of the signal was a previously unknown type of radio emitting star

called a pulsar. This particular incidence of serendipity led to the establishment

of an entirely new sub-field of study, known as pulsar astronomy. Some 48 years

later it has also led to the writing of this thesis, which considers a fundamental

question unanswered in this domain. Why is it that pulsars are so hard to find

in observational data?

1.1 Pulsars and Pulsar Search

Formed during the collapse of massive stars, pulsars are a unique type of neutron

star that produce radio emission detectable here on Earth. Pulsars are of sig-

nificant scientific interest, as they provide a means through which we can study

stellar evolution, the nature of gravitation, the composition of the Interstellar

medium (ISM) and much more (see Cordes et al., 2004; Lorimer, 2008; Keane

et al., 2014a). Pulsars have therefore been described as excellent natural labora-

tories (Keane et al., 2014a). This makes finding and observing them a priority, if

we are to advance our understanding of physics. However pulsars are particularly

difficult to find.

The search for pulsars is currently undertaken using a combination of large

radio telescopes, signal processing algorithms, and human ingenuity. Whilst tele-

scopes are quite capable of detecting their signals, and human beings capable

of recognising their emission when it emerges, this is insufficient to enable rapid

and accurate pulsar identification. This is because a large number of pulsar-like

signals are detected by radio telescopes during a typical observation. These mask

legitimate discoveries via their sheer weight of numbers (Eatough et al., 2010; Lee
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et al., 2013; Thornton, 2013; Zhu et al., 2014; Morello et al., 2014), much like a

needle in a haystack. This thesis first explores the nature of the haystack and its

constituent parts, before describing a magnet capable of extracting the needles

with high accuracy and precision.

1.2 Candidate Selection

Our proverbial haystack is comprised of pulsar candidates. Each candidate is

a possible detection of a pulsar signal, which exhibits specific characteristics of

interest (Eatough et al., 2010). The likelihood of an arbitrary candidate being

a legitimate pulsar is relatively low, as pulsars themselves are rare (Lorimer and

Kramer, 2005)1. However, this likelihood is the same for each and every candi-

date in the absence of additional information. Thus each must be subjected to a

thorough analysis, before an informed judgement of their true origin can be made.

Those candidates which appear most promising are ‘selected’ for further study,

and possible re-observation. It is important that accurate selection decisions are

made. Mistakes can lead to the costly waste of telescope time on spurious signals,

and worse, missing authentic signals altogether.

Until recently, candidate selection analyses were generally carried out manu-

ally. This involves visually inspecting each candidate by eye, one after another.

This task is both time consuming and cognitively taxing (Eatough et al., 2010).

This introduces the possibility for human error. However, the steady rise in the

number of pulsar candidates produced during surveys, is of greater concern. Dur-

ing the past 50 years this rise has been continual, placing increasing amounts of

pressure upon radio astronomers to quickly manually process candidates. In re-

sponse, numerous automated methods have been developed (Eatough et al., 2010;

Lee et al., 2013; Thornton, 2013; Zhu et al., 2014; Morello et al., 2014). These are

designed to filter out spurious candidates before they reach human eyes. How-

ever the continued rise in candidate numbers, brought about by the improving

technical capabilities of both modern radio telescopes, and their supporting com-

putational infrastructures, has rendered many of these techniques inadequate.

Chiefly, as they fail to filter candidates accurately enough, producing a filtered

1There are 2, 524 known pulsars as of September 2015 listed in the pulsar catalogue (Manch-
ester et al., 2005a; CSIRO, 2012).
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‘haystack’ of considerable size. So many candidates are now being returned after

filtering, that it is becoming infeasible for humans to study them all. Thus the

human element can now only sustain a minimal amount of candidate selection

effort. In the absence of an accurate and rapid candidate selection method, the

radio astronomy community is confronted with a significant ‘candidate selection

problem’.

This selection problem is set to worsen in the coming years. Radio telescopes

currently under development will produce candidates and data, at an unprece-

dented rate (Smits et al., 2009a,b). The output volume of raw observational data

will be so great, that it will become impossible to permanently store, due to the

financial cost of the required storage media. Summary candidate data will also be

collected in sufficiently large volumes to similarly prevent its permanent storage.

However, the vast majority of pulsars are discovered via the off-line reprocessing

of archived observational data, often months or years after the completion of a

survey (Faulkner et al., 2004; Keith et al., 2009; Eatough, 2009; Mickaliger et al.,

2012; Lorimer et al., 2015). If we are unable to reprocess data in this manner

due to its volume, the primary means via which we find pulsars today becomes

non-viable. Thus candidate selection, and pulsar search more generally, must

change. It must transition from being an off-line process, to a real-time process

operating on observational data as it arrives.

1.3 Real-time Selection Challenge

The SKA is a radio telescope currently under development by an international

consortium (Schilizzi et al., 2007; Smits et al., 2009a; Keane et al., 2014a). It

will be comprised of around 3,000 individual 15 metre antennas, and hundreds of

thousands of dipoles, spread across mainly Australia and South Africa (Schilizzi

et al., 2007; Tingay, 2014). Upon completion sometime in the next decade, the

SKA will be the world’s largest and most sensitive radio telescope. When used

for pulsar search operations, the SKA will generate vast quantities of data (van

Heerden et al., 2014). Current estimates project a raw data throughput rate for

pulsar search operations, of between 0.47 - 1.6 TB/s (Smits et al., 2009a)2. A

single thirty minute observation will therefore generate more than a petabyte

2This is terabytes per second and not terabits.
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of data3. This data cannot realistically be stored indefinitely, at least not in

the foreseeable future. It is similarly implausible to store all the candidates

the data contains. It therefore becomes necessary to process SKA pulsar data

in real-time, as it arrives from the individual antennas (Sclocco et al., 2015).

Such real-time processing would allow interesting candidates to be immediately

identified, and be prioritised for storage. All other candidates must necessarily

be discarded. At present there exists no tool capable of accurately undertaking

candidate selection in such a real-time fashion. The technological advancements

that have allowed the development of an instrument as large and as sensitive

as the SKA, have inadvertently introduced a real-time facet to the pre-existing

candidate selection problem. Whilst it is possible to a apply existing sub-optimal

selection approaches to alleviate these difficulties, it is almost certain that this

would result in missed discoveries. It is unconscionable for such an instrument to

miss potential discoveries in this manner, due to inadequate supporting software.

Thus there is an impetus to develop SKA-ready candidate approaches, that will

help the instrument deliver on its science goals (van Heerden et al., 2014).

1.4 Research Scope

This research is concerned with the development of machine learning tools. Specif-

ically, machine learning tools capable of selecting candidates with high levels of

accuracy, during future ‘blind’ pulsar searches undertaken with the SKA. It ad-

dresses only the technical and practical challenges of searching for pulsars in data

obtained with the SKA, and is not concerned with solving general classification

problems occurring inside, or outside of, the astronomy domain. This is because

the SKA presents a number of new unique classification challenges. These have

neither been addressed or solved, in either the radio astronomy or the machine

learning domains. Central to these challenges is a high data capture rate, and an

imbalanced learning problem. Together these make the existing selection methods

used for past and present pulsar searches, as described in this thesis, unsuitable

for use with the SKA. Either due to their inability to operate in real-time, or

their insensitivity to changing imbalanced data distributions. The primary SKA

pulsar search challenges addressed by this thesis include,

3A single petabyte of storage can hold 250 million 4MB music files. If each music file is 4
minutes long, it would take 1, 903 years to play these one after another.
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• an enormous data rate (Smits et al., 2009a; Broekema et al., 2015) that

implies a real-time processing constraint (Sclocco et al., 2015).

• a severely imbalanced class distribution, that makes the identification of

legitimate pulsar signals difficult due to their absolute rarity (Lyon et al.,

2013; Devine et al., 2016).

• practical resource constraints on candidate selection methods that impede

automated learning processes (van Heerden et al., 2014; Sclocco et al., 2015).

• the need to maintain extremely high pulsar recall rates during candidate

filtering to facilitate discovery (Eatough et al., 2010; Morello et al., 2014).

• the need to maintain extremely low false positive rates, so that time and

effort is not wasted investigating spurious detections (Eatough et al., 2010).

• adapting to a learning problem which changes over time, due to dynamic

noise and interference environments (Deneva et al., 2016).

1.5 Aims & Objectives

The principal aim of this research is to devise a real-time candidate selection

mechanism for use with the SKA, which employs machine learning approaches

to ‘intelligently’ select candidates with precision and accuracy. Before any such

approach can be designed, it is necessary to firstly ask a number of more fun-

damental questions. How do we currently look for pulsars? How effective are

existing approaches? When and where do existing approaches fail? How will

existing approaches be impacted by a transition to real-time selection? Why is

it that pulsar signals are so hard to find? Answers to these questions will help

determine how best to find pulsars using the tools at our disposal. To make our

overriding aim tractable, it is divided into the following key research objectives

and challenges:

1. To gain an understanding of the nature of radio pulsars, their emission

properties, and their emission behaviour.

2. To investigate the pulsar search process, the components of the standard

signal search pipeline, and the implications of pulsar survey design choices

on data/candidate capture rates.
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3. To assess the effectiveness of existing candidate selection approaches, de-

termining their strengths and weaknesses.

4. To analyse the suitability of existing machine learning approaches for real-

time candidate selection, highlighting any weaknesses to be overcome.

5. To design a new real-time candidate selection approach which overcomes

the problems associated with existing selection mechanisms, and the in-

adequacies of state-of-the-art machine learning algorithms with respect to

pulsar data.

6. To evaluate the proposed solution, determining how well it separates legit-

imate and spurious pulsar candidates.

1.6 Research Hypothesis

The goal of this research is to use machine learning approaches to alleviate the

candidate selection problem. Success in this regard is predicated upon the ex-

istence of characteristic features, that automated learning algorithms can use

to successfully ‘learn’ a separation between candidates of pulsar and non-pulsar

origin. This leads to the formulation of a simple research hypothesis. It is hy-

pothesised that legitimate pulsar candidates possess salient features, that mark

them out amidst the large number of spurious detections returned during a pul-

sar search. If such features exist, it is possible to learn an accurate and precise

separation between pulsar and non-pulsar candidates using machine learning ap-

proaches. If such features had already been found, then pulsar search would be

an entirely trivial process. Likewise if such features did not exist, then it would

be almost impossible to find pulsars at all, as their signals would be indistinguish-

able from all others detected. Thus these features are hypothesised to exist, yet

remain for the most part unidentified.

This hypothesis offers a direct answer to why pulsars are hard to find. If

there exists salient features which can be used to accurately separate pulsar and

non-pulsar candidates, then pulsars are implicitly hard to find whilst these fea-

tures remain hidden. Those features which are known, poorly separate pulsar

and non-pulsar candidates, causing spurious candidates to appear very similar

to authentic detections. Thus whilst a telescope may be technically capable of
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observing a pulsar signal, and humans able to recognise their emission recorded

in data, if sub-optimal features make authentic candidates indistinguishable from

those arising from noise or Radio frequency interference (RFI), then discovery

will be extremely difficult.

If the hypothesis holds, then it is possible to achieve our research aim, pro-

viding a suitable set of features can be found. If it does not hold, then accurate

candidate selection is an impossibility. However, studies of existing selection

mechanisms suggest that the hypothesis is valid. Whilst current selection ap-

proaches return large numbers of spurious candidates for analysis, their perfor-

mance is much better than random guessing. This can only be achieved if there

exist separable characteristics in the data, which allow such levels of performance

to be attained.

1.7 Research Method

To test the hypothesis, a four stage research methodology was employed. This

methodology is somewhat unusual due to the interdisciplinary nature of the work.

It bridges the gap between computer science, and an area of observational physics

with only recent experience of machine learning / data science principles.

1.7.1 Literature Review

The first stage of the research involved a survey of the background literature.

This proceeded in phases, beginning with a thorough analysis of the pulsar as-

tronomy literature. The aim of this review was to understand the pulsar search

problem, the emission properties of pulsars, the design of existing pulsar search

pipelines, and the nature of existing candidate selection approaches. The second

phase of the survey expanded its remit to include an investigation of the com-

puter science domain. This was used to build a picture of the state of computer

science research within astronomy, and to better understand the candidate selec-

tion problem in a wider context. This led to a further third survey phase, which

focused exclusively on studying the core computer science problem at the heart

of candidate selection. This precipitated an in-depth review of machine learning

methods and stream mining research, with particular focus upon the literature
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describing the imbalanced learning problem. These three survey phases ran con-

currently throughout the research, allowing for new developments to be taken

into consideration when necessary. This background survey is somewhat unusual

in its broad scope. However it was entirely necessary to proceed in this manner,

as a systematic study of candidate selection had never before been undertaken.

Carefully reviewing all relevant literature was not only important for this work,

but also for laying a foundation for others to follow in the years to come.

1.7.2 Theoretical Work

Following the initial literature review, a number of plausible avenues for investi-

gation were identified. Theoretical work was focused on pursuing these leads, by

considering their applicability via modelling, and in some cases, running exper-

imental studies (see Section 1.7.3 below) to determine if they possessed utility.

Such work involved studying the objective functions and distance metrics, used

within the machine learning algorithms designed for streaming data. This led

to the identification of deficiencies in existing learning models. Theoretical work

attempted to overcome these, by developing alternative metrics sensitive to the

distributional peculiarities of pulsar data.

The literature review also revealed that there exists no model for describing

changes occurring in candidate numbers over time. Nor is there a model for esti-

mating candidate data distributions with respect to key variables. Without such

information, it is difficult to quantify changes in candidate numbers beyond the

available anecdotal evidence. It is similarly impossible to estimate their under-

lying data distributions. Since such knowledge is essential for designing effective

classification systems, theoretical work focussed on developing models that would

fill this gap. The key novel contributions arising from theoretical work include:

linking the observed rise in candidate numbers to an exponential model, which

shows that candidate numbers are dominated by noise (Chapter 3), a description

of candidate selection as an incremental learning task (Chapter 5), connecting

the imbalanced learning problem (Chawla et al., 2004; He and Garcia, 2009;

Chawla, 2005; Fernández et al., 2011) to candidate selection (Chapter 5 and 6),

and demonstrating the usefulness of the Hellinger distance metric for building

classifiers on imbalanced data (Chapters 6 and 8).
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1.7.3 Experimental Studies

Experimental studies undertaken during the research, sought to test hypothe-

ses arising from theoretical work. These varied in design and purpose, from

studies of classifier performance, to analyses of observational data collected by

radio telescopes. For each study, statistical tools were used to analyse the re-

sults obtained. Statistical significance was determined via frequentist hypothesis

testing using Analysis of variance (ANOVA), Tukey’s honestly significant differ-

ence (HSD) test, and the Student-T test. Whilst the tools of information theory

were deployed to study the usefulness of machine learning features, and standard

classifier metrics used to analyse classification performance.

1.7.4 Developmental Work

The interdisciplinary nature of the research often necessitated ancillary develop-

ment work to proceed. This occurred throughout the research, with much of the

output being shared with both the machine learning and pulsar astronomy com-

munities for wider use. Such work had to be undertaken to advance the research,

as the development of software tools enabled data to be collected, pre-processed

and labelled for experimental studies.

1.8 Contributions

The work presented in this thesis has led to seven novel contributions.

Contribution 1: a description of the candidate generation process.

In Chapter 2 the pulsar phenomena, and the general pulsar search pro-

cedure, are described in detail. This enables candidate generation to be

reviewed from data capture to data storage. This review fills a gap in

the research literature, as the generation of candidates has so far evaded

detailed scrutiny.

Contribution 2: a method for modelling candidate numbers based on

pulsar survey specifications. A model is introduced that predicts an

exponential trend in candidate numbers, due to improving survey specifi-

cations. This model provides an explanation for the empirically observed
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trend in candidate numbers. The model, and its consequences, are explored

in Chapter 3.

Contribution 3: a demonstration of the ineffectiveness of existing data

stream algorithms, for the classification of pulsar candidates.

Here a study was undertaken that applied a number of state-of-the-art

stream classifiers to pulsar data. It confirmed empirically that existing

stream classifiers are unsuitable for use on pulsar data streams, as such

streams are subject to the imbalanced learning problem. The study demon-

strated that such classifiers perform poorly upon imbalanced streams more

generally, drawing attention to a gap in the literature. This contribution

is presented in Chapter 5, where it is evaluated via empirical experiments,

with the results analysed using hypothesis testing tools.

Contribution 4: a new data stream classification algorithm, designed

to operate on heavily imbalanced candidate streams.

A new tree-based data stream classifier, the GH-VFDT, has been devel-

oped. It utilises the Hellinger distance (Hellinger, 1909; Nikulin, 2001) to

directly improve imbalanced data performance. The algorithm achieves a

considerable increase in rare class recall compared to existing approaches.

When applied to realistic pulsar data streams, it was able to identify over

90% of the legitimate pulsar candidates present. This approach can be di-

rectly applied to the data streams produced by the SKA. This contribution

is presented in detail in Chapter 6. It is evaluated more than once in this

thesis. First via hypothesis testing methodologies (Chapter 6), and then by

the tools of information theory (Chapter 8).

Contribution 5: a demonstration of the drifting nature of pulsar data

which undermines the usefulness of semi-supervised learning ap-

proaches for candidate selection.

Semi-supervised learning (SSL) approaches (Chapelle et al., 2006) are often

applied to data possessing few, if any, labels. For many data sets, SSL is

highly effective. It reduces the labelling burden placed upon domain ex-

perts, and allows algorithms to learn independently from unlabelled data.

However, the underlying geometry of pulsar candidate examples, when plot-

ted in high-dimensional space, does not lend itself well to SSL. Indeed the

nature of noise, and its ability to mimic legitimate signals, means that class
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boundaries are ill defined. Thus SSL approaches lead to a reduction in clas-

sifier recall for pulsar data in practice. Here pulsar data is also shown to

empirically exhibit feature drift over time. This phenomena has not been

considered previously, and it may significantly impact the performance of

SKA candidate classifiers. This contribution is presented in Chapter 7.

Contribution 6: a demonstration of the ineffectiveness of existing pul-

sar candidate features, and the extraction of new features pos-

sessing high levels of pulsar and non-pulsar separability.

This work critiqued existing candidate features, and proposed eight new fea-

tures robust to their weaknesses. These are shown to statistically improve

the separation between pulsar and non-pulsar candidates. When applied

in conjunction with the new Hellinger-based stream classifier, high levels of

pulsar recall were achieved. This contribution is presented in Chapter 8,

and verified via a three stage evaluation process that incorporates hypoth-

esis testing, information theory, and classifier evaluation methodologies.

Contribution 7: New Pulsar discoveries.

The techniques developed during this research have been applied to multiple

pulsar surveys conducted around the world. At present their application

has assisted in 24 new pulsar discoveries, with this figure anticipated to

rise in the coming years. These successes are discussed in more detail in

Chapter 9. These discoveries have contributed to an advancement in our

understanding of radio pulsars, and increased by 1% the number of pulsars

known to science.

1.9 Publications & Software

Research contained in this thesis has led to the following publications.

Primary Author

• R. J. Lyon, J. D. Knowles, J. M. Brooke, B. W. Stappers, “A Study on

Classification in Imbalanced and Partially-Labelled Data Streams”, Simple

and Effective Machine Learning for Big Data, Special Session, IEEE Inter-

national Conference on Systems, Man, and Cybernetics, p.1506-1511, 2013.
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This paper forms the basis of Chapter 5.

• R. J. Lyon, J. D. Knowles, J. M. Brooke, B. W. Stappers, “Hellinger Dis-

tance Trees for Imbalanced Streams”, 22nd IEEE International Conference

on Pattern Recognition (ICPR), p.1969-1974, 2014.

This paper forms the basis of Chapter 6.

• R. J. Lyon, B. W. Stappers, S. Cooper, J. M. Brooke, J. D. Knowles,

“Fifty Years of Pulsar Candidate Selection: From simple filters to a new
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1.10 Thesis Structure

The remainder of this thesis is organised as follows.
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Chapter 2 addresses research objectives 1 and 2. It describes the pulsar search

process, candidate selection, and the core research problem addressed in

this thesis.

Chapter 3 addresses research objective 3. It models the rising trend in candi-

date numbers and pulsar survey data volumes, and considers the usefulness

of existing approaches to candidate selection in view of these trends.

Chapter 4 addresses research objective 4. It considers the candidate selection

problem with respect to wider machine learning research, and positions it

within a branch of research concerned with pattern classification.

Chapter 5 also addresses research objective 4. It explores possible solutions to

the candidate selection problem found in the literature, and evaluates these

empirically on pulsar data streams.

Chapter 6 addresses research objective 5. It reflects on the poor performance

of existing stream classifiers highlighted in Chapter 5, and describes a new

algorithm designed to overcome their deficiencies. A thorough evaluation

of the new approach provides solid evidence for its high recall capabilities,

on even the most imbalanced data sets.

Chapter 7 also addresses research objective 5. It studies the application of

Semi-supervised learning methods to pulsar data, and tests for the presence

of distributional drift in pulsar data streams.

Chapter 8 addresses research objectives 5 and 6. It proposes a new set of fea-

tures useful for describing pulsar candidates. Here statistical evidence is

provided which demonstrates the separability of the new features. The fea-

tures are then applied along with the stream classifier outlined in Chapter

6, which together attain extremely high levels of pulsar recall on real-world

data.

Chapter 9 describes the application of the approaches outlined in Chapters 6

and 8 to a number of pulsar surveys, and summarises the details of the

discoveries made.

Chapter 10 concludes the thesis and suggests possible directions for future re-

search.



Chapter 2

Background

‘Discover the force of the skies O Men: once recognised it can be

put to use.”

— Johannes Kepler, Opera Omnia, Vol. 1, Heyder & Zimmer, 1858

In some respects stars are similar to human beings. Much like us they are born,

grow old, and eventually die. The vast majority of a star’s lifetime is spent fusing

hydrogen to helium during its main sequence phase (Bodenheimer, 2011). During

this period stars are in a stable state of hydrostatic equilibrium, which maintains

their general structure depicted in Figure 2.1. When at equilibrium, the outward

pressure generated via the fusion process occurring at a star’s centre, is balanced

against the inward pressure of gravity (Ghosh, 2007). This would otherwise cause

the star to collapse under its own enormous mass. However as stars age, they use

up an increasing proportion of their limited hydrogen fuel source. As this fuel

diminishes, they begin to fuse other available elements, which exist in separate

onion-like layers surrounding the star’s core. When these elements begin to be

used as fuel, the main sequence phase comes to an end, and the red giant phase

begins. During the red giant phase, the star first fuses the available remaining

hydrogen surrounding the core, which causes its outer layers to expand. The

fusion of hydrogen produces helium, which accumulates, and eventually becomes

so compressed at the core as to undergo fusion as the primary fuel source. The

red giant phase ends as this helium diminishes. The star then begins to use

other elements as fuel (e.g. carbon, oxygen, silicon) beginning the red supergiant

phase. The fusion of heavier elements in lieu of hydrogen ultimately produces

large amounts of iron within the star’s core shown in Figure 2.1 b). However

34
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iron is an unsuitable fuel source, as it is a net consumer rather than producer of

energy. The star’s energy output therefore drops rapidly when iron becomes the

only available fuel source. When this happens gravity overcomes the forces which

had previously maintained the stars structure, leading to the iron core, and the

star, undergoing a rapid and violent collapse (Ghosh, 2007).
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Figure 2.1: Model of a standard main sequence star in hydrostatic equilibrium
in a). This shows the layers forming its interior (core, radiative zone, convective
zone); and atmosphere (photosphere, chromosphere, corona). In b) we see the
onion like layers at the core of a red supergiant star when near to collapse. Fusion
at each layer produces heavier elements, leading to the formation of a solid iron
core.

The final collapse of a star can lead to a number of potential evolutionary out-

comes for the leftover core. These depend on a star’s birth mass measured in solar

masses (M�), and its elemental composition. In general there are three outcomes

which describe the fate of most stars. The first of these applies to low mass stars,

which typically become white dwarfs following their collapse. A white dwarf is an

Earth sized white hot stellar remnant, prevented from collapsing completely un-

der gravity by electron degeneracy pressure (Ghosh, 2007). Within white dwarfs,

densely packed electrons resist gravitational compression due to the Pauli exclu-

sion principle (Pauli, 1925; Hall, 1986). This requires that electrons have different

energy levels when many are packed into a confined space. To add an additional

electron to the same space requires raising the electron’s energy level to make
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room. This energy requirement is manifest as pressure, which counteracts the

inward force of gravity. Our own sun with a mass of 1 M� is likely to one day

become a white dwarf star.

White dwarf Neutron star Black hole
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Figure 2.2: Common evolutionary endpoints for main sequence stars. In a) elec-
tron degeneracy pressure prevents gravitational collapse, leading to the formation
of a white dwarf star. In b) electron degeneracy pressure is no longer enough to
counteract the inward force of gravity, however the gravitational pressure is in-
sufficient to overcome neutron degeneracy pressure, allowing a Neutron star to
form. Finally in c) the force of gravity is so great that gravitational collapse can-
not be halted, resulting in the formation of a black hole. The depictions of the
gravitational sinks above are based on diagrams by Treat and Stegmaier (2014).
The summary of the evolutionary outcomes of main sequence stars is based on
diagrams presented separately by Bennett (2000) and Gale (2013).

The second evolutionary outcome applies to large stars with masses greater

than 20 M�, where their core mass exceeds 3.4 M�. These stars can, under the
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right conditions, undergo complete gravitational collapse. This results in the for-

mation of a black hole singularity1 otherwise known as a stellar mass black hole.

Stellar mass black holes are high mass, yet physically diminutive remnants that

are generally only a few kilometres in diameter.

The third possible outcome applies to stars of an intermediate mass. These

stars are between 8−20M� at birth, and have a core mass following collapse above

the Chandrasekhar limit, accepted to be around 1.4 M� (Ghosh, 2007; Althaus

et al., 2010; Kiziltan et al., 2013), but below 3.4 M� (Kiziltan et al., 2013)2.

Stars in this range are sufficiently massive that electron degeneracy pressure no

longer prevents collapse as in white dwarfs, but not massive enough to undergo

complete gravitational collapse, preventing the formation of a black hole. Instead

the intense conditions within these stars cause electrons to combine with protons

forming neutrons. If the neutron density becomes high enough over time, neutron

degeneracy pressure (Ghosh, 2007), which is greater than electron degeneracy

pressure, resists compression, halting further gravitational collapse. By the time

this happens such stars are almost exclusively comprised of neutrons (Lorimer

and Kramer, 2005). These stellar remnants are therefore known as Neutron stars.

Figure 2.2 summarises these possible outcomes.

2.1 Pulsars

The existence of neutron stars was first theorised by Baade and Zwicky (1934), fol-

lowing the discovery of the neutron by James Chadwick (1891-1974) (Chadwick,

1932; Ghosh, 2007). It was not until 1967 however that the first observational

evidence for their existence was obtained serendipitously, by Jocelyn Bell and

Antony Hewish at Cambridge University (Hewish et al., 1968; Pilkington et al.,

1968; Bell-Burnell, 1977). Bell and Hewish were using their newly built telescope,

the Interplanetary Scintillation Array, to study the radio emission of quasars3.

Whilst reviewing observational data, Bell happened to notice a persistent signal

in the data recordings which she described as ‘scruff’ (see Figure 2.3). This signal

was periodic, repeating every 1.337 seconds (Ghosh, 2007). Intrigued by the sig-

nal, Bell and Hewish began to investigate its origins by firstly ruling out possible

1A singularity is a point in space of infinite mass and density.
2Further discussion on the mass range can be found in Chamel et al. (2013).
3Massive far-off objects that emit large amounts of energy.
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Figure 2.3: Pen chart recording showing the periodic nature of pulsar emission
for the first time. This recording was made using a high resolution system to
follow-up the initial ‘scruffy’ detection made in August 1967 (see Bell-Burnell
(1977) for further details). The recording clearly shows the periodic emission of
the pulsar PSR B1919+21. Credit: Mullard Radio Observatory.

Earth-based sources. As they ruled out an increasing number of local sources, it

became clear that the signal possessed properties indicating that it had to orig-

inate from outside our solar system. This reduced its potential origins to dense

compact stars (i.e. Neutron stars), or some form of extra-terrestrial technology.

Studies of the pulse period ruled out the possibility of intelligent origin, as the

signal showed no Doppler effects (Doppler, 1842)4. These would be present if the

signal was transmitted from an extra-solar planet orbiting around its parent star

(Bell-Burnell, 1977). A natural origin became more likely after a second pulsat-

ing radio source was detected soon after the first, in a different part of the sky

(Bell-Burnell, 1977). Hewish et al. therefore suggested compact ‘pulsating stars’

as the likely source. However their true source was a unique form of neutron star,

distinct from standard neutron stars due to their radio emission. Today these

unusual objects are known as radio pulsars, or more simply, pulsars5.

4This describes a change in the frequency of a wave, for an observer moving relative to its
source. If the signal had been produced by a civilisation on a extra-solar planet, there would
be observable change in the signal frequency as the source planet moved around its parent star.

5The interested reader may wish to read Haensel et al. (2007) and Ghosh (2007) for a more
detailed discussion of the events and circumstances leading up to the discovery of neutron stars.
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2.1.1 Properties

Pulsars are extremely dense stellar remnants. They possess a typical mass of 1.2

M�
6, condensed in to a sphere of approximately 20 km in diameter (Damour and

Taylor, 1992; Lorimer and Kramer, 2005; Haensel et al., 2007). Having retained

most of the angular momentum of their progenitor star during collapse, they

rotate rapidly. The fastest known rotational period is 1.396 milliseconds, which

corresponds to ∼ 716 rotations per second (Hessels, 2006; Hessels et al., 2006;

Lorimer, 2008). Whilst the slowest observed rotational period is 8.51 seconds

(Young et al., 1999), corresponding to 1 rotation every 8.51 seconds. All other

radio pulsars observed to-date, have rotational periods which fall between these

two extremes. Pulsars also possess immense gravitational and magnetic fields

(Lorimer and Kramer, 2005; Manchester, 2009). Pulsar surface gravity is some

109 times greater than the Earth’s (Cordes et al., 2004), whilst their magnetic

field strength falls in the range 108-1014 Gauss (Cordes et al., 2004; Kaspi, 2010),

in contrast to 0.25-0.65 Gauss at the Earth’s surface (Finlay et al., 2010). It is the

complex interactions between the surfaces of pulsars and their strong magnetic

fields, which helps to produce their defining feature, the emission of radio waves.

2.1.2 Radio Emission

The radio emission produced by pulsars originates from their magnetospheres

(Ghosh, 2007). This is the area of space surrounding a pulsar in which charged

particles are influenced by a co-rotating7 magnetic field, which has both open

and closed field lines (Lorimer and Kramer, 2005). To maintain this co-rotation

property, the velocity of the field lines must increase as they move further away

from the pulsar. Eventually the distance becomes so great, that to maintain co-

rotation, the velocity of the field lines must be greater than or equal to the speed

of light c. This is not possible, thus the field lines are unable to close where the

required velocity is c. The abstract cylinder aligned with the rotation axis, that

synchronously rotates with the pulsar with the velocity c, is known as the light

cylinder. It is visualised in Figure 2.4 a).

6Estimates of the upper and lower mass limits vary in the literature, i.e. see Haensel et al.
(2007) and Kiziltan (2010).

7The magnetic field rotates with the pulsar at the same velocity.
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Figure 2.4: Simplification of the lighthouse model of a radio pulsar in a). Here
the pulsar is surrounded by a strong magnetic field comprising of open and closed
field lines unable to close at the light cylinder. The light cylinder is an imaginary
cylinder aligned with the pulsars rotational axis, that synchronously rotates with
the pulsar at the speed of light. As the magnetic field cannot rotate at this
velocity, the field lines cannot close at the light cylinder leading to open field
lines. Radio pulses are emitted from the open field lines at a region near the
magnetic poles in the pulsar’s magnetosphere. In b) we see a size comparison
between a typical pulsar and the authors homeland. Diagram inspired by image
presented in Brooke et al. (2007).

The precise process that occurs within the magnetosphere which leads to the

emission of radio waves, is not entirely understood. It is the subject of much

study (Karastergiou et al., 2015). It is believed the strong magnetic field causes

a charge separation between the pulsar surface and the magnetosphere, creating

a voltage gap. This is thought to extract particles from the neutron star surface

starting the emission process. The particles extracted from the surface are then

believed to be accelerated along the co-rotating magnetic field lines of the magne-

tosphere (Lorimer, 2008), which endows the particles with increased energy. This

additional energy causes the particles to emit radiation (Lorimer, 2008), in the

form of high energy photons. These photons, now subject to the strong magnetic
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field of the pulsar, undergo a process known as pair production. This creates

a pair of opposite elementary particles (an electron and a positron). The pair

produced particles radiate energy as they too are accelerated along the open field

lines. This causes radio waves (Lorimer, 2008), as well as other forms of radiation

i.e. gamma-rays, to be emitted along the open field lines near a pulsar’s magnetic

pole, as a coherent radiation beam.
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c) Resulting Periodic

Signal Detected on

Earth

Figure 2.5: Diagram of a pulsar with a magnetic axis orthogonal to its rotational
axis in a) and b). An example of the type of signal produced by pulsars, as
detected on Earth, is shown in c). This signal is only detected if the pulsar’s
radiation beam sweeps across our line of sight. This causes a periodic rise and
fall in broadband radio emission.

A pulsar’s magnetic axis is usually inclined with respect to its rotational

axis. Therefore each time a pulsar rotates, the radiation beam produced near

the magnetic poles, is swept at an angle across the sky. If the beam crosses the

line of sight of an observer here on Earth, the pulsar becomes detectable as a

rise and fall in broadband radio emission (see Figure 2.5). This pattern repeats

periodically with each rotation of the pulsar. This is known as the lighthouse

model of emission (Lorimer, 2008). This is because the beam of radiation is

analogous to a lighthouse warning light rotating very quickly.
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Each pulsar produces a unique pattern of pulse emission known as its pulse

profile (Lorimer, 2008). Two such profiles are shown in Figure 2.6. A pulse pro-

file is somewhat akin to a fingerprint. Many astronomers can identify specific

pulsars from this pattern alone. However whilst pulsar rotational periods are ex-

tremely consistent (Manchester, 2009), their profiles can deviate from one-period

to the next. Whilst such changes in the pulse profile provide clues to what is

happening in and around the pulsar, they make pulsars hard to detect. This is

because their signals are non-uniform and not entirely stable overtime. However

these profiles do become stable, when averaged over many thousands of rotations.

a) J0407+1607 b) J0437-4715

Figure 2.6: Example pulse profiles of two separate pulsars. These profiles were
adapted from those originally presented by Lorimer and Kramer (2005).

a) Pulsar

b) Nulling Pulsar

Figure 2.7: An example of how pulse profiles can vary. Signal a) describes the
periodic signal pattern expected from a ‘normal’ pulsar, and b) the signal pro-
duced by a pulsar which regularly skips emission cycles. This image is a modified
version of that presented by Burke-Spolaor and Bailes (2010).

Over time pulsar rotational periods increase, as their spin gradually slows

down. This happens as rotational energy is lost to the large amounts of magnetic

dipole & electromagnetic radiation they emit throughout their lifetimes (Lorimer,

2009). This causes the voltage gap, which draws particles from the pulsars surface,

to diminish. Eventually after many millions of years, the voltage gap is no longer

significant. With no particle supply the radio emission ceases. At this point the

pulsar becomes ‘radio quiet’. The precise mechanism that causes emission to halt,
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and the true nature of the pulsar magnetosphere, is not yet known for certain.

These topics are the subject of continued study (Mitra et al., 2009; Karastergiou

et al., 2015).

2.1.3 Types of Neutron Star

Neutron stars are categorised according to their observed properties. The prin-

ciple categorization used describes the source of power for the electromagnetic

radiation they emit. This gives rise to three distinct pulsar types:

• Rotation-powered pulsars: These pulsars are powered by rotational en-

ergy, which is converted to magnetic dipole & electromagnetic radiation

within the pulsar magnetosphere. Rotation-powered pulsars produce co-

herent radio emission, and are the focus of the searches discussed in this

thesis. These pulsars are themselves separated into a number of distinct

groups. These groups are categorised according to their observed spin pe-

riod P , and period derivative Ṗ (rate of spin slow-down). For instance,

Millisecond pulsars (MSPs) are those with both an extremely short rota-

tional period P < 30 milliseconds, and small period derivative, Ṗ ≈ 10−20

s s−1 (Lorimer and Kramer, 2005). Whilst ‘normal’ pulsars have P > 30

milliseconds, and Ṗ ≈ 10−15 s s−1 (Lorimer and Kramer, 2005) (a faster

slow down rate). MSPs are thought to be normal pulsars that have become

‘recycled’, through the accretion of mass from a binary companion. The

transfer of angular momentum from the companion gives rise to a faster

rotational period. The 245 observed galactic MSPs (Lorimer, 2016) cur-

rently form 10% of the known pulsar population. However their rapid

rotation rates, and membership in binary systems, can make MSPs difficult

to detect. This is due to the requisite high time resolution data required

to observe short period signals (i.e. high data rates), and because of the

smearing of their signatures in the Fourier spectra, due to the Doppler effect

from their binary motion around a companion star.

• Accretion-powered pulsars: These pulsars are powered by the accre-

tion of matter from a stellar companion in a binary system. As matter is

transferred from the companion to the neutron star, it is channelled to-

ward two regions on the neutron star surface. These regions are coincident

with the neutron star’s magnetic poles. The infalling matter is accelerated
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along magnetic fields lines toward the neutron star surface, releasing large

amounts of gravitational potential energy. This heats the surface, produc-

ing two hotspots which produce x-ray emission (for an in-depth discussion

of accretion powered emission see Ghosh, 2007). Accretion-powered pul-

sars are generally known as x-ray pulsars. As this thesis is concerned with

the search for radio pulsars, x-ray pulsars are not considered in any further

detail.

• Magnetars: These are neutron stars which produce electromagnetic radia-

tion, powered by the decay of their strong magnetic fields. Magnetars have

magnetic fields which are much stronger than those normally found around

rotation-powered, or accretion-powered pulsars. Magnetars are rare. There

are currently only 29 examples known (Olausen and Kaspi, 2014).

2.1.4 Pulsar Sky Distribution

The distribution of known pulsars within our Galaxy, is shown via a Hammer-

Aitoff projection plot in Figure 2.8. The plot represents normal pulsars as small

black dots, and MSPs using larger red circles, both positioned according to their

respective Galactic coordinates. Young pulsars are generally concentrated in

the plane, as this is where the majority of star formation occurs in our Galaxy

(Lorimer and Kramer, 2005). Such pulsars typically only produce radio emission

for a few million years (Lorimer and Kramer, 2005), and thus, are not generally

observed far from their birth locations. Figure 2.8 shows a concentration of nor-

mal pulsars in the Galactic plane reflecting this (surrounding the horizontal line

at 0◦ Galactic latitude). However, the plot also shows that normal pulsars are

common outside of the Galactic plane. This is because pulsars are born during

violent supernovae explosions. These explosions can impart a strong impulsive

push upon newborn pulsars (Lorimer and Kramer, 2005), propelling them away

from their birth locations at significant spatial velocities (Tutukov, 2005). This

allows normal pulsars to travel far above, and below, the Galactic plane. In con-

trast, MSPs are more isotropically distributed. Much like normal pulsars, MSPs

receive large impulsive kicks during their birth, and possess very high spatial

velocities. However MSPs are generally older than normal pulsars (Lorimer and

Kramer, 2005), given the time required for the recycling process to shorten their

rotational periods to just a few milliseconds. This additional time allows MSPs to
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move further from their birth locations, giving them an evenly distributed spread.

Figure 2.8: Hammer-Aitoff projection plot showing the distribution of all known
pulsars, in Galactic coordinates. Here ‘normal’ pulsars are indicated by small
black dots, whilst MSPs are indicated using slightly larger red circles.

The vast majority of pulsars discovered today are located in our Galaxy, as

depicted in Figure 2.8. However a small number of pulsars have been found in

satellites of our Galaxy, in dense star forming regions known as Globular Clus-

ters (GCs), e.g. 47 Tucanae (Manchester et al., 1990a,b). Pulsars are observed in

greater abundance in GCs (Freire, 2012), indeed, GCs produce an order of mag-

nitude more MSPs than the Galactic disk of our Galaxy (Ransom, 2007). Thus

GCs are considered to be excellent MSP factories (Hessels et al., 2014) making

them of significant interest. Pulsars have also been found in the Magellanic clouds

(Manchester et al., 2006; Ridley et al., 2013). However to date no radio pulsars

have been found in other Galaxies. This is due to their intrinsic radio faintness,

which makes them difficult to detect in other galaxies even within the local group.

The location of a pulsar inside or outside of our Galaxy, whilst of scientific

interest (as discussed in the following section), provides no indication of their

intrinsic properties. Nor do we expect to find a particular class of pulsar in any

particular location on the sky. Thus it is necessary to search as much of the sky

as possible to find new pulsars.
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2.1.5 Why Look for Pulsars?

The radio emission produced by pulsars not only makes them detectable here on

Earth, but when measured accurately, permits a variety of unique astrophysi-

cal experiments (Carilli and Rawlings, 2004; Cordes et al., 2004; Lorimer, 2008;

Keane et al., 2014a). These include probes of the ISM, probes of space-time, and

gravitational wave detection. In all these experiments pulsars are also used as

precise astronomical clocks:

• Probes of the ISM: As pulsar radio emission travels towards the Earth,

it passes through the space in between, the ISM. The ISM affects the signal

in various measurable ways (discussed in Section 2.2.2). This allows the

composition of the ISM to be studied closely (Cordes et al., 2004), which

would otherwise be difficult to achieve.

• Probes of space-time: Pulsars exist in strong-field gravitational envi-

ronments due to their enormous mass (Damour and Taylor, 1992). It is

impossible to study such environments within Earth-based laboratories, or

even within the confines of our own solar system which is lightweight by

comparison. In the strong-field environment provided by pulsars, their im-

mense gravitational fields directly affect the arrival times on Earth of the

signals they produce, via special and general-relativistic effects (Kramer

et al., 2006). By studying these effects, tests of many gravitational theories

(e.g. see Capozziello and Faraoni, 2011) can be accomplished (Damour and

Taylor, 1992; Shao et al., 2014). For example the so called Hulse-Taylor bi-

nary system named after its discoverers, consists of a closely orbiting pulsar

and neutron star companion (Weisberg and Taylor, 2005). Observations of

this system revealed the orbits of these stars were decaying over time. The

rate of decay is as predicted by Einstein’s general theory of relativity (Ein-

stein, 1915; Weisberg et al., 1981), which accounts for the energy loss via the

production of gravitational waves (Weisberg et al., 1981; Taylor and Weis-

berg, 1982). The Hulse-Taylor binary proved to be an excellent test-bed for

Einstein’s theories. However it has not answered all our questions. Some

theories remain untested with respect to observational evidence. Thus the

hunt is on for more ‘exotic’ pulsar-based laboratories. Two closely orbiting

pulsars (Kramer et al., 2006), or alternatively, a pulsar black-hole binary

system, are particularly sought after (Keane et al., 2014a).
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• Gravitational wave detection: MSPs, which have spin periods measur-

able in milliseconds, can be used to detect gravitational waves8. By timing

the arrival of the pulses produced by numerous MSPs, the presence of grav-

itational waves can be detected as a disturbance in the regularity of pulse

arrival times on Earth (Foster and Backer, 1990; Hobbs et al., 2010; Janssen

et al., 2014).

• An independent time standard: Measuring the arrival time of pulses

gives rise to an extremely effective time keeping system, rivalling atomic

clocks for accuracy (Lorimer and Kramer, 2005; Lorimer, 2008). Such clocks

are useful for spacecraft navigation (Sheikh et al., 2006) and timekeeping

here on Earth (Hobbs et al., 2012).

There are many more reasons for studying pulsars, here only a few uses have been

described.

2.2 Searching for Pulsars

Searches for pulsars are predominately undertaken during dedicated surveys.

There are two types of general survey strategy: targeted and blind searches.

Targeted observations search only a fixed sky location or region for pulsar sig-

nals. Such searches are focused on those locations where pulsars are more likely

to be found, i.e., in dense stellar regions such as GCs. Targeted searches are

relatively small in scale, and require fewer resources to undertake than so called

‘blind’ searches. Blind searches are much more common. These observe multiple

regions of the sky in quick succession, in the hope of detecting pulsar emission.

Blind searches are necessary given that pulsars can be found throughout the sky,

and their positions impossible to predict. Blind searches for pulsars have been

conducted since 1968 (Large et al., 1968), and have discovered most of the 2, 524

pulsars known to science (Manchester et al., 2005a,b). However detecting pulsar

signals during blind searches is inherently difficult to do, as their emission is weak

upon arriving at Earth (Lorimer, 2008). Environmental factors serve to compli-

cate the search, by further weakening our sensitivity to their emission in various

ways, i.e. scintillation and scattering (Lorimer and Kramer, 2005). At the same

8See Lorimer (2008) for a review.
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time, man made RFI produced by modern technology9, can mask pulsar emission

due to its close proximity and relative power (Lorimer and Kramer, 2005). Find-

ing pulsars therefore requires two principal search tools. A large radio telescope

sensitive to extremely weak emissions, and a signal search pipeline able to isolate

weak signals as and when they appear amidst RFI and noise.

2.2.1 Radio Telescopes

Most radio telescopes are large parabolic dish antennas, which dwarf the house-

hold antennas most people are familiar with. The dish of a radio telescope is often

many metres across, giving them large surface areas useful for collecting the weak

radiation from astronomical sources reaching the Earth’s surface. The larger the

antenna the fainter the source that can be detected, thus the more sensitive the

telescope becomes. The parabolic shape of the dish helps focus weak signals, by

reflecting them into a component known as the receiver. This is located where the

reflected radiation is focused by the dish, housed inside a protective case. This is

sometimes called the focus box or cabin, and is depicted more clearly in Figure 2.9.
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Figure 2.9: Diagram of a movable reflector based radio telescope. Analogue
signals captured by the dish are reflected toward the focus box, where signal pro-
cessing begins. Analogue signals are converted to digital signals, before software
pipelines search for the presence of periodicities. Inspired by an image provided
by the Max-Planck-Institut für Astronomie (1998, no author credited).

9Satellites, aircraft, mobile phone networks, power networks, microwave ovens (Petroff et al.,
2015b) and any other piece of technology capable of producing electromagnetic radiation.
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Inside the focus box the receiver is often cryogenically cooled to around−260◦c

(Lorimer and Kramer, 2005). This helps prevent thermal noise generated by the

receivers own electronics from masking legitimate signals. The receiver system

itself consists of a number of components. A ‘feed horn’ firstly channels reflected

emission in to the receiver. The feed horn helps guide the received emission,

making it able to have a focus sensitive to a wider range of frequencies. The

guided emission eventually reaches the receiver, which is where the passing elec-

tromagnetic wave induces currents in the receiving element. In modern telescopes

multiple feed horns are typically clustered together, such that each individual feed

collects radiation from an adjacent part of the sky with no overlap (Lorimer and

Kramer, 2005). This allows a single receiver system to collect radiation from a

larger region of the sky, allowing for faster searches with respect to sky coverage.

Telescopes with multiple feed horns are described as having multi-beam receivers,

where each beam is analogous to a separate ‘ear’ on the sky.

The currents induced at the receiver generate voltages, which in turn get am-

plified by a low noise amplifier. Here the received emission is intensified millions

of times, to compensate for the weakness of astronomical signals. The amplified

signal is then passed on to a band-pass filter. The filter allows through compo-

nents of the signal present at the frequencies of interest, and filters out the rest.

This allows most interference known to occur at particular frequencies (i.e. due

to power lines, mobile phone networks) to be removed. Those signals making it

through filtering are subsequently converted to a lower Intermediate frequency

(IF) using a mixer. This IF allows the signal to be transmitted more efficiently

across the cabling within the focus box with little signal loss. The IF is also read-

ily interpretable by digital filter banks, ultimately producing a digital sampling

of an analogue signal (Lorimer and Kramer, 2005).

2.2.2 Software Search Pipeline

A digital filter bank is an array of band-pass filters, used to split up the pre-

processed digital signal into a number of frequency channels for software pro-

cessing. Using filter banks, a received signal is split up in to nchans frequency

channels, each of width ∆v kHz. An individual channel contains stot samples of

the signal taken at the interval tsamp (µs), over an observational period of length
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tobs seconds, such that,

stot =
tobs
tsamp

. (2.1)

Each unique observation made with a telescope is therefore representable as an

nchans × stot matrix M as shown in Equation 2.2.

M =


a1,1 · · · a1,stot

a2,1 · · · a2,stot
...

. . .
...

anchans,1 · · · anchans,stot

 . (2.2)

A software search for pulsar signals involves a number of procedural steps ap-

plied to the data in M . The first of these involves RFI excision, via the removal

of channels (rows of the matrix) corresponding to known interference frequen-

cies not previously removed (Keith et al., 2010). Once interference frequencies

have been removed, ‘Clipping’ (Hogden et al., 2012) may also be applied to the

data, which aims to reduce the impact of impulsive interference. This is achieved

by setting to zero (or to the local mean) those samples in M , which exhibit in-

tensities higher than some pre-determined threshold in a given column (e.g. an

intensity 2σ above the mean). Once these initial steps are complete, the original

matrix M is transformed into a modified matrix M ′ ready for further analysis.

With M ′ at hand, processing enters a computationally expensive phase known as

de-dispersion.

As mentioned earlier, signals travelling through the ISM are affected by it

in various ways (Lorimer, 2009). By far the most significant effect is known as

dispersion (Lorimer and Kramer, 2005; Lorimer, 2009). As pulsar signals travel

through the ISM towards the Earth, they interact with charged particles (free

electrons) on route. These interactions delay the arrival of the signal here on

Earth (Lorimer and Kramer, 2005) in a characteristic way. The low frequency

components of the signal are delayed more than the corresponding high frequency

counterparts. Thus the low frequency components arrive at Earth slightly after

those at higher frequencies. This has a dispersive effect that causes pulsar signals
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to become smeared in time. This makes it difficult to detect pulsars, as their

pulses become less pronounced as shown in Figure 2.10. This is manifest as a

reduction in the Signal-to-noise ratio (S/N) of a detected pulse, a measure used

to describe the strength of a signal,

S/N =
Psignal
Pnoise

, (2.3)

where Psignal is the average power of the signal, and Pnoise the average power

of the noise background. If the ratio achieves a value of one, then the signal is

indistinguishable from noise. Stronger signals achieve ratios greater than one,

thus a high S/N indicates, though does not prove, the presence of a legitimate

signal.
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Figure 2.10: An example of signal dispersion. Based upon diagrams originally
presented by Lorimer and Kramer (2005). Plot a) shows how a signal is dispersed
in time. Dispersion hides the true pulse shape and causes a lowering of the
detected S/N. Plot b) shows the application of DM corrections to a dispersed
signal. The DM correction is different in each frequency channel, since dispersion
is proportional to frequency.
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The amount of dispersive smearing a signal receives is proportional to a quan-

tity called the dispersion measure (DM) (Lorimer and Kramer, 2005). The DM is

the integrated column density of free electrons between an observer and a pulsar

(Lorimer, 2008). The true column density, and thus the precise degree to which a

signal is dispersed, cannot be known a priori (Keith et al., 2010; Levin, 2012). A

number of dispersion measure tests or ‘DM trials’, must therefore be conducted

to determine this value as accurately as possible. An accurate DM can be used to

undo the dispersive smearing, allowing the S/N of a detected signal to be max-

imised (Lorimer and Kramer, 2005). For a single dispersion trial, each frequency

channel (row in M ′) is shifted by an appropriate delay. Subsequent trials incre-

ment the delay in steps, until a maximum DM is reached. This maximum will

vary according to the region of sky being surveyed, the observing frequency, and

bandwidth. The process produces one ‘de-dispersed’ time series10 per frequency

channel. These are then summed to produce a single de-dispersed time series

per trial (as shown at the bottom plot of Figure 2.10 a). In total de-dispersion

produces a number of time series equal to the total number of DM trials.

Periodic signals in de-dispersed time series data, can be found using a Fourier

analysis. This is known as periodicity search (Lorimer and Kramer, 2005). The

first step of periodicity search usually involves filtering the data to remove strong

spectral features known as ‘birdies’ (Manchester et al., 2001; Hessels et al., 2007).

These may be caused by periodic or quasi-periodic interference. Summing tech-

niques are applied next, which add the amplitudes of harmonically related fre-

quencies to their corresponding fundamentals. This step is necessary, as in the

Fourier domain, the power from a narrow pulse is distributed between its funda-

mental frequency and its harmonics (Lorimer and Kramer, 2005). Thus if one

were to only try to detect the fundamental, you would have less chance of finding

a pulsar signal. Periodic detections with large Fourier amplitudes post summing

(above the noise background or a threshold level), are then considered to be ‘sus-

pect’ periods. A further process known as sifting (e.g. Stovall et al., 2013) is

applied to the suspects, which removes duplicate detections of the same signal

at slightly different DMs, along with their related harmonics. A large number of

suspects survive the sifting process.

10A temporally ordered sequence of data points recorded over a finite time interval.
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Figure 2.11: General steps in the candidate generation process.

2.2.3 Folded Candidate Data

Folded candidate data varies according to the survey search pipeline used. How-

ever in general for each suspect, the data in M ′ is folded using the best period

and DM found, producing a new matrix L. This is a 3D matrix describing a

candidate in terms of phase, frequency and time. The size of the matrix L is

given by nbins × nsub × nsubint; where nbins corresponds to the number of phase

bins11, nsub the frequency bins, and nsubint the temporal integrations. The matrix

L is useful, as the data it contains allows a candidate to be visualised in a variety

of ways, and these visualisations give an indication of its true origin. Figure 2.12

shows two of the principle visualisations obtained via transforming L into two

further matrices. The first in Figure 2.12 b) shows the detected pulse through

time. As pulsar signals are periodic they should repeat throughout an entire ob-

servation, as shown in this example. The second matrix in Figure 2.12 c) shows

the detected pulse with respect to frequency. As pulsar emission is broadband,

a legitimate pulsar signal should generally be present across the entire frequency

band as shown here. These two matrices display the basic properties one would

expect from a legitimate pulsar. This information can be summarised easily as

shown in Figure 2.12 d). This provides an overhead view of these matrices when

flattened to 2-dimensions.

11Phase denotes a specific point in the cycle of a waveform. Thus the number of phase bins
describes how many samples are used to describe the waveform.
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Figure 2.12: Visualisation of the data stored within a pulsar candidate. In a) is
the matrix obtained when observational data is folded with a candidate’s best
period and DM. In b) the matrix Lsubint describes the detected pulse through
time. In c) the matrix Lsub describes the detected pulse through the frequency
domain. Finally d) shows the overhead view of the Lsubint and Lsub matrices
when there is a strong pulsar-like signal. These plots can be used to give a visual
indication of the legitimacy of a candidate.
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Obtaining the flattened matrices Fsubint and Fsub is straightforward. The

flattened matrix derived from Lsubint is given by,

Fsubint =



a1,1 · · · a1,j · · · a1,nbins
...

. . .
...

. . .
...

ai,1 · · · ai,j · · · ai,nbins
...

. . .
...

. . .
...

ansubint,1 · · · ansubint,j · · · ansubint,nbins


, where, (2.4)

aij =
1

nbins

nbins∑
k=1

bik · lkj, (2.5)

such that bik is an element from a 1×nbins row vector of ones, and lkj an element

in the nints × nbins matrix Lisubint, that slices vertically through Lsubint at i for

i = 1, ..., nsubint. An example of how this works in practice is provided in Figure

2.13. Note that nints refers to the number of rows in the matrix Lisubint and is

determined by the survey pipeline. It is also possible to flatten this matrix hor-

izontally producing one of the most important summary plots for a candidate,

its integrated pulse profile (Lorimer and Kramer, 2005; Ghosh, 2007; Lorimer,

2008). This is an array of continuous values describing the pulse intensity across

nbins phase bins, normalised to within some range [a, b].

b) Flattened matrixa) Original matrix

Slice 1

Slice 2

Figure 2.13: Visualisation of how data is flattened using Equation 2.5. The
2×2×2 matrix in a) contains the original data. Slices through a) are themselves
2×2 matrices. In b) there is a flattened matrix, and an example of how its values
are calculated.
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Signals originating from the Earth do not travel through the ISM, and thus

are not dispersed. If DM trial corrections are applied to a non-dispersed signal,

its S/N will decrease as the signal becomes smeared by unnecessary corrections.

Such a signal will achieve its maximum S/N at a DM value of zero. A candidate

which achieves a peak S/N at a DM of zero, is therefore likely caused by local

interference. A legitimate pulsar signal on the other hand will be dispersed, there-

fore its S/N should peak at a DM greater than zero. The amount of dispersion a

signal has experienced is therefore a useful indicator of its true origin. For that

reason, the optimisation steps that attempt to find the best period and DM for a

folded candidate, retain period and DM trial information for analysis. This data

is stored in a further data matrix Lp−dm. This matrix describes the effect of DM

trial and period offset values, on a folded candidate’s S/N. This matrix is shown

more clearly in Figure 2.14.
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Figure 2.14: Visualisation of the Period-DM data stored in a pulsar candidate.
In a) there is a peak corresponding to the combination of DM and period that
gave the highest S/N for the candidate. In b) the overhead view of this matrix
when flattened is provided. This matrix is useful for evaluating candidates, as
legitimate pulsars should have circular regions of increasing S/N values as the trial
period and DM values become optimal. In c) a side on view of b) is provided.
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In Figure 2.14 a) we see a peaked landscape, where the peak corresponds to

the combination of DM and period that gave the highest S/N for the candidate.

In Figure 2.14 b) the overhead view of this matrix when flattened is provided. The

optimal S/N is indicated by the darkest shaded region. Legitimate pulsars should

posses circular regions of increasing S/N values, as the trial period offset and DM

values become optimal. In this example, the S/N decreases as the incorrect pe-

riod offset and DM is used, as it would for a pulsar. This plot is known as the

period-DM plane. It is also possible to flatten the matrix in a) horizontally, form-

ing a single DM-SNR curve describing the relationship between the S/N and DM.

A curve peaked at a DM of zero is very likely for candidates originating from RFI.

Together the components described thus far form the bulk of an individual

candidate’s data storage requirements. The approximate footprint of a candidate

in bits is given by,

cbits =
(
2 · (nsub · nbins · nsubint) + nbins +DMtrials

)
· nbits, (2.6)

where nbits is the number of bits used to store an individual sample, and DMtrials

the total number of DM trials undertaken. Whilst it is desirable to retain as much

information as possible within a candidate, storage limitations impose practical

restrictions. Thus each candidate describes only a heavily reduced version of a

signal detection. The average candidate is usually around 60kB in size, where

nbits = 32, DM Trials = 1000, nsub = 32 and finally nbins = 128.

2.2.4 Pulsar Candidates

A pulsar candidate is a signal detection made by a pulsar search pipeline, that

exhibits ‘pulsar like’ characteristics making it worthy of further analysis (Lorimer

and Kramer, 2005; Eatough et al., 2010; Morello et al., 2014). Each candidate

summarises such a detection using graphical plots and statistics derived from

the matrices previously described, which give some indication of its origin. These

plots and statistics must be inspected by either an automated method, or a human

expert, in order to determine a candidate’s probable origin. The vast majority

of candidates will be caused by fluctuations in Galactic background noise, in-

strument noise, and earth based RFI. Only those deemed to be of likely pulsar
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origin should therefore be scrutinized further, and possibly allocated telescope

time for confirmation observations. The process of deciding which candidates are

worthwhile investigating has become known as candidate ‘selection’. Candidate

selection is an important step in the search for pulsars. Correct selection deci-

sions allow valuable telescope time to be prioritised upon those detections most

likely to yield a new discovery, and prevent pulsars from being missed. Incorrect

decisions waste time and effort, and can even cause legitimate pulsars to be over-

looked.
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Figure 2.15: An annotated example pulsar candidate, summarising the detection
of PSR J1706-6118. The candidate was obtained during processing of High Time
Resolution Universe Survey data by Thornton (2013).

The basic candidate is describable in terms of a small number of characteristic

variables and plots. Summary statistics generally include the S/N, DM, signal

period, and the detected pulse width. Most candidates also include a copy of

the integrated pulse profile (Lorimer and Kramer, 2005; Ghosh, 2007; Lorimer,

2008), which visually depicts a version of the signal averaged across all observed

frequencies and time (see (C) in Figure 2.15). It is an array of continuous values

describing the pulse intensity across nbins phase bins, normalised to within some
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range [a, b]. However different pulsar search pipelines produce different types of

candidate, which often contain additional information as shown in Figure 2.15.

This candidate provides information describing how the signal persists through-

out both the time and frequency domains (Eatough et al., 2010), using the flat-

tened Fsub matrix in Figure 2.15 (A), and Fsubint matrix in Figure 2.15 (B). Plots

describing the relationship between trial DM values, and the S/N which results

when this DM is used to correct for dispersion, are also used (period-DM plane,

and DM-SNR curve).

2.3 Future Pulsar Searches with the SKA

Finding and observing pulsars is a core science aim of the SKA (Kramer and

Stappers, 2014). It is therefore being designed to achieve a number of pulsar

specific search goals. These include, conducting a cosmic census of the pulsar

population (Keane et al., 2014a), searching for pulsars in the Galactic Centre

(Eatough et al., 2014), and searching for pulsars in GCs (Hessels et al., 2014).

The cosmic census will best be undertaken using a blind search strategy, encom-

passing the entire sky. This is anticipated to proceed in phases, SKA-1 (Dewdney

et al., 2013, 2015; Tan et al., 2015) and SKA-2 (Dewdney et al., 2013, 2015), with

each utilising the increasing capabilities of the telescope as they become available.

Simulations indicate that surveys undertaken with SKA-1, will detect between

7,000 to 9,000 normal pulsars, and between 900 to 1,400 MSPs, depending on

the telescope configuration used (Keane et al., 2014a). The completed SKA-2 in-

strument will be capable of observing all detectable pulsars in our galaxy (Keane

et al., 2014a), of which there are estimated to be around 160,000 normal pul-

sars (Lorimer, 2008) and 30,000 MSPs (Lorimer, 2012). Thus the SKA is set to

considerably increase the known Galactic pulsar population (Keane et al., 2014a).

Pulsars in the Galactic Centre and GCs, will best be found through searches

which target those regions directly. Targeted searches for pulsars in the Galactic

Centre, are expected to detect between 200 to 2,000 of the estimated 103 to 104

active pulsars in the region (Eatough et al., 2014). These pulsars are particularly

important for advancing our understanding of physics through tests of gravity,

as described in Section 2.1.5. Whilst targeted searches of GCs are expected to
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significantly increase the known millisecond pulsar population. Estimates suggest

that between 600 to 3,700 observable MSPs will be detected in GCs during tar-

geted searches (Hessels et al., 2014). It is also anticipated that targeted searches

will discover an entirely new population of pulsars, located within the nearby

Galaxies of the local Group (Keane et al., 2014a; Tauris et al., 2014).

2.3.1 Technical Challenges

A blind SKA-1 all-sky survey is technically challenging to undertake. Such a

survey will use between 1,500 and 2,200 tied-array beams (Keane et al., 2014a)

during a single observation. Together these will produce data at a rate of between

0.47 - 1.6 TB/s (Smits et al., 2009a). This data simply cannot be stored. It must

instead be processed in to useful data products in real-time (Sclocco et al., 2015).

The computing capacity required to process this data in real-time, is of the or-

der of 30 quadrillion Floating-point operations per second (FLOPs)12 (Broekema

et al., 2015). The computing platform being designed to provide this capacity,

the Science Data Processor (SDP) (Broekema et al., 2015; Nijboer et al., 2015),

is therefore set to become one of the worlds most powerful supercomputers built

at enormous cost. Pulsar search tools deployed upon the SDP, must utilise only

a small fraction of its available compute resources. This is necessary to ensure

the SDP is able to deliver on its design goals within strict science, power, and

budget constraints (Broekema et al., 2015). Pulsar search tools must therefore be

optimised to use as little Central processing unit (CPU) and memory resources

as possible. At the same time, blind searches will return pulsar candidates in

greater numbers than ever before, as will be discussed in more detail in Chapter

3. In spite of this, SKA candidate selection methods must maintain high levels

of accuracy during real-time operation.

By contrast targeted searches for pulsars are more efficient in their use of ob-

servational resources. Compared to blind searches, these utilise fewer telescope

beams, generate far less data, and output far fewer candidates. Even so, the

methods used for blind and targeted pulsar search will be the same. Thus tar-

geted search specific selection methods are not considered as a separate technical

challenge. This is because they are encompassed by blind search design drivers

12This corresponds to 30 PFLOPs. In comparison, the worlds most powerful computer today
Tianhe-2, is theoretically capable of 33.86 PFLOPs (Strohmaier et al., 2015).
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and technical considerations. It is also true that targeted searches will form only

a relatively small part of pulsar search with the SKA (Kramer and Stappers,

2014).

2.4 Candidate Accumulation

Modern pulsar surveys can return millions of candidate detections making pulsar

discovery difficult. Future blind pulsar searches undertaken with the SKA will

significantly worsen this problem, by returning more candidates than ever before.

Precisely how many of these will be attributable to noise, RFI, or even legitimate

phenomena, is currently unknown. Available empirical evidence provides some

indication of the ratio of legitimate pulsar to non-pulsar candidates collected.

For available High time resolution universe survey (HTRU) data (Keith et al.,

2010; Thornton, 2013) the ratio was approximately 1 pulsar to 7, 500 non-pulsar

candidates. Other surveys exhibit different ratios. The ratio for the ongoing

LOFAR Tied-array all-sky survey (LOTAAS) is approximately 1 pulsar to 10, 000

non-pulsars (S. Cooper, private communication, 2015). Whilst the ratio for the

P-Alfa survey (Cordes et al., 2006; Lazarus, 2012; ALFA Pulsar Consortium,

2015a) is approximately 1 pulsar to 33, 000 non-pulsar candidates13, though this

particular estimate does not take into consideration that multiple candidates

can describe the same pulsar14. Empirical experience and these approximate

ratios, suggest that pulsar candidate data is heavily imbalanced in favour of

noise and interference. However it is unclear by precisely how much. This makes

it difficult to understand how the candidate selection problem will impact SKA

pulsar searches, and impossible to predict how best to overcome it. The following

chapter will consider this problem in greater detail.

13To date there have been 151 P-Alfa discoveries reported (ALFA Pulsar Consortium, 2015b)
and over 5 million candidates collected.

14These candidates describe detections at slightly a different DM, period harmonic, or S/N.



Chapter 3

Candidate Selection Problem

“If Edison had a needle to find in a haystack, he would proceed at

once with the diligence of the bee to examine straw after straw until

he found the object of his search. I was a sorry witness of such

doings, knowing that a little theory and calculation would have saved

him ninety percent of his labor.”

— Nikola Tesla, New York Times, 19 October, 1931.

Each unique observation or ‘pointing’ with a radio telescope, produces some

number of pulsar candidates. It is difficult to determine just how many candidates

this will be in advance, and what proportion of these arise from noise, interference,

or genuine astrophysical phenomena. The nature of the true distribution depends

on numerous variables, many of which are greatly influenced by the random

processes that generate spurious pulsar-like signals. For instance, it is almost

impossible to quantify how many candidates will arise from RFI, as the local RFI

environment here on Earth is subject to great change due to dynamic human

activity. Without understanding how candidate numbers are changing, and how

this affects the distribution of candidates, it becomes extremely difficult to select

them effectively and efficiently. This chapter describes a new model developed

to overcome some of these issues. It allows both candidate numbers and their

corresponding data distributions to be estimated. It predicts an exponential rise

in candidate numbers caused by improving survey specifications, which provides

an explanation for the empirically observed trend in candidate numbers.

62
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Survey Year Candidates Per Sq. Degree

2nd Molonglo Survey (Manchester
et al., 1978)

1977 2, 500 ∼0.1

Phase II survey (Stokes et al., 1986) 1983 5, 405 ∼1

Parkes 20 cm survey (Johnston
et al., 1992)

1988 ∼ 150, 000 ∼188

Parkes Southern Pulsar Survey
(Manchester et al., 1996)

1991 40, 000 ∼2

Parkes Multibeam Pulsar Survey
(Manchester et al., 2001)

1997 8, 000, 000 ∼5,161

Swinburne Int. Lat. Survey (Ed-
wards et al., 2001)∗

1998 > 200, 000 ∼168

Arecibo P-Alfa all configurations
(Cordes et al., 2006; Lazarus, 2012;
ALFA Pulsar Consortium, 2015a)

2004 > 5, 000, 000 ∼16,361∗

6.5 GHz Multibeam Survey (Bates
et al., 2011b; Bates, 2011)† 2006 3, 500, 000 ∼77,778

GBNCC survey (Stovall et al.,
2014)∗

2009 > 1, 200, 000 ∼89

Southern HTRU (Keith et al., 2010) 2010 55, 434, 300 ∼1,705

Northern HTRU (Barr et al., 2013;
Cherry, 2012)∗

2010 > 80, 000, 000 ∼2,890

LOTAAS (Cooper, private commu-
nication, 2015 )

2013 39, 000, 000 ∼2,000

Table 3.1: Reported folded candidate numbers. Note ∗ indicates a lower bound on
the number of candidates observed per square degree of sky surveyed, calculated
from incomplete candidate numbers. Whilst † indicates very long integration
times with further details supplied in Tables A.1 - A.5.

3.1 Trends in Candidate Numbers

The number of candidates collected during pulsar surveys has been increasing

steadily over time (Stovall et al., 2013). Figures reported in the literature as

summarised in Table 3.1 support this view. The upward trend is more pronounced

when the number of candidates obtained per square degree of sky surveyed is

plotted as shown in Figure 3.1.

The rise in candidate numbers is anecdotally understood to be a result of

changes in the technical capabilities of pulsar searches, which have improved

considerably in terms of sensitivity, bandwidth, and sky coverage during the past

50 years (see Appendix I, Tables A.1 - A.5).
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Figure 3.1: Scatter plot showing how the number of folded candidates produced
per square degree of sky surveyed, has changed over time. These data points were
calculated by dividing the total survey region by reported candidate numbers
(for those surveys that reported both). Minimum values are reported for surveys
which do not report total candidate numbers, only candidates obtained so far.

Of these improvements, finer frequency resolution has had the most signif-

icant effect on candidate numbers. This is because as the frequency resolution

increases, the channel width (∆v) decreases. If the width of a channel is less than

the width of the smearing caused by dispersion, then the true signal can no longer

be seen. To maintain resolution, a smaller DM step size must therefore be used to

compensate. However smaller DM step sizes require more DM trials to find the

optimal DM value. As the time series resulting from individual DM trials give rise

to the suspect periods that become candidates, more trials produce more candi-

dates. Other factors have also contributed to the rise. Longer observations have

played their part, as these increase the likelihood of making a suspect detection.

Whilst more recently acceleration searches (Lorimer and Kramer, 2005; Lorimer,

2008; Eatough et al., 2013) have significantly increased the number of suspect de-

tections, by adding a further dimension to the signal search space. Acceleration

searches are particularly important for finding pulsars in binary systems. Such
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systems exhibit periodic changes in a detected pulsar’s period, due to Doppler

effects (Doppler, 1842). Standard Fourier periodicity searches (Bloomfield, 2004;

Chatfield, 2013) are not sensitive to such changes, making these compact systems

hard to detect. Though if the motion of the pulsar around its companion can be

compensated for, then such systems can be found using existing pipelines. This

motion correction requires an estimate of the orbital acceleration of the pulsar,

which can’t be known a priori. Acceleration searches attempt to find a reasonable

estimate of this value via acceleration trials. Each trial tries a different constant

orbital acceleration, which is then evaluated according to how well it increases

the S/N of a candidate. Many trials are required to span a reasonable range

of possible binaries. Each acceleration trial will therefore generate many addi-

tional candidates per dispersion trial. Thus a combination of many dispersion

and acceleration trials, leads to much greater number of pulsar candidates being

returned.

At present there exists no method for quantifying the effects of improving

survey specifications on candidate numbers. Without such knowledge, it is dif-

ficult to understand precisely how candidate numbers are increasing, and what

the data distribution of candidates should look like in practice. Such information

is helpful for designing accurate candidate selection approaches that make as few

mistakes as possible. It is also useful for planning survey storage requirements in

advance. To provide such information, here a model that places a lower bound

on candidate numbers is introduced. It identifies an exponential rise in candidate

numbers occurring during recent years, linked to the number of dispersion trials

undertaken per observation by survey search pipelines.

3.2 Approximate Model of Candidate Numbers

Candidate selection begins in the spectral S/N regime as described in Section

2.2.2. Here each suspect period is associated with a spectral S/N, found through

a Fourier analysis of a de-dispersed time series. However, we have incomplete

knowledge of the S/N distribution of spectral suspects, which arise from either

variations in Galactic background noise, terrestrial RFI, instrument noise, or le-

gitimate astrophysical phenomena. To proceed toward the goal of understanding

candidate numbers, it suffices to model only the most significant contributor of
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candidates, Gaussian distributed background noise. Empirical evidence suggests

that most candidates originate from background noise (Lee et al., 2013; Morello

et al., 2014) and to a lesser extent RFI. This is logically consistent, since if most

candidates arose from legitimate phenomena, then pulsar discovery would be triv-

ial. Whilst if most arose from RFI, then this would be concerning, as telescopes

are purposely situated in low RFI/noise environments. It is therefore sensible to

conclude that candidates are in practice noise dominated.

By modelling candidates arising only from background noise, it is possible

to estimate the approximate number of candidates an arbitrary pulsar survey

will yield. To achieve this, it is necessary to make two fundamental assumptions.

First assume a 1:1 mapping from spectral suspects to ‘folded’ candidates1, second

assume that at least 1 folded candidate is generated per dispersion trial which

subsequently survives sifting. From here a lower bound on total candidate num-

bers can be calculated. As folded candidate S/Ns are well modelled by a Gaussian

distribution2, the folded S/N distribution can also be estimated using a simple

Gaussian model. The number of candidates arising from noise with a folded S/N

of nσ (i.e. 1σ, ..., nσ), is estimated as follows using a Gaussian probability density

function,

f(DMtrials, λ, µ, σ) =
1

σ
√

2π
e−

1
2
(λ−µ
σ

)2 ·DMtrials, (3.1)

where λ is the folded S/N, µ is the mean of the noise distribution, σ its standard

deviation, and DMtrials the total number of dispersion trials3. Note that the real

variable λ will in practice need to be rounded to an integer value, but this will

not affect the analysis to follow, and the arguments are clearer using a continuous

distribution.

This model considers each dispersion trial to be a single draw from the noise

distribution. Candidate numbers here are determined by DMtrials, and not a top

C candidate cut, as is often used to limit candidate numbers (e.g Thornton, 2013)

(see Section 3.6.2 for more examples). However since cuts are used in practice

1A candidate obtained by folding a de-dispersed time series at a specific suspect period.
2Empirically observed in HTRU survey data.
3The variable DMtrials is also indirectly describing the sensitivity of the survey, since finer

frequency resolution requires a greater number of dispersion trials.
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to remove weak candidates arising from noise, these are incorporated into the

model. This is achievable whilst retaining knowledge of the resulting folded S/N

distribution for a cut C ∈ (0,∞]. First the total number of candidates arising

from Gaussian distributed noise, with a folded S/N > nσ is computed using,

k(DMtrials, µ, σ, nσ) =

∫ ∞
nσ

f(DMtrials, λ, µ, σ)dλ. (3.2)

Figure 3.2: Diagram of 1−cumulative distribution function of Equation 3.2, show-
ing the relationship between nσ and constant cuts. This illustrates the impact
of cuts on the number of noise candidates making it through to the candidate
selection stage.

In practice Gaussian noise possessing a S/N in excess of 30σ is rare. Thus

the upper limit of ∞ can be safely replaced with nσmax= 30, beyond which a

detection is almost certainly not noise. Here nσ is the cut-off S/N that is n

standard deviations from the mean, and candidates with a S/N below this are

not counted. Equation 3.2 is related to the Cumulative distribution function
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(CDF), of the probability distribution in Equation 3.1, where k = 1− CDF as

shown in Figure 3.2. From this the number of nσ candidates surviving a top C

cut can be computed using h(f, s). Here s = C−k gives the number of remaining

candidate places in a top C cut, and h is defined by,

h(f, s) =


0, if s ≤ 0

f, if f − s ≤ 0

s, otherwise ,

(3.3)

where 0 is returned if there are no spaces in a top C cut, f is returned if all nσ

candidates make the cut, and finally s returned if some nσ candidates miss the

cut. Now the total number of candidates returned during a survey using a single

telescope, with an nbeam receiver making p pointings, can be estimated by,

p ·
(
nbeam ·max(k, C)). (3.4)

Here k is given by Equation 3.2, and C is the numerical cut-off per beam (e.g.

C = 100). Together with Equation 3.2, this allows a ‘crisis’ in candidate selection

to be identified. Since the functions f and k are linearly dependent on DMtrials,

and since DMtrials can be seen to be increasing empirically in Tables A.1 - A.5,

then, even if nσ is fixed, the number of noise-originating candidates to be eval-

uated will increase with DMtrials. This implies the existence of a discernible

trend in candidate numbers, which has not before been described. Much like the

exponential rise in data volumes described by Bates (2011), this model implies

that candidate numbers are increasing exponentially as a function of DMtrials.

To demonstrate the exponential nature of the increase, it suffices to show that

DMtrials keeps to the exponential law such that,

DMtrials = D(x) = a · ebx. (3.5)

Where a is the initial value of DMtrials > 0, and b the growth factor that must

also be > 0. It is clear that a must necessarily be greater than zero since a = 0

would indicate that no de-dispersion is undertaken. To obtain an estimate of b,

the best fit to the empirically observed DM trial values (recorded over fifty years)

was determined. This is shown in Figure 3.3.
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Figure 3.3: Curves fitted to the DM trial values reported over time. The
Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm was used to find the best exponential fits. The
robust exponential fits used the least absolute residual method (Bloomfield and
Steiger, 2012) to minimise the impact of outliers on the optimal fit. A 95%
confidence interval is shown for the best fitting model.
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The best fit found is given by,

DMtrials = D(x) = 1.588× 10−156 · e0.183x. (3.6)

Here x describes the year x = 1968, ..., 2020. The exponential fit achieves a

coefficient of determination of R2 = 0.938 to 3 s.f. Given the goodness of the fit,

it appears that the empirical data suggests an exponential rise inDMtrials as a > 0

and b > 0. This is consistent with improvements in pulsar survey specifications,

which during the past 50 years have been governed at a fundamental level by

Moore’s law4 (Bates, 2011). The resulting rise in candidate numbers suggested

by the model is great, as shown more clearly in Figure 3.4.

Figure 3.4: Candidate numbers predicted by Equation 3.2 (using nσ = 7 and
nσmax = 100), varied according to the total number of survey pointings for a
single beam receiver. Candidate numbers unrestricted by a cut, are indicated by
the solid lines; dashed lines indicate the corresponding figures using C = 100.

4According to Bates (2011), surveys have been designed to keep pace with Moore’s law
(Moore, 2006), to take advantage of increasing computational power appearing over time.
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This conservatively assumes only 1 folded candidate is generated per disper-

sion trial. However in practice more than one folded candidate can be generated.

This is because candidate numbers are also affected by observational length and

survey sensitivity. If these increase, then far more candidates will be produced.

It also doesn’t account for an increasing number of acceleration searches. Thus

the true situation is likely worse than this lower bound suggests.

There are two strategies available for dealing with this exponential rise in

noisy candidates. The first is to increase the lower S/N limit nσ in Equation 3.2.

This effectively implements a S/N cut-off, used by many to filter in the spectral

domain (Foster et al., 1995; Hessels et al., 2007; Burgay et al., 2013; Thornton,

2013), and the folded domain (Damashek et al., 1978; Manchester et al., 1978;

Stokes et al., 1986; Manchester et al., 2001; Burgay et al., 2013). However in prac-

tice this cut-off would become high enough to reject weaker detections of interest,

if it is to reduce candidate numbers. The second option is to impose a smaller

constant cut-off C, to the candidates collected per observation or beam, also done

by many (Edwards et al., 2001; Jacoby et al., 2009; Bates et al., 2012; Thornton,

2013) and accounted for in this model. Figure 3.2 shows these two methods to be

fundamentally the same. Imposing a fixed limit C on the output of Equation 3.2,

can only be achieved by increasing the lower value of nσ in the integral, since the

integrand is fixed by Equation 3.1. This corresponds to setting a high S/N cut-off.

Using either of these approaches impacts our ability to detect legitimate pulsar

signals. This is particularly true of a top C cut, as demonstrated in Figure 3.5.

Here the number of nσ noise candidates making it through a top C = 100 cut is

plotted, as a function of an increasing number of dispersion trials. As the number

of trials increases, noise possessing relatively high S/Ns becomes common. Such

noise makes up an increasing proportion of the candidates making the cut, as

DMtrials increases. At a modest 4,000 dispersion trials, few, if any 7σ candidates

make it into a top C cut. As pulsars with folded S/Ns below this level have been

observed (see Section 3.6) this is concerning. It suggests that noise alone can

fill up a top C cut, without even taking into consideration the influence of RFI,

or legitimate phenomena. Taking DMtrials to the limit of infinity increases the

certainty that noise will dominate a candidate cut. This reduces the likelihood

of legitimate signals making it through to analysis.
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Figure 3.5: Contour plot derived from Equation 3.3. Shows the number of selected
candidates at a given S/N as a function of an increasing number of DM trials,
with a constant cut C = 100.

The model presented here attempts to lower bound an asymptotic increase in

candidate numbers linked directly to DMtrials. It has two main weaknesses. It

fails to take into account the presence of RFI and legitimate phenomena, both

of which are difficult to model due to their dynamic and transient nature. This

means that estimates of the S/N distribution of candidates will only approximate

the true distribution. Whilst the estimate of the DMtrials parameter and its in-

ferred exponential nature, may also be of issue to some. The argument for the

exponential increase in DMtrials is based upon empirical data rather than theory.

One could therefore argue that DMtrials is better modelled by an alternative dis-

tribution, or some high order polynomial. Whilst for the observed data points

this may be true, it is self evident to those in radio astronomy that DMtrials is,

and has been, rising over time. It is also the case that whilst DMtrials is rising,

it is true that at some point increasing DMtrials no longer makes sense. This

is because eventually, frequency resolution will be so fine as to make even finer

resolution unnecessary. This appears to highlight a contradiction in earlier argu-

ments, since if DMtrials is ultimately fixed it cannot be exponential.
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For the time being DMtrials will continue to exhibit an exponential trend.

When this is no longer the case, the model will become invalid only if the param-

eter space searched remains the same. However other parameters continue to be

expanded and even added to the pulsar search space. This is causing a further

increase in candidate numbers, which has not been accounted for, as only a lower

bound was sought. However there are some survey parameters that have a mul-

tiplicative effect on candidate numbers, which make the lower bound estimate

conservative. One such parameter is the number of telescope beams used during

survey observations.

3.2.1 SKA Scenario

So far, candidate numbers have only been modelled for a telescope with a sin-

gle nbeam receiver, where nbeam = 1. However many modern telescopes possess

multi-beam receivers, such as the 13 beam receiver at Parkes (Staveley-Smith

et al., 1996), and the 7 beam receiver at Effelsberg (Keller et al., 2006). For fu-

ture telescopes such as the SKA, an interferometer comprised of many individual

dishes, even more beams are required. This is because to maintain a Field of

view (FOV) large enough to enable reasonable survey speed, thousands of beams

have to be combined (Smits et al., 2009a). The effect on data rates and candidate

numbers is multiplicative. This implies that the model introduced in this chap-

ter, is extremely conservative when considering future surveys. This is perhaps

best illustrated via a plausible SKA scenario. Suppose for a single observation

there are 1, 500 beams and 4, 000 DM trials. If just one candidate is above the

S/N selection threshold per DM trial, this leads to 4, 000 candidates produced

per beam and 6× 106 per observation.

Once delivered to the SDP, selection methods will have until the next batch

of data arrives to process the 6×106 candidates. At present, it is expected that a

new batch of candidates will arrive between every 500 to 600 seconds, according to

the current SKA design specifications. This assumes each individual observation

lasts approximately 10 minutes (Broekema et al., 2015; Dewdney et al., 2015;

Nijboer et al., 2015). This translates to a required candidate processing rate, of

at least 12,000 per second. This is the real-time processing requirement that any
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SKA selection system must meet, as the data simply cannot be stored for off-

line processing. If each candidate is just 50kB in size5, then 0.3TB of candidate

data alone, will be generated per observation. For a survey lasting 50 days,

where there are 120 observations per day, this equates to 3.6 × 1010 individual

candidates and 1.8PB of candidate data. This suggests that the exponential

growth predicted by the lower bound model presented in this chapter, is both

plausible and conservative.

3.3 Trends in Data Volume

Bates (2011) described an exponential rise in the volumes of observational data

collected in recent years. With that trend projected to continue (van Heerden

et al., 2014), it is becoming infeasible to store all candidate data in the long

term. It therefore becomes important to find and prioritise scientifically valuable

information for storage, otherwise discovery yielding data could be lost due to

insufficient disk capacity. The projected storage requirements in bits6 for a pulsar

survey of p pointings, for an nbeam receiver is given by,

cbits ·
(
p ·
(
nbeam ·max(k, C))

)
, (3.7)

where cbits is given by Equation 2.6. It is implausible and impractical to store

this much candidate data. Raw data, which has far greater storage requirements,

cannot be stored either.

3.4 Trends in Data Capture Rate

The number of samples per second recorded by pulsar surveys, has been increasing

steadily over time as shown in Figure 3.6. This serves as a useful proxy for

5Existing surveys already produce candidates much larger than this. Candidates generated
from HTRU data (Keith et al., 2010) by Thornton (2013), have an average footprint on disk of
60kB. These used nnbins = 128, nsub = 64 and nsubint = 64, whilst more recent surveys increase
these values considerably (Cooper, 2014a; Barr, 2014b; Bhattachatyya, 2014).

6To convert to a more meaningful value, divide the result by 8× 109 for gigabytes, 8× 1012

for Terabytes, and 8× 1015 for petabytes .
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estimating raw data throughput per second, which can be estimated as,

bits s−1 =

(
106

tsamp

)
· nchans · npol · nbeam · nbits, (3.8)

where npol is the number of polarisations, nbits the number of bits used to store

an individual sample, and tsamp the sampling rate expressed in microseconds (µs).

Figure 3.6: Scatter plot showing the number of samples per second recorded by
all pulsar surveys listed in Tables A.1 - A.5, as a function of time.

The size of the data matrix shown earlier in Equation 2.2, can be computed

from Equation 3.8, by multiplying the number of bits s−1 by the total observation

length tobs. Finer frequency resolution, faster sampling rates and longer obser-

vations, greatly increase the size of the matrix M . Empirically these have been

improving over time, as shown in Tables A.1 - A.5. This accounts for the expo-

nential increase in data capture rates observed by Bates (2011), and also for a

significant rise in total data volumes. Increasing data capture rates present their
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own unique problems. Particularly for future pulsar surveys conducted with tele-

scopes currently under development such as the SKA (Smits et al., 2009a; Keane

et al., 2014a) and the Five hundred meter Aperture Spherical Telescope (Smits

et al., 2009b).

These modern instruments will produce data at an unprecedented rate (van

Heerden et al., 2014), exerting significant pressure on our data storage and pro-

cessing capabilities. The shift to on-line processing has already occurred in mul-

tiple domains in response to similar data pressures. Most notably, in particle

physics with the commencement of the Atlas experiment (The ATLAS Collab-

oration, 2008). Indeed closer to home, some pulsar/fast transient searches have

already been undertaken with real-time processing pipelines (Thompson et al.,

2011; Ait-Allal et al., 2012; Barr, 2014b). Real-time searches for fast radio bursts

(Lorimer et al., 2007; Keane et al., 2012; Thornton et al., 2013) are also becoming

increasingly common (Law et al., 2014; Petroff et al., 2015a). However it remains

the case that few pulsars are discovered using real-time search pipelines. The vast

majority are discovered via the off-line reprocessing of raw data, often months

or years after a survey was undertaken (Faulkner et al., 2004; Keith et al., 2009;

Eatough, 2009; Mickaliger et al., 2012; Lorimer et al., 2015). The trend identified

here will prevent the reprocessing of future survey data, since it simply cannot

be archived due to its volume. Without the ability to reprocess data off-line,

many pulsars could be missed. To prevent this from happening, real-time selec-

tion pipelines must identify and store all interesting candidates as they arrive,

allowing for later analysis.

3.5 Selection Approaches

The number of candidates returned by pulsar surveys is becoming difficult to man-

age. It is complicated by rising data volumes, which require that most candidates

be discarded allowing the most promising ones to be stored. Whilst increasing

data capture rates make it important to make such decisions quickly before more

candidates arrive. Given that so many candidates are now returned by modern

pulsar surveys, candidate selection is anything but trivial. Throughout the fifty

year history of pulsar astronomy, a variety of approaches have been applied with

the aim of making accurate and reproducible selection decisions. These are now
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described in chronological order building up a picture of the current state-of-the-

art. The general approaches are summarised in Table 3.2.

Method Advantages Disadvantages Examples

Manual
selection,

Section 3.5.1

Accurate human
decisions

Slow, error prone,
non-reproducible

All surveys

Summary
selection,

Section 3.5.2

Accurate human
decision making,

slightly faster analysis

Same as above, success
relies on plot used,

assumes data visually
separable

runview (Burgay
et al., 2006),

reaper (Faulkner
et al., 2004),

jreaper (Keith
et al., 2009)

Ranking,
Section 3.5.3

Prioritises good
candidates for
attention, fast,
reproducible

Needs human input,
prone to error due to
human input, ranking

used determines
success

peace Lee et al.
(2013)

Clusterrank
(Deneva et al.,

2016)

Automated
selection,

Section 3.5.4

Fast, reproducible, no
human interaction

Difficult to train well,
requires access to

training data

spinn (Morello
et al., 2014), pics
(Zhu et al., 2014)

Table 3.2: Summary of candidate selection methods.

3.5.1 Manual Selection of Candidates

During the earliest of surveys, manual selection involved the inspection of ana-

logue pen chart records for periodic signals (Large et al., 1968; Manchester et al.,

1978). This process was subsequently replaced by digital data inspection, with

the adoption of early computer systems. From here on in, manual selection in-

volved the inspection ‘by eye’ of digitally produced diagnostic plots describing

each candidate, by an individual scientist or a team thereof. Those found ex-

hibiting pulsar-like characteristics were recorded for follow up analysis, whilst the

remainder were typically ignored (though retained on disk for possible reanalysis).

During the initial period of pulsar search digitization, the quantity of can-

didates produced during pulsar surveys was, with respect to modern searches,

extremely low. Although candidate numbers for this period are hard to find, the

2nd Molonglo survey conducted during the 1970’s, produced only 2, 500 candi-

dates in total (Manchester et al., 1978). Thus during the early days of pulsar

search, manual selection was entirely practical. Soon after however, increasing

candidate numbers began to make it difficult to isolate detections of interest. The
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first mention of this problem within the literature (to the best of the author’s

knowledge) was made by Clifton and Lyne (1986), in describing Jodrell Survey

B. The number of candidates produced during this survey, necessitated extensive

manual selection on the basis of pulse profile appearance and S/N. Although such

heuristic judgements were not new, their explicit mention with respect to candi-

date selection indicated that a shift in procedure had occurred. Whereas before

it was possible to evaluate most, if not all candidates in detail by eye, here it

became necessary to expedite the process by using just two heuristics to derive a

selection decision. An alternative approach employed during other contemporary

surveys reacting to similar issues, was to impose a high S/N cut-off to directly

restrict the number of candidates requiring manual inspection. Candidates pos-

sessing a S/N below the cut would simply be ignored. For example, an 8σ cut

was used to limit candidate numbers during the Arecibo Phase II survey. This

produced a manageable ∼5,405 candidates for manual inspection (Stokes et al.,

1986).

The use of heuristics and S/N cuts proved insufficient to deal with candidate

number problems. Additional processing steps such as sifting were applied in

response. These became increasingly important during this period and still are

today. However as these measures apply high up the processing pipeline (close

to the final data products), their capacity to reduce candidate numbers was/is

ultimately limited. Consequently attempts were made to automatically remove

spurious candidates lower down the pipeline, with the aim of preventing them

ever reaching human eyes.

During the Parkes 20-cm survey, two separate software tools were devised

by Johnston et al. (1992) to achieve this. These were the first such tools to be

described in the literature, which together encapsulated and optimised the general

search procedure outlined earlier in Figure 2.11. This was done via a three-stage

process. It was designed to reduce the quantity of spurious candidates, while

maintaining sensitivity to MSPs. Stage one performed steps 1-4 of Figure 2.11

using a tool called ‘MSPFind’, whilst stage two performed 5-9 with improved

DM determination. The ultimate restriction imposed by stage two was that only

candidates with a S/N > 8 made it through the pipeline to stage three, manual

inspection. In total 150, 000 candidates made it to stage two (Johnston et al.,

1992), though it is unclear how many eventually reached stage three. During the
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same period, a similar software tool known as the Caltech Pulsar Package (Deich,

1994), was developed for the Arecibo 430 MHz Intermediate Galactic Latitude

Survey (Navarro et al., 2003). Although both these approaches relied upon a

final stage of manual inspection, these represent some of the earliest efforts to

systematise the search process in a reproducible way.

3.5.2 Summary Interfaces

The success achieved via low-level filtering and sifting, continued to be under-

mined by ever-increasing candidate numbers brought about by technological ad-

vances. By the late 1990’s, manual selection was therefore becoming increas-

ingly infeasible in its existing form (individual analysis). This spawned a number

of advanced graphical tools, aimed at summarising and filtering candidates for

speedy and concise evaluation. The first of these, runview (Burgay et al., 2006),

was devised in response to the needs of the Parkes multi-beam survey (PMPS)

(Manchester et al., 2001). Others also recognised the impracticality of manually

inspecting all candidates obtained. During the Swinburne Intermediate-latitude

survey, Edwards et al. (2001) devised a similar graphical tool that included dis-

tributional information of candidate parameters. This enabled candidates to be

selected according to how far they stood out from the noise background. Whilst

those using this particular tool were unable to exhaustively check all candidates,

they did however manage to perform a first pass over the data, allowing for a

result set to be quickly assembled for analysis. This reduced the number of can-

didates to be viewed by an order of magnitude.

A later reprocessing of PMPS data for binary and millisecond pulsars, spawned

the development of a more sophisticated graphical tool for candidate viewing

called reaper. reaper is a collection of software systems that permit the vi-

sual selection of candidates, via the use of a dynamic customizable plot (Faulkner

et al., 2004). reaper allowed users to choose combinations of parameters to view

(i.e. spin period, DM, S/N ratio), enabling heuristic judgements of candidate ori-

gin to be made using multiple variables. Significantly the use of reaper led to

the discovery of 128 previously unidentified pulsars in PMPS data. This corre-

sponds to ∼ 15.4% of the known pulsars in PMPS data, given that a total of 833

pulsars have now been identified in the dataset (Lorimer et al., 2015).
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Following the success of reaper, an updated version called jreaper was

developed by Keith et al. (2009). It incorporated, for the first time, algorithms

which assigned numerical scores to candidates based on their parameters. These

scores permitted candidate rankings. Such rankings reduced the amount of vi-

sual inspection required of human experts, by virtue of ignoring those candidates

achieving very low scores. Although the scoring techniques were unable to repli-

cate the performance of a human expert, they nonetheless proved to be reasonably

effective at distinguishing plausible candidates from RFI and background noise.

When applied to data gathered during the PMPS, use of jreaper led to the dis-

covery of a further 28 new pulsars (Keith et al., 2009), corresponding to ∼ 3.4%

of known PMPS pulsars. Thus by 2009, summary interfaces had helped find

∼ 18.7% of all PMPS pulsars illustrating their usefulness. More recently, web-

based candidate viewing systems incorporating similar scoring mechanisms have

appeared (Cordes et al., 2006; Deneva et al., 2009, 2013). One such tool, The

Pulsar Search Collaboratory (Rosen et al., 2010, 2013)7, also incorporates human

scoring via the input of high school students.

3.5.3 Semi-automated Ranking Approaches

Semi-automated selection approaches have recently begun to emerge. Amongst

the most popular are those employing ranking mechanisms to prioritise promising

candidates for human attention. The most notable of these is the peace system

developed by Lee et al. (2013). peace describes each candidate in terms of six

numerical features, which are combined linearly to form a single candidate score.

Ranked candidates are then analysed via graphical viewing tools by students in

the Arecibo Remote Command Centre Programme. By combining the rankings

with student review, peace significantly reduced the time between data capture

and analysis. To date, peace has been used during the Greenbank Northern

Celestial Cap Survey (GBNCC) (Stovall et al., 2014) and the Northern HTRU

(Cherry, 2012; Barr et al., 2013). Periodic and single-pulse candidates obtained

during the A0327 survey (Deneva et al., 2013), were similarly ranked using an

algorithm based on peace. Over 50 participants (of varying expertise) from four

universities, were then invited to view the A0327 candidates via a web-based

interface. The candidates receiving the highest grade by the automated ranker,

7http://pulsarsearchcollaboratory.com.
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were prioritised for viewing. More recently a new ranking approach called clus-

terrank has emerged (Deneva et al., 2016). However this has been developed

to filter single-pulse events, rather than periodic pulsar candidates.

3.5.4 Automated ‘Intelligent’ Selection

Intelligent selection techniques are currently gaining widespread adoption. The

nature of the intelligence arises from the domain of statistical learning theory,

known as Machine learning (ML). In particular, from a branch of ML known as

statistical classification (itself a sub-field in the area of pattern recognition). The

aim of classification is to build functions capable of accurately mapping a set of

input data points, to a set of output labels. In the case of pulsar search, this

means mapping each candidate to its correct label (pulsar or non-pulsar), a pro-

cess otherwise known as candidate classification, a form of supervised learning

(Mitchell, 1997; Duda et al., 2000; Bishop, 2006).

To build accurate classification systems, it is desirable to extract features from

pulsar data that possess distributions that clearly separate pulsar (the positive),

and non-pulsar (the negative) candidates. This is illustrated in Figure 3.7. An

intelligent function ‘learns’ to separate candidates using these features, from mul-

tiple labelled input vectors collectively known as the training set. The goal of

classification is to induce a mapping function between candidates and labels based

on training data, that minimises generalisation error on test examples (Kohavi

and John, 1997). The derived function can then be used to label new unseen

candidates, with those receiving the positive label prioritised for analysis.

The first application of ML approaches to candidate selection was accom-

plished by Eatough et al. (2010). Here 259 candidates belonging to confirmed

pulsars, and 1,625 to non-pulsars were collected. Each was reduced to a set of

twelve numerical feature values, inspired by the scoring system first adopted in

jreaper. A predictive model based on a Multi-layer perceptron (MLP), a form

of Artificial neural network (ANN)8 (Haykin, 1999; Bishop, 2006), was then con-

structed. Using this model a reanalysis of a sample of PMPS data was completed.

The predictive classifier correctly labelled 93% of the pulsars present in test sam-

ples, and a previously unidentified pulsar was discovered (Eatough, 2009). Neural

8Described in Chapter 4.
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Figure 3.7: An example of the varying separability of learning features, from
highly separable in (a), to poorly separable in (b).

network classifiers based on the MLP architecture, were also developed to run on

data gathered during the HTRU survey. Bates et al. (2012) modified the Eatough

et al. (2010) approach by describing candidates using a further 10 numerical fea-

tures (22 in total, described in Chapter 5), with the aim of improving classification

accuracy. Later, the same features were used to train neural network classifiers

applied to HTRU medium latitude data by Thornton (2013). More recently the

spinn system developed by Morello et al. (2014), utilised developments from the

field of computer science to optimise neural network performance on a set of 6

features. spinn can be used to rank or classify candidates as appropriate, and

is currently being applied as part of the Survey for pulsars and extra-galactic

radio bursts (SUPERB). SUPERB also uses a web-based viewing system, where

domain experts can provide their own rankings (Barr, 2014b).

The Convolutional neural network (CNN), which achieved prominence due

to the high accuracy it achieved on difficult learning problems such as speech

and image recognition (Bengio, 2009); has been adapted for candidate selection.

The pulsar image-based classification system (pics), developed by Zhu et al.

(2014), uses the CNN and other types of machine learning classifier, to perform

image classification on pulsar candidate plots. The predictions of each classifier

are combined (a heterogeneous classifier ensemble), to form a vector of scores.

These are used as inputs to a secondary logistic regression classifier (Jordan,

2002; Hosmer Jr. et al., 2013) which outputs a final prediction. pics is technically
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the most sophisticated selection approach developed, and it appears to possess

high accuracy. However this comes at the expense of high computational costs.

Particularly with respect to runtime complexity. It took pics ∼ 45 minutes to

classify ∼ 90, 000 candidates using a cluster of 24, 2.7 GHz CPUs (Zhu et al.,

2014). Finally Gaussian Mixture Models were used by (Lee et al., 2012), for

estimating the likelihood of a gamma-ray source in the Fermi 2FGL catalogue

being a pulsar.

3.6 Open Problems

Manual selection has retained a vital role in pulsar search (Keith et al., 2010),

as demonstrated by its use during recent surveys (Bates et al., 2011b; Boyles

et al., 2013; Coenen et al., 2014). The strongest argument in favour of man-

ual selection is its presumed accuracy, i.e by Eatough (2009) and Morello et al.

(2014). However having studied the surveys listed in Tables A.1 - A.5, it appears

that no systematic study of the accuracy of expert selection has been conducted.

Although intuitively one would expect manual accuracy to be high, studies in

other domains indicate otherwise. Most famously studies in medicine and finance

(Meehl, 1954; Barber and Odean, 2000), suggest that expert decision-making is

flawed due to unconscious biases. Indeed manual selection is already known to

be a subjective and error prone process (Eatough, 2009; Eatough et al., 2010;

Smithbauer, 2013).

Empirical evidence also provides some support for the view that manual se-

lection is flawed. Consider that 833 pulsars have been found so far in PMPS data

(Lorimer et al., 2015). Approximately 19% of these were found using reaper

and jreaper (see Section 3.5.2), and a further 11% were found as a result of au-

tomated reprocessings of PMPS data conducted since 2006 (Lorimer et al., 2015).

Thus around 30% of pulsars present in PMPS data, were missed during original

and even subsequent searches. This suggests that manual selection accuracy could

be as low as ∼ 70%. However, it is difficult to determine the precise number of

PMPS pulsars missed due to human error. Candidate quality can vary according

to the search procedures used. Some pipelines may even fail to advance weaker

candidates to the selection stage. It would therefore be harsh to attribute all of

these missed pulsars to manual mistakes, though human error must have played
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some role. In any case, it is infeasible to continue using manual approaches given

the rise in candidate numbers predicted in Section 3.2, similarly anticipated by

others (Keane et al., 2014a). Thus irrespective of the true accuracy of manual

selection, it must necessarily be supplanted if we are to keep pace with increasing

survey data capture rates and candidate numbers.

Moreover increasing data capture rates eventually make manual selection im-

possible, since candidates will arrive too quickly for human evaluation. Adapting

to these problems will necessitate a shift in processing paradigm, an opinion also

held by others (van Heerden et al., 2014). This will be a shift from the complete

storage of all observational data for off-line analysis, to the on-line and real-time

processing of streaming data, of which only a fraction can be stored due to cost.

Automated approaches will ultimately have to determine which data to retain,

and which to discard, a capability lacking at present.

3.6.1 Critique of Automated Approaches

Machine learning approaches are becoming increasingly important for automating

decision making processes in finance (Chandola et al., 2009), medicine (Markou

and Singh, 2003a; Chandola et al., 2009), safety critical systems (Markou and

Singh, 2003a; Hodge and Austin, 2004; Chandola et al., 2009) and astronomy

(Borne, 2009; Ball and Brunner, 2010; Way et al., 2012; Ivezić et al., 2014).

Given the adoption of ML in these domains, the continued application of manual

selection raises a fundamental question. Why has a transition to completely au-

tomated candidate selection not yet occurred? Specific barriers to adoption may

be responsible. One such barrier is the specialist expertise required to implement

and use ML methods effectively. Where this barrier is overcome, approaches

emerge that are typically survey and search specific. In which case the target of

a new ML system, may be misaligned with respect to the target of other new or

existing surveys. For example, an ML system trained to isolate MSPs, may be

of little use for a survey searching for transient signals9. Enabling compatibility

between the two may require extensive modifications, which could be too costly

in terms of time and effort to make worthwhile.

9These are single pulses with durations of seconds or less. See Cordes and McLaughlin
(2003) for more details.
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There is also the issue of the public availability of code and data. ML ap-

proaches have to be ‘trained’ upon data acquired by the same pipeline they will

be deployed upon10. If training data is not shared, then this data will have to

be collected before a survey begins. The cost of doing this is a further barrier

to adoption. It may also be the case that existing approaches are too resource

intensive, making their use impractical (van Heerden et al., 2014). Whilst these

explanations are plausible, perhaps more simply, existing automated approaches

may not yet be accurate enough to be trusted completely. If this is the case,

it is unlikely to be caused by the choice of ML system (e.g. neural network,

probabilistic classifier, or any other). Those methods described in Section 3.5.4,

employ well studied ML techniques, proven to be effective for a variety of prob-

lems. Whilst it is possible that drops in performance are due to poor classifier

choice, it is more likely due to deficiencies in the features that describe the data

used for learning. In the following section evidence is presented that suggests

existing candidate features are sub-optimal.

3.6.2 Sub-optimal Candidate Features

Pulsar candidate features can be categorized as being either fundamental to, or

as being derived from candidate data. The latter derive new information on the

assumption that it will possess some utility, whilst the former do not. For in-

stance, the S/N ratio or period of a candidate, can be considered fundamental.

However many of the features currently in use are derived (see Eatough et al.

(2010); Bates et al. (2012); Thornton (2013); Morello et al. (2014) in particular).

A prime example is the χ2 value of a sine curve, fit to the pulse profile as used

by Bates et al. (2012). Using curve fittings in this manner effectively expresses

an underlying hypothesis. In this case, it supposes that a good χ2 fit is indicative

of sinusoidal RFI11. Whilst the reasoning is sound, such a feature represents an

untested hypothesis which may or may not hold true.

Derived features are based upon the heuristics used when selecting candidates

manually. Given that manual selection is imperfect, this raises an intriguing pos-

sibility. If the features derived from manual heuristics are flawed, it is entirely

10The data an algorithm ‘learns’ from must possess the same distribution as the data it will
be applied to, otherwise its performance will be poor. See Section 4.2.2 for more details.

11This is RFI that takes on the distinctive appearance of an oscillating sine wave when
visualised.
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possible that we may have inadvertently created automated methods, that make

the same mistakes as ourselves. Indeed features in use have been found to intro-

duce unwanted and unexpected biases against particular types of pulsar candidate

(Bates et al., 2012; Morello et al., 2014). Fundamental features are not necessarily

any better. For example, the folded or spectral S/N, is often used as a primitive

filter and as a feature for learning. As noise candidates possessing folded S/Ns

of 6σ are common (Nice et al., 1995), using an S/N cut at this level allows large

numbers of likely noise originating candidates to be rejected. However such cuts

are only helpful if one assumes all low S/N candidates are attributable to noise

(Bates et al., 2012). In practice the application of cuts has prevented the de-

tection of weaker pulsar signals as warned in Section 3.2. PSR J0812-3910 went

unseen in High Latitude survey data (Burgay et al., 2006), as its spectral S/N

was below the survey’s threshold for folding. Similarly PSR J0818-3049 went

undetected during the same survey, as its folded S/N was below a cut applied

prior to manual selection. What’s more, there is no agreed upon S/N cut level for

any stage in the search pipeline. Levels used include 6σ (Damashek et al., 1978;

Thornton, 2013), 6.3σ (Manchester et al., 1978), 7σ (Foster et al., 1995; Hessels

et al., 2007), 7.5σ (Manchester et al., 1996), 8σ (Stokes et al., 1986; Johnston

et al., 1992; Manchester et al., 2001; Edwards et al., 2001; Burgay et al., 2006,

2013), 8.5σ (Nice et al., 1995), 9σ (Jacoby et al., 2009; Bates et al., 2011b), and

finally 9.5σ (Jacoby et al., 2009). Thus whilst using S/N cuts to discriminate

between pulsar and non-pulsar candidates appears reasonable, there is no statis-

tical evidence advocating its use, at any specific level.

A further problem with existing features is that they are implementation-

dependent. As such, they are described using concepts that can be expressed in

various ways mathematically (S/N ratio used by Bates et al. (2011b); Thornton

(2013); Lee et al. (2013); Morello et al. (2014)), are subject to interpretation

without precise definition (pulse width used by Bates et al. (2011b); Thornton

(2013); Lee et al. (2013); Morello et al. (2014)), or implicitly use external algo-

rithms which go undefined (e.g. curve fitting employed by Bates et al. (2011b);

Thornton (2013)). It is therefore difficult to build upon the work of others, as

features and reported results are not reproducible. Direct comparisons between

features are therefore rare (Morello et al., 2014) and impractical.
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The techniques most often used to evaluate features, are also inadequate for

determining how well they separate pulsar and non-pulsar candidates. The most

common form of evaluation is undertaken in two steps. The first determines the

presence of linear correlations between features and target labels (Bates et al.,

2011b). The second compares the performance of different classifiers built us-

ing the features (Bates et al., 2011b; Lee et al., 2013; Morello et al., 2014) -

the standard ‘wrapper’ method (Kohavi and John, 1997; Guyon and Elisseeff,

2003). This type of two-step evaluation considers strong linear correlations and

accurate classification performance, characteristic of ‘good’ feature sets. However

this process fails to consider the presence of useful non-linear correlations in the

data. Furthermore, using classifier outputs to assess feature performance is also

known to give misleading results (Brown et al., 2012). As performance will vary

according to the classifier used. Whilst if the data sets used to train the classifiers

are small, then over-fitting (Mitchell, 1997) can occur (Kohavi and John, 1997),

leading to an over-optimistic impression of feature separability.

3.7 Concluding Remarks

A number of blind pulsar surveys are currently being undertaken, prior to the

completion of the SKA. These include LOTAAS (Coenen et al., 2014; Cooper,

2014a,b; LOFAR Pulsar Working Group, 2014; Cooper, 2016), SUPERB (Barr,

2014b; Keane et al., 2014b), and the GMRT high resolution southern sky Survey

for MSPs and transients (GHRSS) (Bhattachatyya, 2014; Bhattacharyya et al.,

2016). As demonstrated in Table 3.1, the LOTAAS survey has already generated

millions of candidates, illustrating the need for automated approaches. Whilst

both the SUPERB and GHRSS surveys are also returning large numbers of can-

didates, warranting the application of automated methods (Keane et al., 2014b;

Bhattacharyya et al., 2016). However these surveys have data rates low enough

to enable the storage of all observational data for off-line study. Thus for these

surveys, and for targeted searches, standard automated techniques such as those

described in Section 3.5.4, can and should be applied. There is no need for these

surveys to transition to real-time processing chains, nor is there a need for them

to begin employing real-time selection tools.
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For the SKA the opposite is true. It will produce more data than can be

stored (Broekema et al., 2015; Sclocco et al., 2015) - at least an order of magni-

tude more data (e.g. see Smits et al., 2009a). Whilst as this Chapter has shown,

it will also produce far more candidates than can be stored, necessitating real-

time operation so that important data can be prioritised for storage (Keane et al.,

2014a; Sclocco et al., 2015). The off-line tools used to perform candidate selection

for currently executing surveys, are inadequate for meeting this demand. These

methods cannot undertake real-time candidate selection, which is characterised

by finite storage limits, and an increasing data capture rate.

The most promising solutions to the candidate selection problem developed

to date, have arisen from the field of ML. In the following chapter, candidate

selection is considered as a fundamental ML problem, to enable the search for

an accurate real-time selection method. A background literature review is first

described, undertaken with the aim of finding promising avenues of research in

this area.



Chapter 4

Machine Learning Classification

“All models are wrong, but some are useful.”

— George E. P. Box, Box and Draper (1987)

Artificial intelligence (A.I.) is a field of scientific study, concerned with build-

ing autonomous intelligent agents capable of learning and adapting from experi-

ence. Much like radio astronomy, A.I. is a relatively young research field (Russell

and Norvig, 2009). However its foundations were laid surprisingly long ago. The

philosophical works of Aristotle (384-322 B.C.) were amongst the first to char-

acterise human rationality and reasoning (Russell and Norvig, 2009). In the

centuries that followed, developments in the fields philosophy, mathematics, psy-

chology, and linguistics (Newell, 1983), set the scene for the emergence of the

modern field of A.I. we know today. Whilst there are too many milestones in

the history of A.I. to mention in detail, there are some key developments worthy

of note1. The first of these occurred during the 1940’s with the development of

the artificial neuron by McCulloch and Pitts (1943). This artificial analogue of

the biological neurons within the human brain, was able to learn to recognise

patterns. This model of learning was pioneered after advances in neuroscience,

which began to explain how the brain functioned on a fundamental level. The

work was also influenced and enabled by the computational theories of Alan Tur-

ing (Turing, 1936), and developments in propositional logic made at the time

(Russell and Norvig, 2009). Despite the early success, it was not until 1956 that

the field was eventually christened A.I., at a conference which brought together

1Please see Newell (1983); Crevier (1993); Russell and Norvig (2009); Buchanan (2005);
Attila and Lónyi (2009), for in-depth overviews of the history of A.I.

89
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those working in the area for the very first time (McCarthy et al., 1955; Crevier,

1993; Buchanan, 2005; Attila and Lónyi, 2009). It was perhaps this moment more

than any other, that gave birth to the field as it is currently known.

Today A.I. is an umbrella term for the study of a variety of problems. For

example, computer vision is a branch of A.I. concerned with replicating the ca-

pabilities of human vision, allowing images to be understood and reasoned with.

Speech recognition is similar, except it is focused on interpreting speech patterns

and language constructs. The key research fields within A.I. are summarised in

Table 4.1. The final entry in the table, ML, is of central importance to this thesis.

Human ability Research Field

Seeing Computer Vision
Talking Speech Synthesis
Listening Speech Recognition
Understanding language Natural Language Processing
Reasoning Automated Reasoning
Consciousness Cognitive Science
Moving Robotics
Learning Machine Learning

Table 4.1: Taxonomy of A.I. research fields.

ML is a discipline concerned with the construction of computational machines,

capable of automating and speeding up complex decision making processes. These

machines accept information in the form of data as their raw input material, and

output some form of decision or prediction for analysis. The machines them-

selves are mathematical functions. These are often combined together to form

models, which capture the complexity of a decision making process. The models

are ‘taught’ to make correct decisions and accurate predictions, by minimizing

the errors they make on training examples. If these examples are similar to those

a model will process in practice, then it will likely perform well. This gives rise

to an illusion of intelligence.
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This chapter introduces ML notation and terminology, and describes the pro-

cess of classification - a key area in ML research (Carbonell et al., 1983). Can-

didate selection is then introduced as a binary classification problem, before po-

tential candidate classifiers from the ML literature are considered. This chapter

concludes by describing open problems with respect to the classification of can-

didates. These are addressed in more detail from Chapters 5 onwards.

4.1 Overview

To describe machine learning classification, it is necessary to introduce some no-

tation and terminology. This will facilitate an intuitive understanding of the

concepts under discussion. First, all classification problems arise from some form

of data set X. The data set contains a collection of observations of some process

natural or otherwise. Individual observations in the data set are known as either

examples or instances2. It contains N observations in total, and each individual

observation x, is uniquely identifiable via the subscript i such that xi ∈ X for

i = 1, .., N .

The observation xi is itself comprised of variables which describe it. These

are known more generally as attributes or features. These terms will be used

interchangeably in this thesis. The features may be numerical or categorical in

nature. For illustrative purposes xi is represented here by an m-dimensional vec-

tor, comprised of numerical features such that xi = {xji , . . . , xmi }, for j = 1, ...,m,

and all xji ∈ R.

In many domains it is desirable to categorise the examples in X to derive

new information, or inform some decision making process. For instance, if X

contained data describing the outcome of a medical test, it would be desirable

to categorise these as either positive or negative outcomes. Alternatively X may

describe credit card transactions which need to be categorised as suspicious and

non-suspicious, to help decide which are worth investigating. In either case, clas-

sification is the process that performs the categorisation. Classification assigns

category labels known as class labels, to the examples in X. The labels are listed

2Confusingly there are many terms in use for the same concepts in ML, which can often be
used interchangeably. This is due in part to personal preference, though many terms originate
from statistics where ML has its origins, and have specific meanings within certain contexts.
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in a separate set Y , which describes all possible categories that can be assigned.

These are also known as classes. Each individual label yi ∈ Y , is typically rep-

resented using a numerical value, that corresponds to some meaningful label for

the example xi. If there are two possible labels then the classification problem is

termed binary. Whilst if there are more than two labels it is known as multi-class.

Here the binary case is considered where Y = {−1, 1}, such that -1 is interpreted

to be the negative class label, and 1 the positive class label.

Data sets which are accompanied by labels are termed fully-labelled. A fully-

labelled data set can be used to build a machine learning classifier, that can

automatically assign class labels to new unseen examples. The labelled data set

used to build a classifier is known as a training set. It is a multi-set defined as,

Train = {(x1, y1), · · · , (xn, yn)}. (4.1)

It is comprised of n tuples of an example and its corresponding true class

label, sampled from X and Y such that (xi, yi) ∈ X × Y . The labelled training

observations describe a mapping between these sets, although the description is

incomplete since |Train| < |X × Y |. The goal of machine learning is to use this

incomplete sample to automatically ‘learn’ a function mapping the input space

to the output space, f : X 7→ Y , as accurately as possible.

This goal is difficult to achieve. The mapping between the input and output

space is characterised by an unknown probability distribution. This is only par-

tially described by the training set, which represents only a sampling of examples

from the unknown joint probability3 P (X, Y ). The true mapping function which

underpins the process that generated the data, f , is therefore impossible to com-

pletely recover. The finite training data instead describe f ′, an approximation of

f . The best that learning can achieve in this situation is to recover f ′. This is

accomplished by deriving a classification model, that minimises the errors made

when attempting to correctly map examples to labels in the training set. The

lowest possible error rate for such a classifier is given by the Bayes error rate

(Bishop, 2006),

3P (X,Y ) can be read as the probability of X and Y occurring.
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∫
xi,yi∈X×Y

δ[arg max
y′i

P (y′i|xi) 6= yi]P (xi, yi)dxidyi, (4.2)

where P (y′i|xi) is the conditional probability4 of label y′i given xi, and δ[i] an

indicator function that returns 1 if the condition within it evaluates to true, else

0. Equation 4.2 describes the errors accrued when predicting the most probable

class y′i for xi, given the available data. A model which always predicts the most

probable class label yi for a given xi, is known as the Bayes optimal classifier

(Mitchell, 1997). It can be defined as,

f(x)′′ = arg max
yi

P (yi|xi). (4.3)

Using Equations 4.2 and 4.3, the goal of learning can be tangibly described as

finding a classification function that attains the lowest possible Bayes error rate.

Unfortunately finding such a function is not straightforward, as P (yi|xi) can

only be estimated from the training data, which does not fully describe the true

mapping from X to Y . Learning must therefore be guided by minimizing the

error rate on the training set. One way to measure the training error is given by,

1

n

n∑
i=1

δ[f(xi)
′′ 6= yi]. (4.4)

The training error given by Equation 4.4 describes the sum total of errors made

upon the training data, normalised by the total number of training examples. A

classifier that learns by reducing the training error given above, is undertaking

what is known as Empirical risk minimisation (ERM) (Duda et al., 2000; Bishop,

2006; Russell and Norvig, 2009). This assumes that performance on the train-

ing set, is indicative of likely performance on unseen data. How well a trained

classifier actually categorises new unseen examples is known as generalisation

performance. However there are other approaches that can be taken toward

quantifying the training error. Structural risk minimisation (SRM) (Vapnik and

Chervonenkis, 1974; Vapnik, 1998; Bishop, 2006) for instance, takes into con-

sideration the complexity of the learning function when calculating the training

4P (X|Y ) can be read as the probability of X given that Y has occurred.
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error. This is because a classifier which achieves low training error will not nec-

essarily generalise well. Particularly if it has become too attuned to the training

data, a problem known as over-fitting (see the last paragraph of Section 4.2.2 for

more detail). SRM penalises overly complex functions to prevent this unhelpful

over-fitting from occurring. Whichever measure is employed, it is desirable for

a classifier to generalise well to unseen examples, otherwise it would be of lit-

tle use beyond the already labelled training data. Generalisation performance is

measured in terms of generalisation error (Russell and Norvig, 2009) defined as,

∫
xi,yi∈X×Y

δ[f(xi)
′′ 6= yi]P (xi, yi)dxidyi. (4.5)

Similarly to the Bayes error rate, this is difficult to determine. Without full knowl-

edge of P (xi, yi) it is impractical to determine the generalisation error of f(x)′′

precisely. Instead this must be estimated from a further set of labelled examples

which comprise an independent test set. The test set provides an approximate

description of P (xi, yi). It is a multi-set given by,

Test = {(x1, y1), · · · , (xn′ , yn′)}. (4.6)

It is comprised of n′ tuples of an example and its corresponding true class

label, sampled from X and Y such that (xi, yi) ∈ X × Y . An algorithm that

exhibits good performance during training and testing, may be expected to work

well in practice. However, this is only the case if training and test examples

are independent and identically distributed (i.i.d), with respect to the unseen

examples to be classified. If the i.i.d assumption is violated, then classification

performance will be poor. Irrespective of how well the training and testing phases

of a classifier proceeded. This is because P (yi|xi) as described in the training and

test sets, will differ from P (yi|xi) in practice. Thus the generalisation error will be

high. This is easily illustrated via a fictitious example. Consider a binary classifier

trained to detect the presence of a specific disease in patients aged between 1-

10. The prevalence of the disease in this group of patients, is given by the prior

probability5 P (disease) = 0.1 which corresponds to 10%. Suppose that there is

some symptom associated with the disease, such that the likelihood of having

5The prior probability P (X) can be read as the probability of X occurring.
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the symptom if afflicted with the disease is P (symptom|disease) = 0.8. This

indicates that 80% of the time, patients with the disease exhibit the symptom.

Finally suppose the marginal likelihood of having the symptoms in general is

P (symptom) = 0.1. A Bayes optimal classifier can use Bayes theorem (Mitchell,

1997; Bishop, 2006; Russell and Norvig, 2009; Stone, 2013) to predict the posterior

probability of having the disease given the symptom. The theorem is given by,

P (hypothesis|data) =
P (data|hypothesis)× P (hypothesis)

P (data)
. (4.7)

As described earlier, the Bayes optimal classifier will choose the most likely hy-

pothesis given the data (the symptoms). The probability of a young patient with

the symptoms having the disease in this instance is,

P (disease|symptoms) =
0.8× 0.1

0.1
(4.8)

= 0.80

= 80%.

This indicates that it is very likely that the patient has the disease, so a Bayes

optimal classifier would assign a positive label. Suppose that post training and

testing, the classifier is applied to data describing patients aged 40-60. The

prevalence of the disease in this group (elder group prior) is P (disease) = 0.001,

which is considerably lower than in the younger age group. The probability of a

patient in the elder group having the disease, when exhibiting the same symptoms

as a young counterpart, is given by,

P (disease|symptoms) =
0.8× 0.001

0.1
(4.9)

= 0.008

= 0.8%.

However the classifier has no knowledge of the elder group prior. Thus the trained

classifier continues to compute an 80% posterior probability for the disease given

the symptoms, as in Equation 4.8. This leads to predicting positive again. Now

consider some additional information. Suppose that the symptom under investi-

gation is skin spots, and the disease chickenpox. The classifier trained on younger

patient data, over zealously predicts the presence of chickenpox which is rare in
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adult patients. This poor generalisation performance would lead to many misdi-

agnosed patients, greatly increasing their anxiety and possibly the cost of their

treatment.

Build model Test model Evaluate model

Deploy model

if sub-optimal

     then refine

Sampled

Data

Collect dataDesign system

Validate model

else

Refine

Figure 4.1: Overview of the machine learning process and the standard data sets
used for learning.

The learning process as described thus far, is summarised in Figure 4.1. This

shows additional stages in the learning process, such as validation, which is a

step used to attune learning function parameters to achieve optimal performance

on specific problems. In the following section, a typical classification problem

is detailed to further illustrate the key concepts introduced thus far. Note that

this example is not specific to the astronomy domain. It has been designed as

such to reach a wider audience (outside of astronomy). For those readers more

comfortable with astronomical problems, there are some excellent examples to be

found in the research literature (see Borne, 2009; Ball and Brunner, 2010; Way

et al., 2012; Ivezić et al., 2014).
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4.2 Example Problem

4.2.1 Input Data

Machine learning algorithms accept numerical and categorical forms of input

data. Numerical data is either continuous representing numbers occurring on

the real number line, or it is discrete representing natural numbers or integers.

Categorical data is either ‘regular’ representing a finite number of categories e.g.

positive/negative, or it is ordinal, which describes categorical values which can be

naturally ordered e.g. first, second third. In either case the input data is simply

a collection of numerical or categorical variables, organised coherently into en-

tries forming a data matrix. It is straightforward to visualise such a data matrix

within a standard table structure as shown in Table 4.2. This contains fictitious

data describing 12 patients subjected to a test for sugar diabetes. The data is

represented using seven features (m-dimensions where m = 7), not counting the

first column that lists the patient ID. Six of these are numerical. The features

age, weight, height and diabetes are discrete, whilst 2 hour glucose and fasting

glucose are continuous. The remaining feature, gender, is regular categorical (i.e.

it has no implicit or explicit ordering). The data is therefore heterogeneous in

nature. It should be noted that some classification functions only accept homo-

geneous numerical data, which requires categorical features to be appropriately

discretised.

ID Gender Age Weight (kg) Height (cm) 2 hour
glucose

Fasting
glucose

Diabetes

x1 Male 18 52 162 8.2 7.7 1
x2 Male 23 75 186 7.2 5.1 0
x3 Female 29 47 160 15.2 13.5 1
x4 Male 34 80 179 13.1 12.8 1
x5 Female 36 60 175 7.4 7.5 0
x6 Male 38 80 189 7.8 7.4 0
x7 Male 41 94 182 6.2 5.7 0
x8 Female 45 52 173 12.5 9.7 1
x9 Female 55 69 153 9.2 9.1 1
x10 Male 62 75 167 5.6 6.6 0
x11 Female 70 50 157 6.2 7.0 0
x12 Female 80 45 156 10.2 7.9 1

Table 4.2: Labelled patient diabetes data. The glucose levels are measured in
mmol/l.
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Each individual patient listed in the table can be described by their feature values,

so that patient x1 can be expressed as,

x1 = {Gender = Male, Age = 18, · · · , Diabetes = 1}, (4.10)

or more simply,

x1 = {Male, 18, · · · , 1}. (4.11)

The final feature in the patient data table is the class label. It is a binary

numerical feature that is either 0 if a patient’s test for diabetes was negative, or

1 if the test returned positive. It therefore allows patient examples to be split

into two distinct groups, either diabetic or non-diabetic. These groups are more

commonly known as classes. As the data is completely labelled, the true class

of every patient is known a priori. If the data were unlabelled however, then

the diabetic status of all the patients would be unknown. In such a case their

class labels would be missing, or would be replaced by place-holder such as ‘?’.

Alternatively if the data were partially-labelled, then the diabetic status of some,

but not all patients would be known.

4.2.2 Classification Example

Suppose a classifier is required that predicts whether a patient is diabetic or

not, given the feature data described previously in Table 4.2. This data repre-

sents our knowledge of the concept of ‘diabetes’. The listed patient examples

are the only ones available for learning, given the cost of employing medical

staff to collect and label data. Here xi = {x1i , · · · , x6i } describes an individ-

ual patient, corresponding to the six individual features (Gender, Age, Weight,

Height, 2 hour glucose and Fasting glucose). For instance x22 = 23 is the age

of patient two. There are two possible class labels for each patient, such that

yi ∈ Y = {0, 1} where 0 is negative and 1 positive. The training data is defined

simply as Train = {(x1, y1), · · · , (x12, y12)}.

Let us use the most basic machine learning algorithm, the decision stump,

to make predictions. The decision stump attempts to find a simple numerical
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threshold, that separates diabetic and non-diabetic patients. The decision stump

can be defined as a simple linear function,

f(xji , t)
′′ = δ[(xji − t) ≥ 0], (4.12)
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Figure 4.2: Plot of correct vs. incorrect predictions made by a decision stump, as
a function of a changing numerical decision threshold over the patient age feature.

where t is the stump’s numerical threshold, and xji a patient feature such as

age, height etcetera. Here δ is simply an indicator function which returns 1

if the condition within it evaluates to true, else 0. If (xji − t) ≤ 0 then 0 is

returned by δ. This corresponds to predicting that a patient is not diabetic.

Else if 1 is returned, a patient is predicted to be diabetic. The accuracy of

the decision stump is dependent upon the quality of the training data it is given.

This data is used to determine the value of the stump’s numerical threshold t, and

thus the effectiveness of the stump’s predictions. Suppose the stump is trained

using only the age feature of the patient data shown in Table 4.2. There are

an infinite number of possible threshold values that t could assume, if using real

numbers. Let us restrict the possible threshold values considered during training,
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to the natural numbers occurring between the youngest and eldest patients. The

objective of training is to find t such that it minimises the error rate,

arg min
t∈{N∧18<t<80}

( 1

n

∫
xi,yi∈ Train

δ[f(xi, t)
′′ 6= yi]dxidyi

)
. (4.13)

Figure 4.2 plots the number of correct diagnoses made by the decision stump,

according to all available threshold values in the interval [19, 79]. The inverse of

the function is also shown in blue. The plot indicates that the worst performance

is achieved when using t ∈ [34, 35] as shown in red. Here 8/12 predictions made by

the stump are erroneous. However by using the inverse function the predictions

are inverted, and the threshold level that gives the best performance is revealed.

Using the inverse function,

f−1(xji , t)
′′ = [(xji − t) ≤ 0], (4.14)

the best performance is obtained using t ∈ [34, 35]. This gives 8/12 correct predic-

tions. The choice of threshold value has a clear graphical interpretation. Figure

4.3 provides a visualisation of how the stump separates patients when t = 34

using the inverse function. From this plot we can see that patients with an age

less than, or equal to 34, are predicted to be diabetic, with those greater than

34 predicted to be non-diabetic. This threshold choice is manifest as a linear

decision boundary. This is an imaginary line that separates the patients based

on the available data. Overall the boundary incorrectly diagnoses three diabetic

patients, and one non-diabetic patient.

Suppose labelled data describing a further 72 patients is acquired forming an

i.i.d test set of examples. The class label is temporarily removed from each of

these new examples, before these are passed to the stump to be classified. The

new patient data points are plotted in Figure 4.4. This plot demonstrates that

although the stump found the optimal decision boundary given available training

data, this is now revealed to poorly separate diabetic and non-diabetic patients

in lieu of additional examples. The stump does not therefore generalise well to

the test data, which gives a strong indication of its likely real-world performance.

This result should not be too surprising, since the feature chosen for learning,
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Figure 4.3: Visualisation of the decision threshold of a decision stump, show-
ing how it separates diabetic and non-diabetic patient data with a single linear
decision boundary. Examples falling on to the left hand side of the boundary,
are assigned the diabetic label. Examples falling on to the right hand side, are
assigned the non-diabetic label.

patient age, is no real indicator of whether or not someone is diabetic. This em-

phasizes the importance of choosing features that are meaningful and descriptive.

The process of choosing the most descriptive features is known as feature selec-

tion. This topic will be returned to later on in Chapter 8.

So far, only the patient age attribute has been used to find a decision bound-

ary. Using all available features it may be possible to obtain a better boundary.

Figure 4.4 shows three alternative decision barriers, formed when the test exam-

ples were added to the training set for illustrative purposes. The first encloses a

blue shaded region that is sub-optimal. This enclosed boundary visualises what

happens when an ML algorithm under-fits (Mitchell, 1997; Duda et al., 2000;

Bishop, 2006) to the training data. Under-fitting happens when an algorithm

fails to capture the patterns in the training data, due to its own intrinsic biases.
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Figure 4.4: Visualisation of the different types of decision barrier that can be
formed when training a machine learning algorithm. The blue shaded region
enclosed by the blue-dashed line represents what happens when a classifier under-
fits to the data. The red shaded region enclosed by the red-dashed line represents
what happens when a classifier over-fits to the data. This over-fit boundary
tightly hugs observed diabetic examples. Finally the grey shaded region bounded
by the solid-black boundary, shows the optimal class separation that can be found.

These reflect systemic problems encountered when applying a specific algorithm

to a data set. A different algorithm applied to the same data set will not nec-

essarily produce the same outcome. Under-fitting is usually encountered when

using an algorithm with high bias on a low variance data set.

The boundary that encloses the red shaded region shows the opposite out-

come, when an algorithm over-fits (Mitchell, 1997; Duda et al., 2000; Bishop,

2006; Domingos, 2012), to the data. This can happen in data sets with high vari-

ance, for algorithms with low bias. Here the algorithm becomes too attuned to the

training data or noise in the data, leading to a decision barrier that exhibits poor
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Figure 4.5: Visualisation of the bias-variance trade-off.

generalisation capabilities. It is clearly over complex, and performs worse than a

single diagonal linear barrier separating both classes. SRM described earlier, is

intended to prevent this situation from occurring by penalising complex functions

that produce such intricate barriers. Classifiers that use ERM are susceptible to

producing such overly complex boundaries, if training is not undertaken with care.

The under-fit and over-fit decision barriers describe the extreme ends of what

is known as the bias-variance problem (see Sammut and Webb (2011)) depicted in

Figure 4.5. The final grey shaded boundary does not suffer from either of these

problems. On a visual level it appears to generalise well beyond the training

examples, though it will occasionally make mistakes. Such a boundary can be

found using the 2 hour glucose and fasting glucose features. Patients with 2

hour glucose levels > 7.8, and fasting glucose levels > 6.1, are considered to

be showing the first clinical signs of diabetes (Vijan, 2010). Levels of 2 hour

glucose ≥ 11.1, and fasting glucose ≥ 7.0, would correspond to a definite diabetes
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diagnosis (Vijan, 2010). However the depicted boundary is non-linear, and a

simple decision stump is incapable of producing it. Other types of algorithm are,

enabling high levels of performance to be achieved for this problem.

4.3 Pulsar Candidate Classification

Candidate selection is fundamentally a decision making process. Each candi-

date output by a pulsar survey search pipeline, is evaluated according to a set of

characteristics that one would expect from a legitimate pulsar. Those possessing

some, if not all these characteristics, are retained for analysis. The remainder are

simply ignored. Whilst this description accurately summarises candidate selec-

tion, the underlying decision making process is difficult to model as described.

Without a concrete set of characteristics to evaluate, or a standardised determin-

istic evaluation procedure, it becomes an entirely subjective and non-reproducible

process. If it is to be improved, it firstly has to be formalised. Formalisation en-

ables the problem to be described in an unambiguous way, and for changes in

decision making performance to be quantified. Furthermore it allows candidate

selection to be posed as a ML problem, for which there are already many possible

solutions. Candidate selection can be formalised as follows:

The candidate selection process T , aims to maximise the selection of legitimate

pulsar candidates over those arising from noise and RFI using the metric P , given

prior knowledge E, of what legitimate pulsar and non-pulsar candidates look like.

When candidates are selected manually, the process T and level of experience

E, will vary according to the human expert undertaking selection. A professor

with years of experience may therefore perform much better than a student ac-

cording to P . Particularly if their experience has enabled them to develop a

better selection process T . It is also possible for a student working on more re-

cent data, to obtain more relevant experience E, allowing them to outperform

the professor. In either case the outcome of selection is dependent on experience.

If experience is lacking, then mistakes will inevitably result.

In practical terms experience is gained via trial and error. Given knowledge

of the characteristics a pulsar should possess, experience is gradually built up by
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predicting the class label of one or more candidates, and then being given the

true class label. The more trial and error attempts made, the greater the level

of experience gained. Experience can therefore be quantified as a set of pairs.

Each pair consists of a previously observed candidate and its correct label such

that E = {(x1, y1), · · · , (xn, yn)}, where xi is an individual candidate and yi its

true class label i.e. pulsar or non-pulsar. The larger the set E becomes, the more

experience possessed. If E becomes infinitely large then it contains all possible

candidates that could exist. Someone with such experience would never make a

mistake. In reality E is finite and is analogous to a machine learning training set.

Each candidate xi ∈ E consists of a finite set of descriptive features. These

can include the candidate’s S/N, optimum DM, integrated pulse profile, or any

other statistic extracted from the candidate. Each candidate can therefore be

described in terms of its features as xi = {xji , · · · , xmi } where each feature xji ∈ R
for j = 1, . . . ,m. This places no restriction on what a candidate should look like,

rather it is simply described as a collection of m real valued numbers. The label

that accompanies each candidate can also be modelled numerically as a binary

variable yi ∈ Y = {−1, 1}, where y1 = −1 equates to non-pulsar (synonymous

with negative) and y2 = 1 to pulsar (synonymous with positive). Each candidate

is now described as a machine learning example linked to a class label.

The decision process T should assign each candidate its correct label based on

past experience E. When undertaken by a human this involves, amongst other

things, judging whether or not the candidate signal has a strong pulsar-like peak,

a high S/N, and a sensible DM value. Implicitly this requires mapping the nu-

merical descriptors of a candidate to a class label. Thus T can be defined in terms

of a function that maps each candidate xi, to a label yi, such that T : X 7→ Y

where X is the set of candidates to be studied. T is therefore describable by a

machine learning function, that undertakes the mapping based on the training

data E. The performance of T can be assessed using a numerical metric P . This

could be as simple as the fraction of correctly labelled candidates over the total

number of candidates, or some other appropriate measure.
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The model presented in Chapter 3 suggests that candidate numbers are in-

creasing exponentially over time. Over a fixed time interval the number of can-

didates to be classified is finite, however the model suggests that this number

becomes unbounded in practice (e.g. during a survey). Thus T must be able

to learn over an unbounded number of candidates in real-time. This introduces

runtime and memory complexity constraints, which restrict the choice of T . For

instance if the time taken to classify (and learn from) each candidate increases

with the total number of examples processed, then it will take increasingly long

to undertake candidate selection. This is unacceptable, as fast prediction deci-

sions are required to enable a reasonable pace of discovery. Also the memory

constraints mean that each xi must be processed promptly, since caching can-

didates could utilise all available storage space. Faster predictions and learning

therefore reduce memory use, allowing promising candidates to be retained. The

memory used by T when learning must therefore not increase greatly with each

xi processed, otherwise memory requirements become infinitely large.

However T is implemented in practice, it must correctly identify a high fraction

of pulsars. This will be challenging, as the model of Chapter 3 indicates that

pulsar data is overwhelmingly made up of candidates originating from noise. The

imbalance raises problems since it affects the prior probability of a candidate

being a legitimate pulsar. If this prior is too small, a classifier may never make a

positive prediction, as non-pulsar is always the more likely label. Nonetheless T

must perform well on imbalanced pulsar data according to a metric sensitive to

the class skew. In the following section possible approaches to candidate selection

are considered in terms of three primary learning paradigms. At the end of the

chapter these approaches will be critiqued, and avenues of investigation discussed.

4.4 Taxonomy of Classification Models

There are three distinct approaches useful for the classification of data (Bishop,

2006; Jebara, 2012). The most simple of these involves deriving a discriminant

function, that maps each example to a class label. Thus far classification has been

described in this manner, the decision stump of Section 4.2.2 is a typical exam-

ple. A discriminant function uses the training data to find a decision boundary

that minimises the training error. The process of finding such a function can be
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considered a simple optimisation problem. This does not take into consideration

the probability distributions describing the data, such as the prior P (xi), or the

joint distribution P (xi, yi).

Discriminative models (Ng and Jordan, 2002; Bishop, 2006) attempt to model

the posterior class probabilities P (yi|xi) given available training data. This in-

formation is then used to predict the most likely class label. This approach has

many advantages over a simple discriminative function. The most obvious being

that additional training examples will better describe the mapping between ex-

amples and class labels, in principal allowing for a more accurate classifier to be

constructed.

Generative models (Ng and Jordan, 2002; Jebara, 2012) go further, attempting

to form a full probabilistic model of the classification problem. Provided there is

sufficient training data, generative models determine the class-conditional proba-

bilities P (xi|yi), and the prior probabilities P (yi). Bayes theorem is then used to

find the remaining unknown probabilities. First by finding the marginal likelihood

by rearranging Equation 4.7, which then allows the posterior to be determined.

This approach is advantageous if knowing the marginal P (xi) is beneficial to the

learning task (Bishop, 2006). Since it is difficult to acquire sufficient data to build

a generative model, most practitioners prefer to use discriminative models (Ng

and Jordan, 2002).

These three approaches are themselves incorporated into three principal learn-

ing paradigms. These are supervised, unsupervised, and semi-supervised learning.

Each of these covers a wide variety of specializations, which apply when there

are complicating factors that make learning difficult. The two most important of

these factors, are changes in the underlying distribution of the data being classi-

fied occurring over time, and the lack of available labelled examples for learning.

The former is a somewhat new phenomena, seen in modern computer systems

which produce continuous streams of data subject to change (Gaber et al., 2007;

Aggarwal, 2007; Gama, 2010). The latter is a result of the peculiarities of spe-

cific learning tasks, which make collecting labelled data impractical. Where this

affects only the collection of examples of a single class, training sets become dom-

inated by the class with the most readily available labels. Such training sets are
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difficult to learn from, leading to classifiers biased towards the abundant class.

This is known as the imbalanced learning problem (see Section 4.5). Figure 4.6
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Figure 4.6: Taxonomy of classification approaches for various forms of dataset.
Question marks indicate that it is unclear which approaches should be applied in
a specific scenario, and these scenarios are the focus of this thesis.

describes the key learning paradigms and their specialisations, summarised ac-

cording to the type of data available for learning. Table 4.3 also summarises the

key characteristics of these methods. Note that no paradigm is ranked according

to accuracy, as according to the no free lunch theorem (Wolpert, 1996, 2002),

all classifiers perform equally well when their performance is averaged across all

possible problems. It is therefore upto practitioners to discover which classifiers

work best for their specific problems. Similarly there is no ranking of simplicity,

interpretability or speed, as there is no universally accepted definition for these

characteristics against which we can evaluate. Subsequent sections introduce

these paradigms and the problems they attempt solve.
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4.4.1 Supervised Learning

Supervised learning induces classification models from non-empty training sets,

where the ratio of labelled to unlabelled examples l is equal to 1 such that,

l =
totl
|Train|

, (4.15)

where totl is the total number of labelled training samples, and |Train| the to-

tal number of training samples necessarily greater than zero. Supervised learn-

ing has been studied extensively by the ML community (Mitchell, 1997; Duda

et al., 2000; Friedman et al., 2001; Bishop, 2006; Kotsiantis, 2007; Theodoridis

and Koutroumbas, 2008; Wu et al., 2008; Witten and Frank, 2011), with many

classification systems proposed as a result. Empirical and theoretical studies of

these approaches (Caruana and Niculescu-Mizil, 2006; Cunningham et al., 2008;

Vapnik, 2013; Fernández-Delgado et al., 2014) show their effectiveness for many

types of problem. Of those approaches available, there are some applied more

Approach Adaptivity
Fixed-size

data
Data

streams
Resource
sensitive

Required
training

data

Supervised
learning

no yes no no
labelled

binary or
multi-class

Semi-
supervised
learning

no yes no no

labelled and
unlabelled
binary or

multi-class

Unsupervised
learning

no yes no no
unlabelled
binary &

multi-class

Cost-sensitive
learning

no yes no no
labelled

binary or
multi-class

One-class
learning

no yes no no
labelled
binary

Outlier
Detection

no yes no no
labelled rare
or majority

class

Stream
Learning

yes yes yes yes

labelled or
unlabelled
binary &

multi-class

Table 4.3: Summary of ML methodologies suitable for candidate selection.
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often than others in specific domains (e.g. neural networks for candidate selec-

tion). However it is unclear which of these is best for any given problem. Indeed

the no-free lunch theorem (Wolpert, 1996, 2002) implies that across all possible

problems, supervised classifiers perform equally well. There is not therefore one

algorithm that always works best (Sutton, 2005; Dougherty, 2013; Fernández-

Delgado et al., 2014). This requires that multiple algorithms be tried for each

problem to find one that works well. It is impractical to evaluate all available

models, though Fernández-Delgado et al. (2014) made a good attempt, testing

179. Instead of exhaustively listing these approaches, here four representative

methods most often used by practitioners are considered.

Bayesian Learning

The simplest Bayesian method is the Näıve Bayes (NB) classifier (Rish, 2001;

Ng and Jordan, 2002; Zhang, 2004; Martinez-Arroyo and Sucar, 2006; Russell

and Norvig, 2009). This takes a generative approach to classification. It builds

a probabilistic predictive model on the assumption that feature values are inde-

pendent of one another. Using NB, the aim is to determine the probability of

an observation xi belonging to the class yi using Bayes Theorem. More formally,

what is the probability of class yi, given that we have observed xi which is written

as P (yi|xi). According to Bayes’ theorem, this probability can be obtained from,

P (yi|xi) =
P (xi|yi)P (yi)

P (xi)
, (4.16)

where P (yi) is the probability of an observation belonging to class yi, P (xi) is the

probability of xi occurring, and P (xi|yi) is the probability of xi occurring for class

yi. Generalising for observations consisting of multiple variables, the probability

of class yi given xi = {(xji ), ..., (xmi )} is written as,

P (yi|xi) = P (x1i |yi)× P (x2i |yi)× · · · × P (xmi |yi) (4.17)

=
m∏
i=1

P (xji |yi). (4.18)

Näıve Bayes classifiers form a decision rule based upon Equations 4.16 and 4.18,
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which picks the most probable hypothesis given available data. This is the max-

imum a posteriori decision rule. It is defined as,

argmax
yi

p(yi)
m∏
i=1

P (xji |yi). (4.19)

Despite its simplicity, NB can demonstrate good practical performance in many

domains, including in astronomy (Broos et al., 2011). However for pulsar candi-

date classification in particular, NB has been observed to perform poorly (Smith-

bauer, 2013; Devine et al., 2016). A similar observation is described in Chapter 8.

More generally Bayesian methods, such as variational-Bayesian methods (Bishop,

2006), perform well on complex learning problems. Such techniques offer poten-

tial, but are computationally intensive when combined with Monte Carlo meth-

ods (Hammersley, 2013) to derive accurate posterior estimates. See Bielza and

Larrañaga (2014) for a recent review of the state-of-the-art in Bayesian learning.

Neural Network Learning

The overwhelming majority of candidate classification systems devised in recent

years (Eatough et al., 2010; Thornton, 2013; Morello et al., 2014; Zhu et al., 2014),

are based on the discriminative neural network model of learning. This approach

has seen a revival in popularity after recent work demonstrated the high accuracy

achieved by these models, on complex learning problems (Bengio, 2009; LeCun

et al., 2015). It should be noted that others were aware of these capabilities,

as neural networks have been studied and extensively improved since the 1940’s

(e.g. Hebb, 1949; Rosenblatt, 1957, 1958; Kohonen, 2001). However such works

appear to have been largely forgotten in lieu of more recent fashionable work

(Schmidhuber, 2015).

Neural network learning (Rojas, 1996; Mehrotra et al., 1996; Haykin, 1999;

Bishop, 2006) traces its roots back to the early 1940’s, with the development of

the artificial neuron by McCulloch and Pitts (1943). Their model of the artificial

neuron was based on an early understanding of the human brain, which replicated

the biological neuron as a single unit capable of basic computation.

In the human brain, each neuron is but one of trillions of interconnected cells,

that propagate electrical impulses throughout the brain via a firing mechanism
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(Mehrotra et al., 1996; Haykin, 1999). Firing is a process which initiates and

conducts an electrical charge along a biological neuron to its tips, where it comes

into indirect contact with other neurons via a junction known as the synapse6. A

neuron only fires if the sum total of charge received from nearby neurons, is above

some threshold level. In the artificial model, this is represented via a number of

interconnected computational units. Together these represent a biological unit

receiving ‘input’ from a fixed number of nearby neurons, which propagate their

output to a fixed number of ‘output’ neurons as shown in Figure 4.7 a). Here

there are n input neurons and a single output neuron. The output neuron ‘fires’

if, and only if, the summed inputs from the neurons a1 to an, is greater than the

threshold θ. These inputs are propagated via weighted connections, that connect

input and output neurons. The summed input to the output neuron at time t is

given by,

St =
n∑
i=1

ati · wi. (4.20)

The output neuron fires only if St ≥ θ. The output of firing is determined by an

activation function. The most common is the Heviside (unit step) function,

h(x) =

1, x ≥ 0

0, x < 0
, (4.21)

where h(St − θ) replaces x. This Heviside function is often replaced by more

complex functions as required7. Nonetheless its use here makes this discussion

simpler as it produces binary output.

By altering the connection weights in response to training inputs, this simple

construction can learn to recognise patterns and assign classifications. Suppose

a machine learning training instance (xi, yi), where yi is a binary label (either 0

or 1), is used as a training pattern. Each individual feature value xji is passed in

to the network via a separate input neuron ai. Each input value propagates to

the output neuron, weighted by wi, and Equations 4.20 and 4.21 computed. The

output of the network can be evaluated by comparing the true class label of the

6This is a gap between neurons filled with a conducting chemical fluid, that facilitates the
transfer of electrical impulses from one neuron to the next (Rojas, 1996).

7See Haykin (1999) and Bishop (2006) for more details.
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Figure 4.7: Model of an artificial neuron and a neural network. A single neuron
is shown in a), which has n inputs and one output. The neuron fires if the total
weighted input to it, is greater than the threshold θ. A multi-layer perceptron
is shown in b). It is comprised of a single input and output layer, and a hidden
layer in between (though often many hidden layers are used in practice).

training pattern yi, to the output of Equation 4.21. The error can be quantified

as,

error = yi − h(St − θ). (4.22)

If the error is not equal to zero, then the output of the network was incorrect.

The network improves its future predictions by modifying the connection weights

between the input and output neurons, until the desired output is obtained. The

updated connection weights can be determined via,

wnewi = woldi + ∆wi, (4.23)

where,

∆wi = Lrate · error · ai, (4.24)

such that Lrate is a user specified learning rate. Using this mechanism a neural

network is able to correct its predictions during training. These networks increase

in descriptive power when they are combined, and interconnected forming large
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networks. One such network, the MLP (Rojas, 1996; Mehrotra et al., 1996;

Haykin, 1999; Bishop, 2006), is shown in Figure 4.7 b). It is comprised of multiple

hidden layers which allow it to distinguish between data points that are non-

linearly separable. Of the supervised neural networks, the MLP has been used

for candidate selection most often. These networks are tolerant/robust against

noise and bias in the input data, and can even accommodate missing values

(Haykin, 1999; Bishop, 2006). Neural networks generally perform well if the

training stage does not over-fit to the data. However building large networks can

require thousands of training iterations, depending on the size of the network.

Large networks are also costly in terms of memory and CPU resources8. Deep

neural networks such as the CNN (Bengio, 2009) accept this cost, to exploit large

numbers of neurons to achieve high levels of classification accuracy on many

difficult problems. The downside is that these models make predictions that

can be hard to explain, as predictions are derived via the interactions of many

thousands of neurons and their connection weights. This makes it difficult to

determine why an individual example was misclassified.

Support Vector Learning

The Support vector machine (SVM) (Cortes and Vapnik, 1995) is an alterna-

tive discriminative approach, that attempts to induce an accurate classification

model using examples of each class closest to the decision boundary. These ex-

amples are known as support vectors (Guyon et al., 2002; Akbani et al., 2004;

Bishop, 2006). The learning goal of an SVM, is to find a maximally separating

hyperplane9 between support vectors in m-dimensional space (Bishop, 2006), that

leads to the greatest reduction in training error. This is summarised in Figure

4.8. SVM’s have found numerous applications in astronomy (Way et al., 2012;

Woźniak et al., 2012; Zhang and Zhao, 2014) and ML research more generally

(Cauwenberghs and Poggio, 2000; Moguerza and Muñoz, 2006).

8The deep neural network developed by Google Inc. to classify images, had to be trained
over three days using 1,000 machines, each with a 16 core processor (Le et al., 2013).

9These are subspaces of one dimension less than the data space in which they reside. For
instance in 2-d space a hyperplane is a 1-d line, whilst in 3-d space it is a 2-d plane.
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Figure 4.8: Visualisation of support vector learning.

Tree Learning

Tree learning is a discriminative approach that attempts to partition data into re-

gions associated with a single class label (Safavian and Landgrebe, 1991; Mitchell,

1997; Sutton, 2005). This is accomplished using decision split-points, that sepa-

rate data as efficiently as possible into their respective classes. The split-points

are organised in to a tree-like structure as shown in Figure 4.9 a). In tree learning

examples are passed down the tree, moving from branches to leaves according to

the outcome of split-point tests. When an example reaches a leaf node at the end

of the tree, it receives the label most strongly associated with that leaf.

To build a tree, the most discriminative feature in the training data is firstly

found, starting at the root node. The root considers the separability of each fea-

ture, evaluating each in turn according to some metric. The best feature found is

used to create a new binary split-point test. This split-point test has two possible

outcomes. To represent these outcomes, two new child nodes are connected to the

root via a right and left branch. Tree growth proceeds by repeating the process

of split-point creation at the new child nodes, until either the desired tree depth

is reached, or splitting ceases to be beneficial. In this manner tree learning is

effectively partitioning training data into smaller and smaller subsets, until they

become pure (i.e. comprised of a single class).
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Figure 4.9: Diagram showing how split points are found in tree learning. In a) is
a decision tree that is comprised of many individual nodes. External tree nodes
include the root, and the leaves which assign class labels. This tree assigns the
binary labels 0 and 1 to unseen examples. Internal nodes perform decision splits
using the optimal split-point found. The process of finding the optimal split is
summarised in b).

The most difficult aspect of decision tree learning is deciding which is the

most discriminating feature to test at a given node. Features are usually chosen

by comparing all those available, and deciding which one is optimal according to

some measure. It is desirable to choose a feature useful for separating instances

belonging to different classes, i.e. the feature that provides the greatest separabil-

ity. Early decision tree algorithms such as ID3 (Quinlan, 1986) used the concept

of Information gain (IG) (Mitchell, 1997; Bishop, 2006) to decide upon which

feature to use. IG measures the expected reduction in entropy, where entropy is

a measure that characterises the impurity of an arbitrary collection of instances

(Mitchell, 1997). Given a set of instances X, where each instance in X may

belong to one of kc possible classes, the entropy of X is defined as,

Entropy(X) ≡
kc∑
i=1

−pi log2 pi , (4.25)

where pi is equal to the proportion of instances in X belonging to class i. Thus
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the information gain, Gain(X, xji ) of a particular feature xji is given by,

Gain(X,xji ) ≡ Entropy(X) −
∑

v∈V alues(xji )

|Xv|
|X|

Entropy(Xv). (4.26)

Here V alues(xji ) is the set of possible values for the feature xji , and Xv is the

subset of X for which the feature xji has value v. The best feature at a node, is

the one which maximises the information gain.

The most popular form of decision tree is C4.5 (Quinlan, 1993). It expands

on ID3 adding additional capabilities, though still using IG to select feature split-

points. Trees grown using C4.5 can be pruned to prevent over-fitting to training

data. This is done by removing overly specialised leaves, and by controlling tree

depth to prevent them becoming arbitrarily complex. C4.5 based trees have

proven effective in practice, including in high energy physics applications (At-

wood, 2012). Tree learning was also recently ranked the number one data mining

approach in an influential paper (Wu et al., 2008).

4.4.2 Unsupervised Learning

For many classification problems supervised learning cannot be applied. This is

the case when training data contains no class labels such that,

Train = {x1, · · · , xn}, (4.27)

where the ratio of labelled to unlabelled examples in the training set l, is equal to

zero. Unsupervised learning attempts to overcome the problem of inducing a clas-

sification boundary without labels, by using the inherent structure of unlabelled

data to self-describe class separation (Hinton and Sejnowski, 1999; Hastie et al.,

2009; Russell and Norvig, 2009; Dougherty, 2013). To use such data for classifi-

cation requires making some assumptions. First, one must assume that examples

belonging to the same class cluster together in some manner in m-dimensional

space, with different class clusters separated by lower density regions. This is

known as the cluster assumption (Chapelle et al., 2006). Second, it must be as-

sumed that two examples sitting close to one another, are more likely to share a

label (closeness indicates similarity). This is an intuitive notion which leads to
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simpler learning models. It is known as the smoothness assumption (Chapelle

et al., 2006). If the smoothness assumption were not to hold, possibly many sep-

arate decision barriers would be required to account for the closeness of examples

from different classes in data space. Where these assumptions hold, instance-

based methods (Mitchell, 1997) and density estimation techniques (Bishop, 2006;

Russell and Norvig, 2009), can be used to predict the likely class of unseen ex-

amples. The assumptions are visualised in Figure 4.10 a) and b).

a) b)

c)
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Figure 4.10: Visual representation of unsupervised learning assumptions. In a)
is data adhering to the cluster assumption, whilst in b) the data adheres to the
smoothness assumption, and is separated by a low density region. Finally in c)
there is simple graphical representation of a KNN classifier. The question mark
at the centre of c) receives the majority label of its k-nearest data points.

The simplest instance based method is the k-nearest neighbours (KNN) (Cover

and Hart, 1967; Bishop, 2006). KNN assigns each new unseen example the ma-

jority class label of it’s k-nearest neighbouring datapoints. This is depicted in

Figure 4.10 c). This shows an unlabelled instance indicated by a question mark,

surrounded by its nine nearest neighbours. This unlabelled example will be as-

signed the positive label if k = 3. Nearest neighbours are determined using

distance metrics such as the Euclidean distance (Weisstein, 2002), though others

are regularly used (Kotsiantis, 2007).
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Clustering methods are commonly used for unsupervised learning problems

(Russell and Norvig, 2009; Wagstaff, 2012). Amongst the most popular is K-

means (Jain, 2010; Way et al., 2012; Buisson et al., 2014). K-means attempts

to partition a set of unlabelled observations in to k ≤ n sets, where for binary

problems k = 2. These sets form a clustering K, where K = {(K1), ..., (Kk)}
and each Kj is a unique cluster. The aim of K-means is to minimize the Within-

Cluster Sum of Squares (WCSS), which expresses the desire to keep clusters

populated with similar examples. The WCSS is minimised using,

arg min
K

k∑
j=1

∑
xi∈Kj

||xi − µj||2, (4.28)

where µj is the mean value of the points in the cluster Kj. There are three

steps executed by K-means to achieve this. The first initialisation step involves

choosing the initial set of k means known as centroids. The goal is to find the k

means that are furthest apart (most dissimilar), which requires a full pass over the

data. Computationally, finding dissimilar centroids is a difficult problem to solve.

It is NP-hard10. Thus heuristic algorithms are typically used to find good initial

centroid choices, which should in principle give rise to an approximately optimal

clustering. The second assignment step, assigns each new unseen observation to

the cluster whose mean yields the least WCSS according to Equation 4.28. The

third and final update step recalculates the mean of the cluster mj, to which the

new observation was assigned, according to Equation 4.29. The mean of cluster

Kj at time t+ 1 is given by,

m
(t+1)
j =

1

|K(t)
j |

∑
xi∈K

(t)
j

xi. (4.29)

There are many other clustering algorithms capable of accurate unsupervised

classification (see for example Jain et al. (1999); Grira et al. (2004)). There

10This is a problem that can be solved in polynomial time on a non-deterministic Turing
machine (otherwise known as an oracle — a theoretical, not real, machine). It is hypothesised
that NP-hard problems are not solvable in polynomial time on standard Turing machines, but
to show this conclusively is the famous P?=NP problem. When a problem is not solvable in
polynomial time, it is generally regarded as intractable for large instances of the problem. See
van Leeuwen (1990) for more details.
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are also unsupervised neural networks such as the self-organising map (Kohonen,

1989, 2001; Woźniak et al., 2012).

4.4.3 Semi-supervised Learning

SSL (Chapelle et al., 2006), is applied to partially labelled datasets where the ra-

tio of labelled to unlabelled data is between zero and one. It is applied most often

when unlabelled data is abundant, on the presumption that it contains informa-

tion useful for refining and improving class separation. In some circumstances it

is necessary to follow a semi-supervised approach, due to the limited availability

of labelled data. This is a common scenario often faced when obtaining labels is

particularly costly.

In SSL information describing P (xi) is supplied by unlabelled examples, en-

abling generative models to be adapted to the semi-supervised setting. However

other SSL methods do not take a probabilistic approach. Low-density separa-

tion methods find a separable class boundary, using labelled examples to guide

the learning process, in a similar manner to unsupervised learning. For these

methods to work, the cluster and smoothness assumptions must hold. A further

manifold assumption, which suggests that high dimensional data lie roughly on

a low dimensional manifold must also hold. SSL methods such as Co-training

(Blum and Mitchell, 1998; Mitchell, 1999), Self-training (Gabrys and Petrakieva,

2004), and Tri-training (Zhou and Li, 2005), assign unlabelled examples on the

basis that these assumptions hold.

Graph based SSL methods take a different approach. These describe training

examples as nodes in a graph G, such that similar examples are connected by

edges weighted according to how similar they are. This approach first assigns a

true class label to those nodes in the graph corresponding to labelled examples.

These are then propagated throughout the graph to nearby unlabelled nodes,

thereby labelling examples in the process.

These semi-supervised approaches can successfully use unlabelled data to im-

prove learning (Mitchell, 1999). However a degradation in their performance is

known to occur, when their modelling assumptions do not match the characteris-

tics of the underlying distribution of data being processed (Cozman et al., 2002;
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Cozman and Cohen, 2006). Given the implications of the no free lunch theo-

rem (Wolpert, 1996, 2002), it is difficult to know in advance which classification

model best suits the distribution of an arbitrary data set. This can lead to the

sub-optimal choice of classification model in practice, and therefore sub-optimal

performance when using unlabelled data for learning.

4.5 Imbalanced Data

The learning paradigms described thus far, become inapplicable when data is

characterised by a skewed class distribution. For binary classification problems

where there are two distinct classes y1 and y2, the skew can be characterised by

the imbalance ratio (ir), which is given by,

ir =
|{(xi, yi)|yi ∈ Y ∧ yi = y1}|
|{(xi, yi)|yi ∈ Y ∧ yi = y2}|

. (4.30)

Here y1 is the minority class such that 0 < |y1| < |y2|, and y2 is therefore the

majority class. Algorithms trained upon such datasets exhibit two general prop-

erties:

1. High training accuracy as the ir approaches zero, where the cardinality of

the majority class approaches infinity. This is achievable, since the majority

class examples form an increasingly large proportion of the training set.

Therefore the strategy which yields the greatest reduction in training set

error, involves always predicting the majority class label. Thus classification

models trained on such data, can become biased towards the majority class.

2. Poor minority class generalisation performance, particularly with respect

to recall. Given that the training set is so imbalanced, P (y1|xi) approaches

zero as limir→0. In such cases y1 is rarely if ever predicted.

These are effects of what is known as the imbalanced learning problem (Chawla

et al., 2004; He and Garcia, 2009; Chawla, 2005; Fernández et al., 2011). Imbal-

anced learning is concerned with overcoming these issues, in data sets that exhibit

severe class imbalances where ir < 0.1 and worse (Provost and Fawcett, 2001).

There are many discernible types of data imbalance which cause such problems.

According to He and Garcia (2009) there are i) intrinsic imbalances, which are

caused by the nature of the data space. There are ii) extrinsic imbalances caused
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by data collection techniques, and perhaps not attributable to a naturally imbal-

anced data distribution. Then there are iii) relative imbalances, occurring when

a minority class is not rare, just small relative to the majority class. Whilst

iv) absolute rarity pertains to situations where the minority class instances are

genuinely rare, which naturally makes learning difficult. Finally there may be

v) sub-class imbalances, whereby a single class is made up of numerous distinct

subclasses, that are themselves imbalanced in one of the ways already described.

a) b)

Figure 4.11: Diagram depicting a scenario wherein imbalanced data is not a
problem. In a) there is an imbalance which could be perceived as problematic.
However in b), it is revealed that the addition of minority class examples makes
no difference to the placement of the classification boundary. Thus performance
is unaffected by imbalance in this example.

Training a classifier on an imbalanced dataset does not necessarily mean poor

generalisation performance (Galar et al., 2012). If the training data are discrimi-

native enough to separate the different classes in data space, then the classifier will

perform well regardless of the imbalance. A contrived example of this is shown

in Figure 4.11. It demonstrates that the underlying data distribution alone is

not the root cause of poor classification performance on imbalanced data (Galar

et al., 2012). Rather it is three characteristics often possessed by imbalanced data

sets, that make it difficult for a classifier to separate the minority and majority

classes. These include class inseparability (Japkowicz and Stephen, 2002; Galar

et al., 2012) shown in Figure 4.12 a). This describes the overlapping nature of

data from different classes. Whilst small disjuncts (Weiss, 1995) are shown in

Figure 4.12 b). These occur when a concept is comprised of smaller disconnected

sub-concepts. Small disjuncts are a problem as they cover only a few training
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cases. Many training examples are therefore usually required to characterise all

the individual disjuncts. Finally there is the small sample size problem (He and

Garcia, 2009; Galar et al., 2012) shown in Figure 4.12 c). This occurs when

there are too few minority class examples available for learning. Ultimately these

characteristics conspire to make it difficult for a classifier to construct an optimal

decision boundary, leading to sub-optimal classifier performance.

a) b)

c)

Figure 4.12: The different problems manifest in imbalanced data. Class insepa-
rability is depicted in a), small disjuncts in b) small sample size in c).

Nonetheless in recent years, increasing attempts have been made at alleviating

the problems associated with learning from imbalanced data. This includes work

arising from domains as diverse as medicine (Guyon et al., 2002; Mazurowski

et al., 2008; Radivojac et al., 2004), image analysis (Kubat et al., 1998; Casasent

and Chen, 2004), fraud detection (Chan and Stolfo, 1998; Phua et al., 2004; Wei

et al., 2013), and text classification (Mladenic and Grobelnik, 1999; Forman, 2003;

Zheng et al., 2004). These attempts can be categorised in to two broad paradigms:

data level approaches and algorithm level approaches. Data level approaches

seek to modify the data in order to correct an imbalanced class distribution

directly. Algorithmic approaches on the other hand, are geared towards modifying
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or developing algorithms that can operate on imbalanced data in its natural form.

These two paradigms are reviewed in more detail in Chapter 6.

4.5.1 Special Case

A special case of the imbalanced learning problem occurs when ir = 0. Without

any examples of the minority class, the existing approaches used to overcome

imbalance cannot be applied. Instead a variety of approaches which induce models

from only one class of examples are used.

Positive Unlabelled Learning

Positive unlabelled learning (PUL) attempts to build classification models, from

training data containing only positive and unlabelled examples. Works in this

area (Zhang and Zuo, 2008), attributed the first definition of the PUL learning

model to Denis (1998). However the notion of learning from only a sample of

positive concepts has existed for some time. It is particularly familiar to those

studying cognitive science and language theory (Lange and Zeugmann, 1996;

Muggleton, 1997). Recent theoretical work by Elkan and Noto (2008) rekindled

interest in this area. They demonstrated how a traditional classifier could be

obtained in this non-traditional scenario, given a training set drawn from some

distribution p(xi, yi, si). Here xi and yi refer to examples and class labels as

before, where yi = 1 is positive. The additional variable si indicates if an example

is labelled or not, thus si = 1 if xi is labelled, otherwise si = 0. As only positives

are labelled,

p(si = 1|xi, yi = 0) = 0. (4.31)

PUL then considers the probability of an example being labelled,

g(xi) = p(si = 1|xi), (4.32)

as a proxy for determining the probability of it being positive. This is achieved

by normalising by p(si = 1|yi = 1) (the probability of positive and labelled) such

that,

f(xi) = g(xi)/p(si = 1|yi = 1). (4.33)
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There are three main approaches taken towards PUL, which are most often de-

scribed in the research literature (Denis, 1998; Denis et al., 2005; Elkan and Noto,

2008; Zhang and Zuo, 2008; Liu and Lee, 2011). The first estimates statistical

queries over the positive and unlabelled examples, using the model described

above. The second uses two-step strategies, that i) attempt to identify negative

examples in the unlabelled data, so that ii) standard classifiers can be constructed

from both positive and negative examples. Finally the third approach reduces

PUL to the problem of learning with high one-sided noise, by treating the unla-

belled data as a set of noisy negative examples.

It was noted in Denis et al. (2005) that when the class imbalance is great,

the problem of PUL is an open one. There is also empirical evidence (Liu et al.,

2002) which suggests that when the set of positively labelled training data is

small, PUL is much less effective than fully supervised learning. Care must be

taken when using PUL, as it implicitly assumes that the data distribution of the

labelled positives, will be similar to the unlabelled positives in the unlabelled

data set. However in many situations this is not the case (Li et al., 2009b; Liang

et al., 2012).

One Class Learning

Where absolute rarity11 becomes an issue, one class methods are employed. One-

class learning applies when only the probability density of the labelled class,

usually the target class (i.e. pulsar), is known (Khan and Madden, 2014). As a

result, one-class algorithms classify instances as belonging to either the target or

some other class. Without examples of the non-target class, one-class learning

can’t predict non-target labels. Rather it can only predict the likelihood of an

example belonging to the target class, such that if an example is sufficiently

different from the target class, it is considered non-target or other. This is an

important but subtle difference between one-class methods, and traditional binary

classification approaches.

11Absolute rarity (He and Garcia, 2009) is a characteristic of data sets comprising of genuinely
rare minority class examples.
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Anomaly/outlier detection (Japkowicz et al., 1995; Marsland, 2003; Markou

and Singh, 2003a,b; Hodge and Austin, 2004; Chandola et al., 2009; Chan, 2011)

are popular one-class learning approaches. These use the density of labelled ex-

amples to define a region considered normal for the labelled class. New unseen

examples far away from the normal concept are considered unusual, i.e. outlier-

s/anomalies, which are assigned the alternative ‘non-target’ class label. Often

these approaches are adapted to make them semi-supervised, though typically

with little consideration for whether or not labelled data is helpful.

4.6 Data Streams

Learning methods for fixed-size datasets with unchanging ‘static’ data distribu-

tions, have thus far been described. However with advances in the capabili-

ties of computational infrastructures, there has been an increase in the volume

and throughput of data produced by modern computational systems (Hulten

et al., 2001; Gaber et al., 2005b, 2007; Aggarwal, 2007; Gama, 2010). Sensor

networks, control systems, financial monitors, satellites, telecommunication in-

frastructures, and human social interactions (social media) in particular (Gaber

et al., 2005a), now produce continuous sequences of information which are known

as data streams. Data streams are practically speaking infinite in length, subject

to a temporal ordering, and are characterised by dynamic data and class distri-

butions (Gaber et al., 2005b; Lyon et al., 2013, 2014). Changes in the underlying

distribution of data in a stream occurring over time, is known as concept drift

(also known as non-stationarity) (Gaber et al., 2005b; Zliobaite, 2009).

4.6.1 Concept Drift

Concept drift describes distributional changes occurring within a data stream over

time (Zliobaite, 2009; Gama et al., 2014; Zliobaite et al., 2014). Drift can affect

all class concepts in a stream equally, though the susceptibility of each concept to

drift varies greatly in practice. The nature of the drift also varies. Consider the

following scenario based on an example provided by Lichtenwalter and Chawla

(2010). Suppose there are nine instances in a stream segment which belong to

two possible classes, represented by the colours yi ∈ {white, blue}. Each instance

is described using a single binary feature x1i ∈ {0, 1}. There are three discernible
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types of distributional change describable by concept drift, that can be manifest

in this scenario:

1. A change in the distribution of the feature x1i , ∆P (x1i ), in the stream. Let

us suppose that originally P (0) = 8
9

and P (1) = 1
9

as shown in Figure

4.13 a). After a change in the distribution of the feature, P (0) = 5
9

and

P (1) = 4
9
, as shown in Figure 4.13 b).

0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0

1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0

a)

b)

Figure 4.13: A change ∆P (x1i ) in a data stream.

2. A change in the conditional probability of class labels for the feature,

∆P (yi|x1i ). Let us suppose that originally P (white|0) = 1 & P (blue|0) = 0

as shown in Figure 4.14 a). After a change in the feature distribution

P (white|0) = 3
4

and P (blue|0) = 1
4
, as shown in Figure 4.14 b).

0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0

a)

b)

Figure 4.14: A change ∆P (yi|x1i ) in a data stream.

3. A change in both the distribution of the feature ∆P (x1i ), and the conditional

probability of class labels for the feature, ∆P (yi|x1i ) in the stream. Lets us

suppose that originally P (0) = 8
9

and P (1) = 1
9

as shown in Figure 4.15

a). Then after a change in the feature P (0) = 6
9

and P (1) = 3
9
. Likewise

whereas to begin with P (white|0) = 1, P (white|1) = 0, P (blue|0) = 0 and

P (blue|1) = 1; now P (white|0) = 5
6
, P (white|1) = 1

3
, P (blue|0) = 1

6
and

P (blue|1) = 2
3
. This is shown in Figure 4.15 b).
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0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0

a)

b)

Figure 4.15: A change ∆P (yi|x1i ) and ∆P (x1i ) in a data stream.

4.6.2 Stream Learning Challenges

The nature of streams makes it impossible to build standard supervised or semi-

supervised models. These classifiers are built from fixed-size training sets, how-

ever there is no notion of a training set in the streaming scenario. Rather the

only examples available for learning are those labelled within the stream. These

examples are not necessarily close temporally, nor are they necessarily represen-

tative of all classes under consideration. There are three possible remedies for

this situation to consider:

1. Collect some number of labelled examples, and train a static classifier to

operate upon the stream.

2. Learn incrementally upon each labelled example as it arrives from the

stream, such that the training phase runs continuously and concurrently

with classification.

3. Collect some number of examples describing all classes, and prefix the

stream with these to enable learning. Then proceed to learn incrementally

as in 2.

Option one is viable if the stream experiences no drift whatsoever. However if

the distribution is non-stationery, then over time the i.i.d assumption of training

data with respect to the streaming data will be violated. Option two does not

violate the i.i.d assumption, though if the ir of the stream is close to zero, then

there is insufficient data for learning. Option three can overcome this issue,

though it requires access to labelled data to prefix the stream. Such data may be

unavailable. Options two and three are considered more carefully in Chapter 5.
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4.6.3 Incremental vs. Batch Classification

Two general models are used for stream learning. These are the incremental and

the batch learning models (Babcock et al., 2002) described in Figure 4.16.

• Batch processing model: at time step i, a batch b consisting of n unla-

belled instances arrives. This batch is classified using some model trained

on batches b1 to bi−1. At time i+ 1 labels arrive for batch bi, along with a

new batch of unlabelled instances bi+1 to be classified.

• Incremental processing model: a single data instance xi arrives at time

step i, and is classified using some model trained on instances x1 to xi−1.

At time i + 1 a label arrives for xi, along with a new unlabelled instance

xi+1 to be classified.

a)  Incremental Model

b) Batch Model

Positive unlabelled

Positive labelled

Negative unlabelled

Negative labelled

Classifier Predict
Store

TestTrain
Report 

Performance

Report 

Performance

Figure 4.16: Incremental and batch models of learning over data streams.

These models for stream learning require approaches that are resource effi-

cient (Babcock et al., 2002; Gaber et al., 2005b, 2007). This becomes clear when
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the implications of the streaming model are realised in the context of practical

requirements. For example, suppose an arbitrary classifier requires 1 unit of addi-

tional memory to learn from each example it observes. The memory requirements

for that algorithm will grow linearly according to n, where n is the number of

examples processed. Using asymptotic notation12, the memory requirements of

the algorithm are described by O(n). If a stream is practically infinite in length,

then the memory requirements will continue to grow with n. Eventually n will

become so large, as to make storage of additional examples infeasible. Even if

the ir is close to but ultimately greater than zero, given enough time, the mem-

ory requirements will become great. This enforces a practical limit on algorithm

memory/CPU usage. It is desirable for these to be asymptotically sub-linear in

n. Ideally, approaches should also be adaptive to resource considerations, allow-

ing additional memory/CPU resources to be utilised as and when they become

available.

4.7 Classifier Evaluation

The predictions output by a machine learning classifier are evaluated using a

confusion matrix. This describes how class labels were assigned during classifi-

cation. For binary classification problems only two possible predictions can be

made, either positive or negative (or similar binary labels). Each predicted label

is either correct or incorrect, thus there are four possible prediction outcomes in

the confusion matrix. If there are n classes, then there are n2 possible outcomes.

The binary confusion matrix is shown in Table 4.4. Correctly assigned positive

labels are called true positives, and correctly assigned negative labels are called

true negatives. Whilst incorrectly assigned labels are known as false positives

and false negatives respectively.

Predicted Label
Negative Positive

True Label
Negative True Negative (TN) False Positive (FP )
Positive False Negative (FN) True Positive (TP )

Table 4.4: Confusion matrix describing the four possible outcomes of binary
classification.

12See Kleinberg and Tardos (2006) for details of this notation.
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The outcomes listed in the confusion matrix can be visualised about a decision

boundary. For m-dimensional data, each example must fall on to one side or

another of such a boundary, with each side associated with a specific class label.

This is visualised in the simplest 2-dimensional case in Figure 4.17. Here there are

a number of labelled and unlabelled examples separated by a boundary, which is

represented by a hyperplane. In this case the hyperplane is a simple 1-dimensional

line. Any example falling on to the left hand side of the boundary is assigned the

positive label, those falling on the right hand side the negative label.

False positive

True positive

True negative

False negative

+
-

Positive unlabelled

Positive labelled

Negative unlabelled

Negative labelled

Figure 4.17: The outcomes of binary classification about a decision boundary.
There are four possible outcomes depending upon which side of the boundary an
example falls. Examples falling on to the left side are assigned the positive label,
those falling on the right receive the negative label.

Ideally a classification system will return zero false positives and negatives.

However this is unlikely for any difficult real world classification task. Algorithms

are therefore evaluated using metrics derived from the confusion matrix, which

describe the specific characteristics of a classifier. For instance, recall is a met-

ric that describes the fraction of correctly labelled positive examples. Whilst

precision is a metric that describes the fraction of positively labelled examples

that were actually positive. A precise classifier with relatively low recall, may

be acceptable for some problem domains, such as spam email detection. Whilst

for others e.g. disease diagnosis, high recall and precision is essential. Otherwise
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some patients may be subjected to unnecessary treatments, whilst others may

miss out on the care they require. Consequently the values obtained for these

metrics have to be interpreted within the context of each specific classification

problem. Table 4.5 describes the principal metrics used by the ML community

to evaluate binary classification performance.

Metric Description Definition

Accuracy
Measure of overall classifica-
tion accuracy.

(TP+TN)
(TP+FP+FN+TN)

False positive rate (FPR)
Fraction of negative instances
incorrectly labelled positive.

FP
(FP+TN)

Precision
Fraction of retrieved instances
that are positive.

TP
(TP+FP )

Recall
Fraction of positive instances
that are retrieved.

TP
(TP+FN)

Specificity
Fraction of negatives correctly
identified as such.

TN
(FP+TN)

F-Score
Measure of accuracy that con-
siders both precision and re-
call.

2× precision×recall
precision+recall

Table 4.5: Standard evaluation metrics for binary classifier performance. True
Positives (TP) are correctly classified positives. True Negatives (TN) are correctly
classified negatives. False Positives (FP) are incorrectly classified positives, False
Negatives (FN) are incorrectly classified negatives. All metrics produce values in
the range [0, 1], where higher values indicate better performance.

Another popular way of measuring classification performance is the Area un-

der the receiver operating characteristic curve (AUROC) (Hand, 2009). The ROC

curve is a plot that describes binary classification performance, as the decision

threshold within a classifier is altered. The plot typically appears with the true

positive rate on the y-axis, and the false positive rate on the x-axis as shown in

Figure 4.18. This allows the trade-off between true positive and false positive

performance, to be easily visualised. The true positive (recall) and false positive

rates, are metrics that achieve values in the range [0, 1]. The area under this

curve is often used as a metric for evaluating classifier performance. The total

area under the curve is equal to 1, and higher AUROC values are desirable. These

can only be achieved when the true positive rate is high in the top left hand cor-

ner, where the false positive rate is low. Note that as classifier predictions can be
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inverted, a poor classifier appearing in the bottom right corner of the plot, can

be inverted to give an effective one operating at the top left.
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Figure 4.18: An example of a receiver operating characteristic curve (ROC). This
visualises the performance of three different classifiers, A, B and C. Each uses
a different threshold, which results in a unique trade-off between sensitivity and
specificity. The total area under the curve (AUC) is equal to 1. A ‘curve’ that
resembles a straight diagonal line through the plot describes a classifier that does
no better than random guessing (it’s AUC will be equal to 0.5).

4.8 Concluding Remarks

There are an abundance of machine learning approaches (Bishop, 2006; Aggar-

wal, 2014) that can be used for candidate selection. However, candidate selection

is characterised by three main problems. First, there is the rising number of

candidates witnessed empirically, predicted to continue over time. Second, there

is the rising volume of survey data, which applies computational restrictions on

selection approaches. Third, the data output by the SKA will not necessarily be

i.i.d with respect to the existing training sets that describe known pulsars. Can-

didate classifiers must therefore be capable of adapting to change automatically.
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Of the paradigms outlined in Figure 4.6, only one, stream mining research,

addresses these three issues directly (Gaber, 2012). It is possible that other

methods may exist, able to deal with one or more of these problems. However,

these were not found during an extensive review of the literature. Mainstream

approaches such as supervised and unsupervised learning, are clearly unsuitable,

as these construct only static classifiers unable to adapt once trained. Whilst

in principle these methods could be directly applied as static classifiers to SKA

data, this is not recommended. These static methods are insensitive to distribu-

tional changes in observational data. The inability to adapt is problematic. If

the data experiences drift, or if the learned concept changes, a deterioration in

classification performance will be observed (Zliobaite, 2009; Gaber, 2012; Gama

et al., 2014; Zliobaite et al., 2014). This cannot be tolerated for SKA pulsar

searches. Supervised learning models are also not designed to adapt to chang-

ing or limited resources (Gaber, 2012). Stream learning by contrast is greatly

concerned with efficient resource use, and adaptability to changing resource con-

straints/data throughputs. Given the available evidence, it would appear sensible

to investigate the possibility of applying streamed ML methods for SKA candi-

date classification.

However the streaming model is not without problems. There is little research

on building classifiers for imbalanced streams (Wu and Yang, 2006; Nguyen et al.,

2011; Masud et al., 2012; Krempl et al., 2014). Whilst class imbalances and their

negative impacts on classification performance, are yet to be overcome more gen-

erally in data mining research (Wu and Yang, 2006). Thus stream classifiers built

upon imbalanced streams, are likely to exhibit the same problems as their non-

streaming counterparts: high overall accuracy, and very low minority class recall

(Wasikowski and Xue-wen, 2010; Lyon et al., 2013).

Consider as an example a hypothetical two-class candidate stream, with an

arbitrarily large imbalance. At any moment such a stream will possess only a

small number of minority class instances. Consider that a classifier trained over

a random batch, will do so on an intrinsically small sample of minority class

instances. Whilst an incremental classifier will rarely be presented with a minor-

ity class example to learn from. In either case, this creates a streamed version
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of the small sample problem. As the inductive bias of many machine learning

algorithms is geared towards forming the simplest hypothesis possible, the con-

sequences of the small sample problem are severe. Algorithms insensitive to the

imbalance, will likely predict the majority class for all instances (Akbani et al.,

2004). Particularly as it is easy to dismiss any minority class examples seen as

noise.

It is also the case that our real world candidate data stream will be entirely

unlabelled. Even an optimistic partial labelling of the stream will likely include

only the majority class instances, and this becomes increasingly likely as the

proportion of labelled instances decreases. Those minority class instances which

would assist learning are rarely, if ever, labelled. Together the severe imbalance

and lack of labelled examples, greatly threatens the effectiveness of the two prin-

cipal stream learning models.

Finally it is unclear precisely how pulsar candidate data changes over time.

If there is little drift, then existing stream models may be effective candidate

classifiers. However there are unknowns surrounding the very nature of candidate

data, and the efficacy of existing classifiers on imbalanced data. Thus even if there

is no drift, existing classifiers may perform poorly regardless, due to the problems

associated with imbalance. There are then two possible avenues of investigation:

i) the study of candidate data with respect to concept drift and unsupervised

learning. Such a study would determine whether or not drift must be accounted

for, and if SSL can provide a feasible way to obtain labelled data. ii) The study

of stream classifiers. Such a study would reveal the strengths and weaknesses

of existing approaches, and indicate whether or not these can yield an effective

candidate classifier. In the next Chapter the latter investigation is undertaken.



Chapter 5

Evaluating Stream Classifiers

“Supposing is good, but finding out is better.”

— Mark Twain, Mark Twain in Eruption, 1940.

Data streams have arisen naturally from the ever increasing volumes of data,

generated by modern computational systems (Aggarwal, 2007; Gama, 2010; Ag-

garwal, 2014). Typically rapidly generated, temporally ordered, and infeasible to

store in their entirety, data streams pose a significant challenge to those seeking

to unlock the knowledge they contain. In recent years, considerable research ef-

fort has been spent in this area (Gaber et al., 2005b, 2007; Gaber, 2012), leading

to the development of many effective data stream classifiers (Aggarwal, 2014).

However, the main focus of this work has been upon streams that possess a rea-

sonably balanced class distribution, and completely labelled, or in some cases

partially-labelled data. In situations where the class balance is heavily skewed,

or where it is unrealistic to expect more than a small fraction of the stream to

be labelled, we face a new set of challenges yet to be solved. These are likely to

undermine the effectiveness of existing approaches (Wu and Yang, 2006; Nguyen

et al., 2011; Masud et al., 2012; Krempl et al., 2014).

This chapter seeks to discover to what extent the properties of pulsar data,

affect the performance of modern stream classifiers (if at all). To determine this,

an empirical investigation of stream classifier performance on pulsar data, has

been undertaken. This sought to measure the effect of class imbalance, and the

availability of labelled data on minority class recall.

136
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5.1 Hypothesis

The null hypothesis H0 is that the imbalance and labelling ratios have no dis-

cernible effect on minority class recall, as they approach zero. However it is

generally accepted that stream classifiers will perform increasingly poorly, as the

imbalance worsens and class labels become unavailable (Wu and Yang, 2006;

Nguyen et al., 2011; Masud et al., 2012; Krempl et al., 2014). If this is the case,

then we would expect to see results showing a drop in minority class recall, as

the ir and l decrease. The alternative hypothesis H1 for this experiment, is that

imbalance and labelling do significantly affect minority class recall.

Before such an experiment could be undertaken, an appropriate set of stream

classification algorithms had to be chosen, and an experimental infrastructure

developed. The first part of this chapter reviews existing stream classifiers, and

determines their suitability for addressing the candidate selection problem as

outlined in Section 4.3. The second part utilises a contribution arising from

this thesis, a test framework for conducting experiments upon unlabelled and

imbalanced streams. Using this new framework the most suitable classifiers found

were evaluated. The results of the evaluation are presented in part three. These

results strongly indicate that the alternative hypothesis H1 is true.

5.2 Review of Stream Classifiers

The stream classification methods described in the following sections, represent

the current state-of-the-art in data stream mining classification (e.g. as discussed

in Gaber et al., 2007; Gaber, 2012; Aggarwal, 2014, 2015; Nguyen et al., 2015).

These methods and their derivatives are those most commonly studied by the

research community (Bifet et al., 2011; Hoens and Chawla, 2012). It should be

noted however, that the field of data stream mining is relatively new. Indeed,

when work on thesis began, areas of the literature were sparse. At the time, the

field was described by others as being within a ‘nascent’ stage of evolution (Gaber

et al., 2010). Even today, there remain many open problems in the area yet to be

solved (Zliobaite et al., 2012; Krempl et al., 2014; Nguyen et al., 2015), for which

new methods are regularly proposed. This is a direct consequence of advances in

modern technology (Gaber et al., 2005b; Gaber, 2012), which continually alters
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the practical nature of the stream learning problem under investigation. This re-

view cannot keep pace with such rapid change. To make progress, it was necessary

to narrow its scope, to only those methods most relevant to the SKA’s particu-

lar processing challenges. It therefore captures only a narrowed snapshot of the

principal stream classification approaches currently available, and may overlook

lower-profile recent work.

5.2.1 Hoeffding Tree

A traditional static decision tree is able to choose the ‘best’ feature xji to test at

a split-node, using a heuristic measure like IG (see Section 4.4.1). This is applied

to all examples available to the learner ahead of time during training. Provided

enough training data is available, a tree built in this manner will be reasonably

effective. However in a streamed data scenario, only a small subset of instances

from the stream S, are available at any given moment. Without access to plentiful

training data upfront, it is challenging to decide on the optimal feature test at

a split-node. However it has been noted by some (Catlett, 1991; Hulten et al.,

2001), that it may be possible to select the ‘best’ feature to test at a node, using

only a small number of examples. This raises the question of how large a subset

of S is needed to determine with confidence the best feature. This problem was

solved by Hulten et al. (2001), using a statistical tool known as the Hoeffding

bound (Hoeffding, 1963). This is also known as the additive Chernoff bound. By

calculating the observed mean x̄ji of a feature, the bound is able to determine

with confidence 1 − δ (where δ is user supplied1) that after seeing n examples,

the true mean of a feature is at least x̄ji − ε for,

ε =

√
R2 ln(1/δ)

2n
, (5.1)

where R2 is the feature range squared. Here ε is the estimated error in the

observed mean feature value. Using this bound it is possible to compare features

according to an arbitrary heuristic measure. Suppose there are two different

features x1i and x2i , and H(xji ) a measure that attains higher values for better

features. The difference between the two features is given by ∆H̄ = H̄(x1i ) −
H̄(x2i ). From the Hoeffding bound, x1i is the optimal feature with the probability

1A high level of desired confidence corresponds to a low δ value.
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1− δ only if, ∆H̄ > 0 and,

∆H̄ > ε. (5.2)

This means that the true ∆H is at least ∆H̄ − ε. When this holds it must be

the case that H̄(x1i ) > H̄(x2i ), and x1i is therefore the optimal feature. However if

∆H̄ < ε, then there is insufficient information to determine which feature is best

according to H. To overcome this problem the error ε must be reduced. This

is achieved by observing more examples from the stream. As ε is a decreasing

function of n, the more examples observed, the smaller ε becomes, and the closer

x̄ji approaches the true mean of xji . However for this reduction in error to occur,

observed examples must be labelled. Unlabelled instances do not assist in reduc-

ing ε, since it is impossible to know which class they pertain to. A Hoeffding

tree is a supervised decision tree that uses the Hoeffding bound in this manner.

It is able to determine the statistically optimal split feature, given only a small

number of observed examples.

Very Fast Decision Tree

The Very fast decision tree (VFDT) (Hulten et al., 2001) is amongst the most

successful of the single model data stream classifiers (Gaber et al., 2005b, 2007),

which remains highly relevant today (Gaber et al., 2010; Hoens and Chawla, 2012;

Aggarwal, 2014; Read and Bifet, 2015; Srivastava, 2016). The VFDT is an incar-

nation of the Hoeffding tree, which uses the Hoeffding bound to classify instances

incrementally. An overview of how the VFDT processes and partitions streaming

data, is shown in Figure 5.1. A summary of split-point creation is provided in in

Figure 5.2.

The VFDT is able to process both continuous and discrete features, though

continuous features are discretised during learning2. The VFDT is capable of

learning in time proportional to the tree depth and data dimensionality3. It re-

quires O(pavkc) memory (Hulten et al., 2001), where p is the number of leaves

in the tree, a is the number of features, v the number of possible feature values,

and kc the number of classes. The trees produced via VFDT learning have been

2Simple equal-width binning techniques are usually applied, although other techniques can
be used.

3The data dimensionality is given by the number of features in the data.
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proven to asymptotically approximate those produced by conventional static tree

learners, which are given access to all data in advance (Hulten et al., 2001). This

is due to the error rate ε decreasing, as the number of instances observed by the

tree approaches infinity. Furthermore the probability that a VFDT would choose

the same feature test at a given split-node as a conventional tree, increases ex-

ponentially with the number of examples observed (Hulten et al., 2001). Even

without an infinite stream of examples in a plausible scenario, the VFDT still

produces classification models that exhibit similar levels of accuracy to conven-

tional tree learners. It is important to note however, that the VFDT is meant to

be used on fully-labelled stationary data streams only.
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Figure 5.1: An overview of how a streaming decision tree partitions 2D data
space to derive a classification. Each example is passed down the tree, and tested
at each node it reaches including the root. Each node test outcome determines
which branch the example continues down, until it reaches a leaf at the bottom
of the tree. The tree shown here assigns the class labels A, B and C to examples
reaching the leaf nodes.

The VFDT does not store examples from the stream in order to build a classi-

fication model. Rather it stores statistics at each node in the tree. These statistics

are used in conjunction with a heuristic measure H, to determine the optimal split
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Repeat step iii) at this leaf node.

Else if  

Split upon best feature.
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Leaf nodes

< >

Prediction

Repeat step v) indefinately.

Figure 5.2: An overview of the steps involved in streaming decision tree split
point creation. In step i) an empty classifier is created with a single root node.
In step ii) an initial labelled instance xi, is passed to the tree root node and its
summary statistics updated. In step iii) the tree performs a split point test, based
on previously observed examples from xi to xi+n for n = 1, · · · ,∞ (as streams
are unbounded). In iv) the split test is successful, and the best feature x1i used
to create two new branches. Each branch is connected to a leaf associated with
a majority class label, either A or B. In step v) a new example is observed from
the stream, and passed down the tree branches according to the outcome of split-
point tests. Eventually the example reaches a leaf node which has its summary
statistics updated. In step vi) the tree learning procedure is repeated. Beginning
with an attempt to split at the leaf node at which the new example arrived. This
process repeats as more examples arrive, until the tree reaches its memory limits
or a user specified tree depth.
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feature. The statistics retained at each node are typically few in number, and

are dictated by the heuristic measure used. The memory required to store these

statistics will increase, if tree learning is not limited to a pre-determined depth.

The size of a VFDT is therefore ultimately bounded by the available memory on a

host machine. However a key feature of the VFDT is that it is able to respond to

memory constraints, by deactivating leaves deemed to be unpromising via regular

scans of the tree. This is possible provided each leaf maintains statistics describ-

ing its own utility. In the simplest case, this includes the observed error rate at

the leaf el, and the probability of an arbitrary example reaching the leaf pl. Those

leaves in the tree with higher values of pl · el, are considered the least promising

and become candidates for deactivation. The deactivation of unpromising leaves

frees up memory, allowing tree growth to continue at more promising branches.

Aside from the memory saving mechanism, the VFDT also possesses opti-

mizations designed to speed up learning4. As described previously, the Hoeffding

bound can be used to determine the best feature to use at a decision node ac-

cording to a heuristic measure. However, it is entirely possible that two different

features may be sufficiently ‘good’ to both be considered the ‘best’, e.g. when

H(x1i ) = H(x2i ). Determining which of the two is optimal to a high level of con-

fidence, may require observations of many additional examples. Accumulating

these additional observations will be time consuming, especially if labelled exam-

ples are infrequent. While these additional observations are being sought, arriving

examples are being classified by a needlessly sub-optimal tree. The VFDT allows

this situation to be avoided, by recognising when there is a legitimate feature

tie. Using a user specified tie threshold τ , the best feature can be selected with-

out waiting for additional examples. This is the case so long as ∆H̄ < ε < τ .

The VFDT further speeds up processing by ensuring that H is not recomputed

for each instance that arrives from the stream. Rather, the VFDT allows the

user to specify a minimum number of instances that must be seen before H is

recomputed.

Adaptive Hoeffding Tree

This is a modified version of the Hoeffding tree designed to operate on non-

stationary data streams (Bifet and Gavaldà, 2009). The adaptive Hoeffding tree

4Fast computation is particularly vital for high throughput data streams.
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incorporates an adaptive windowing algorithm (Bifet and Gavaldà, 2007a), that

automatically and continuously detects the rate of change in a data stream. This

algorithm stores a variable window of examples in memory using the exponential

histogram technique (Datar et al., 2002). Using the cached data, it maintains

statistics describing the examples in the stream, and uses these to detect shifts

in the data distributions. It has a maximal length statistically consistent with

the hypothesis that there has been no change in the window. In other words, the

window becomes larger on stationary streams, and smaller on streams subject to

regular change. When a change in the stream is detected, a new sub-tree is grown.

This sub-tree can then be used to classify new instances from the stream, when

the accuracy of the current tree falls below that of the newly grown sub-tree.

Hoeffding Option Tree

This is a regular Hoeffding tree that possesses additional ‘option’ nodes (Pfahringer

et al., 2007). These nodes allow several tests to be applied to an instance, so that

it is possible for it to travel down multiple paths, arriving at more than one

leaf node (Pfahringer et al., 2007). The ultimate class of an instance is then

determined by a committee, made up of the predictions of all leaf nodes reached.

Option trees have been designed to overcome the inherent lack of a lookahead

capability in Hoeffding trees. That is, the greedy choice of the best feature at

any particular node, may not be the choice that optimises overall classifier accu-

racy. Option trees are also intended to improve classifier stability, with regards to

situations wherein there are many potential ‘best’ features, with little to choose

between them. In this case the examples processed just prior to a split, may have

had an undue influence over the decision. In some circumstances this decision

may not be best in the long term.

VFDT Derivatives

The VFDT has proven so effective, that it has spawned numerous modified al-

gorithms, optimised to achieve specific classification tasks. The vast majority of

these were conceived to enable the VFDT to respond to concept drift, as the

original approach was unable to track and respond to distributional changes.

The first, and perhaps most widely known of these modifications, was developed

shortly after the VFDT. The modified algorithm is called the Concept-adapting

VFDT (CVFDT) (Hulten et al., 2001). CVFDT learns a very similar model to
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the VFDT, that is, if the VFDT were repeatedly applied to a sliding window of ex-

amples. Further developments along these lines include CVFDTNBC (Nishimura

et al., 2008), which expands this approach by installing Näıve Bayes classifiers

at tree leaf nodes. The goal of CVFDTNBC was to improve classification pre-

dictions using the frequencies of class-feature combinations stored at each leaf.

Other modifications of the VFDT model worthy of note, include aCVFDT (Liu

et al., 2009), designed to operate on ‘ambiguous’ data streams (where a correct

classification is often dependent on context); VFDTc (Gama et al., 2006) which

allows for use on continuous data rather than just categorical or discretised data,

Moderated VFDT (M-VFDT) designed to limit the drop in prediction accuracy

when applied to noisy data streams (Yang and Fong, 2011), the Ultra Fast Forest

Tree system (Gama et al., 2004), and finally the multi-label Hoeffding tree (Read

et al., 2010) for multi-class problems.

5.2.2 Ensemble Approaches

An ensemble is a collection of classification models (Dietterich, 2000; Kuncheva,

2004; Rokach, 2010; Nguyen et al., 2015), whose outputs are combined to predict

the label for an instance xi. This is achieved by allowing each model in the en-

semble to make a prediction for xi separately. The ensemble decides which label

to assign typically via some form of committee decision, such as the simple ma-

jority vote rule5. The general rationale for building a classifier ensemble, is that

by training multiple models on samples containing repeated examples, variance

between the models is promoted, and problems associated with over-fitting on

training data are reduced (Dietterich, 2000).

Multi-model classifier ensembles have been used extensively to learn from con-

cept drifting data streams (Kuncheva, 2004). Broadly speaking these approaches

can be categorized in to two distinct groups: weighted and non-weighted ensem-

bles. One of the most widely used weighted ensembles is the single pass Streaming

Ensemble Algorithm (Street and Kim, 2001). It is designed to learn from those

streams that contain reasonable amounts of labelled data. The approach builds

multiple C4.5 (Quinlan, 1993) classifiers using sequential chunks of training data

from the stream, forming a fixed-size classifier ensemble. A simple majority vote

rule is then used to choose the class predicted by the ensemble, with prediction

5The class label receiving the most votes is the one assigned.
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ties broken randomly. The approach is considered weighted, as each classifier in

the ensemble is associated with a quality score, that describes its classification

performance. This score is increased when an individual classifier achieves a cor-

rect prediction and is decreased otherwise. The size of the increase or decrease is

proportional to the closeness of any ensemble vote. If a vote was not unanimous,

the classifier predicting correctly will have its quality score increased by a larger

amount, than it would if all classifiers were in general agreement. Using these

quality scores, the approach can adapt to concept drift by comparing the perfor-

mance of classifiers in the ensemble, to potential replacements built from the most

recent examples in the stream. A poorly performing classifier can then be easily

replaced by a ‘stand by’ model, without negatively affecting the accuracy of the

ensemble as a whole. Two interesting observations were made during this work: i)

larger ensembles produced better generalisation capabilities on the streams tested

and ii) pruning individual classifiers decreased performance. Hence over training

individual classifiers may be a useful ensemble strategy, an observation also made

in (Sollich and Krogh, 1996).

Bootstrap aggregating, otherwise known as bagging (Breiman, 1996; Bauer

and Kohavi, 1999), is a supervised learning approach used to build a classifier

ensemble. In a bagging classifier ensemble, each classifier is trained on a subset

of samples drawn randomly from a training set with replacement (a bootstrap

sample). Two variants of the Bootstrap aggregating approach to ensemble cre-

ation, have been developed for data streams. Firstly Oza (2005) developed a

one-pass on-line bagging approach, that uses the adaptive window change detec-

tion algorithm (Bifet and Gavaldà, 2007b) to dynamically modify the size of a

data stream window under a batch processing model. Given a stationary data

stream, the windowing algorithm enlarges the window allowing for more data to

be stored. When the stream is drifting, the window size is reduced. This con-

serves memory, and reduces the likelihood of older outdated examples negatively

impacting ensemble accuracy on a new target concept. The second Bagging ap-

proach uses adaptive-size Hoeffding trees as a base classifier (Bifet et al., 2009).

The bagging algorithm grows many Hoeffding trees of various sizes, based on the

intuition that smaller trees adapt to change quickly, while larger trees do better

on stationary data. Combining many trees of different sizes, yields an ensemble

that will possess a subset of trees suited to the current stream.
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Oza Boost (Oza, 2005) is an on-line version of the Ada Boost algorithm (Fre-

und and Schapire, 1997). Similar to bagging, boosting is an approach for building

a classifier ensemble that converts a ‘weak’ probably approximately correct learn-

ing algorithm, which performs only slightly better than random guessing, into one

with high accuracy (Valiant, 1984). The general approach is as follows. In each

of a number of rounds from t = 1, ..., T , Ada Boost uses a set of training ex-

amples to build a new weak classifier. This classifier is then called, and used to

update a distribution of weights which indicate the importance of examples in

the data set for classification. On each subsequent round t, the weights of the

incorrectly classified examples are increased, whilst the weights of those examples

classified correctly are decreased. The new classifier generated in the next round

then focuses on those examples which have so far eluded correct classification.

This algorithm can in principal use any base classifier to form an ensemble.

In terms of other noteworthy approaches, Wang et al. (2003) built an ensemble

using a variety of base classifiers. This ensemble included C4.5, RIPPER (Cohen,

1995) and NB. Whilst Li et al. (2010) developed a random decision tree6 based

ensemble, which used the Hoeffding bound as part of a statistical test designed

to discern genuine concept drift in noisy data. Of the static ML algorithms de-

scribed in Chapter 4, some have been adapted for use over data streams. This

includes Bayesian, support vector, and neural network based classifiers (Aggar-

wal, 2007; Gama, 2010; Aggarwal, 2014; Nguyen et al., 2015). Neural network

ensembles have even been proposed (Ghazikhani et al., 2013). However, none of

these approaches are as widely applied as tree-based methods. Principally due

to their greater resource requirements, which cannot always be met in stream-

ing environments (Nguyen et al., 2015). Neural network ensembles in particular,

comprised of many individual neural networks, have high computational resource

requirements. This makes their application to SKA data impractical.

6This is a decision tree that randomly chooses split features at each node expansion, without
the use of a purity measure such as information gain. Each randomly chosen feature appears
only once on a decision path if it is discrete, otherwise it can appear more than once if it is
continuous.
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5.3 Choosing a Stream Classifier

Given the choice of possible stream classifiers, it is not obvious which is the most

suitable. Each classifier possesses its own learning biases, and given the no-free

lunch theorem (Wolpert, 1996, 2002), it is not clear which will work best for pulsar

data. Whilst perhaps more crucially, any classifier we do choose, must be able to

operate within the performance constraints enforced by the SKA data processing

environment. To complicate matters, the SDP is still being designed (Broekema

et al., 2015). The preliminary design does not specify the exact resources available

for pulsar classification (Dewdney et al., 2013; Broekema et al., 2015; Dewdney

et al., 2015; Nijboer et al., 2015). Therefore it is both rational and necessary

to choose a method that will utilise as few resources as possible, whilst still

giving reasonable classification results. To assist the decision making process, the

general approaches considered during this review and Chapter 4, are summarised

in Table 5.1 according to their advantages and disadvantages.

Algorithm Advantages Disadvantages

Ensembles
Typically very accurate, easy to

build

high complexity if using complex
base learner, based on heuristics

and lack of solid theory

Bayesian
methods

Simple, resource efficient, effective
and robust to noisy data

Independence assumption is
violated in practice, poor pulsar

specific performance (Smithbauer,
2013; Devine et al., 2016), high

runtime complexity

Neural
networks

Good generalization performance,
solve dynamic or non-linear

problems

Hard to interpret predictions
(black-box), high runtime and

memory complexity

Tree-based
methods

Easy to understand, robust to
noise, low computational cost, easy

to scale

Can over-fit to data without help,
deep trees become difficult to

interpret

Support
vector

methods

Solve dynamic or non-linear
problems, robust to training bias

high runtime and memory
complexity, performance depends

on kernel, difficult to train for
multi-class problems

Table 5.1: Summary of the general advantages and disadvantages of specific ML
algorithms, with respect to classification tasks. The data within this table has
been synthesied from multiple sources, including Nguyen et al. (2015), Ivezić et al.
(2014), and Bishop (2006).
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The principal criteria and boundary constraints against which the approaches

discussed thus far are evaluated, are as follows:

• Resource use: The memory and CPU resources required by the algorithm

must be minimal. Sub-linear growth or better with respect to memory use

and runtime is desirable. Minimising the use of SDP resources will help

ensure that real-time performance is not degraded over time.

• Adaptability: A suitable learning model must be able to adapt over time,

in response to changing RFI and noise environments. Adaptability is also

crucial to incorporating new knowledge, i.e. new pulsar examples, useful

for improving classifier accuracy.

• Simplicity: The model used must be simple to build, and maintain.

• Speed: Section 3.2.1 suggested a minimum of 12,000 candidates must be

classified per second, to meet the SKA’s real-time processing requirement.

• Auditing: Classifier predictions must be understandable, and simple to

audit. The classifier must not act as a black box. This is important for

ensuring that mistakes are understood, and rectified quickly.

• Theoretical Guarantees: A classifier with proven theoretical perfor-

mance bounds is preferred. Choosing an approach which does not have

proven bounds is risky, as we have no performance guarantees.

• Practical Evidence: Empirical evidence of good performance is impor-

tant. The classifier chosen must be well tested, with a track record of

results. Applying an unproven classifier to the SKA is risky, and could lead

to missed discoveries.

Computationally expensive methods must be ruled out of contention. This is

due to the uncertainty surrounding the compute capacity available for pulsar

classification, using the SDP. This rules out streaming neural network classifiers

(Furao et al., 2007; Ghazikhani et al., 2013), clustering approaches, and SVMs.

Simple Bayesian methods are ruled out due to their poor pulsar classification

performance (Smithbauer, 2013; Devine et al., 2016), and their independence as-

sumption (Lewis, 1998), which is yet to be shown to hold for pulsar data. If

the assumption does not hold, performance will be reduced (Lewis, 1998). More
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complex variational bayesian methods are also not considered, as they have yet

to be successfully adapted to the streaming paradigm (Tank et al., 2014). This

leaves tree-based methods. As indicated in Table 5.1, these have very low com-

putational requirements (Gaber et al., 2010; Gaber, 2012), and a high tolerance

to noise. Streaming decision trees also have proven asymptotic bounds (Hul-

ten et al., 2001). Their performance has been shown to approximate the levels

achieved by static trees, as the number of labelled examples observed approaches

infinity (Hulten et al., 2001). The same cannot be said for the other models

under consideration. The predictions of the tree model are also easy to audit7

(Nguyen et al., 2015). Especially as the data dimensionality increases. Finally,

it is true that incremental tree learning has been widely applied, with a proven

track record of experimental results (Domingos and Hulten, 2000; Hulten et al.,

2001; Gama et al., 2006; Yang and Fong, 2011; Liang et al., 2012; Aggarwal, 2014;

Read and Bifet, 2015; Srivastava, 2016). Whilst alternative approaches are still

the subject of mainly theoretical rather than experimental works.

It should be noted that some of the methods considered during this review

were in fact tested. These include the one-class VFDT (Li et al., 2009a), an

incremental version of NB (Gama, 2010), and an incremental SVM (Diehl and

Cauwenberghs, 2003). However the one-class VFDT, and incremental version of

NB, could not be implemented. This was due to key details of their learning

procedures being omitted from the research literature. Whilst the incremental

SVM’s training procedure did not terminate on pulsar data streams. This was

due to the intrinsic computational complexity of support vector learning. This

meant these approaches could not be evaluated within our SKA data stream sce-

narios. Whilst this outcome was interesting, it did not assist in achieving the

aims of this thesis, other than to indicate which methods were not appropriate.

Such results were therefore not explored, and are not described in detail here.

Based upon this review, incremental tree-based learners were therefore chosen as

the sole subjects of further investigation.

There are two main groups of tree-based supervised stream classifier to choose

from: single model classifiers, and ensemble models. Based upon the criteria pre-

sented above, the Hoeffding tree model of learning was chosen over all others.

7Predictions can be audited by visualising the tree with definitions of split-point tests.
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This was not an arbitrary choice based purely upon a literature review. Prudence

demanded that before a classifier was chosen for experimentation, some further

evidence for its utility had to be obtained. Initial experiments were therefore

conducted to assess which learning models worked well for pulsar data. This

was done given the implications of the no-free-lunch theorem (Wolpert, 1996,

2002). The results of these experiments are described in Section 5.6.5 for con-

venience. Tree learning models achieved the best performance on pulsar data.

Trees models also performed better upon imbalanced data more generally. This

empirical evidence indicated that tree learning was most effective on pulsar data,

a result similarly observed by others (Smithbauer, 2013). In the next section the

experimental design of the study is described. In total four single model and two

ensemble algorithms were tested8. These included the,

• Hoeffding Tree (Hulten et al., 2001).

• Hoeffding Adaptive Tree (Bifet and Gavaldà, 2009).

• Hoeffding Option Tree (Pfahringer et al., 2007).

• Ada Option Hoeffding Tree (Bifet and Gavaldà, 2009).

• Oza Bag ensemble (Oza, 2005).

• Oza Boost ensemble (Oza, 2005).

5.4 Test Framework - ‘STUFFED’

Before an evaluation of tree-based stream classifiers could be undertaken, a frame-

work capable of performing it had to be found. A standardised framework was

required that would enable tests to be executed on imbalanced and unlabelled

streams, in a reproducible manner, evaluated using common evaluation metrics.

However when beginning this work, no such framework was available. Primar-

ily as a direct consequence of there having been little research into unlabelled

and imbalanced data streams. This lack of standard test tools and evaluation

practices is difficult to overcome. It makes testing new and existing approaches

difficult, and severely restricts the reproducibility of any results obtained.

8The ensemble approaches used Hoeffding trees as their base learner. There were 10 models
trained in each ensemble.
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Figure 5.3: Overview of the framework used for experimentation. A file containing
data is passed to the framework, and sampled to create test and training sets.
Each test and training set can be configured to contain pre-specified levels of
imbalance and labelling. These files are then passed to a classifier for training and
evaluation. During evaluation the predictions made on unlabelled instances are
compared against true class labels, obtained from the metadata files. Standard
classifier metrics are computed automatically during evaluation, and are stored
in standardised result files.

To undertake the experiments in this chapter, it become necessary to develop

a software system capable of running reproducible data streams tests. The result

of this work is the STUFFED framework. STUFFED (Lyon, 2015e) is a Java

application designed to make it easier to experiment with unlabelled/partially-

labelled imbalanced data streams. Built around the Massive On-line Analysis

(MOA) stream test environment (University of Waikato, 2012; Bifet and Kirkby,

2009), STUFFED seeks to supplement MOA functionality via a simple wrapper

Application Program Interface (API). An overview of the framework is provided
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in Figure 5.3. The design includes a custom sampling algorithm able to gen-

erate training and test sets with the desired levels of imbalance and labelling.

The sampling approach also maintains metadata that can be used to evaluate

classification performance on unlabelled examples, a feature lacking in existing

tools such as MOA. It is able to operate on files of arbitrary size, and can exe-

cute on commodity hardware (a laptop is all that is required). This is achieved

using a one-time-only first pass over test data to determine its characteristics,

with subsequent samplings obtained incrementally in a single pass in a resource

efficient manner. This allows testing to be undertaken on extremely large data

sets, such as those possessed by the pulsar community. The framework has been

made available for community use, and is fully described in a manual written to

accompany the software (Lyon, 2015f).

5.4.1 Test Hardware

All tests described in this chapter were undertaken using single a machine running

OSX 10.9 (Mavericks). This machine possessed a single 2.2 GHz Quad Core

mobile Intel Core i7-2720QM Processor9, 16 GB of DDR3 RAM, and two 512GB

Crucial MX100 solid state drives10.

5.5 Static Classifier Experiments

The performance of the Hoeffding tree was also compared to three static classifiers

including a standard decision tree, a SVM and NB to obtain a baseline. Tests of

other tree-based algorithms including the Hoeffding option tree (Pfahringer et al.,

2007), Ada Hoeffding option tree, OzaBag (Oza, 2005) and OzaBoost (Oza, 2005)

were also completed. In each case the parameters used for these algorithms were

set to the defaults provided by MOA.

5.6 Stream Classifier Experiments

The stream classifiers chosen for evaluation are not designed to operate on un-

labelled data. Nonetheless here they are evaluated with respect to streaming

scenarios where unlabelled data is prevalent, providing a realistic test of their

9Peak theoretical performance of the processor is 70.4 GFLOPs (Intel Corporation, 2013).
10The drives have a sequential read speed of 550MB/s, and sequential write speed of 500MB/s.
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capabilities. Using the MOA stream mining framework (University of Waikato,

2012), tree-based stream classifiers were evaluated on imbalanced and unlabelled

streams11. These experiments were designed to reveal if imbalance and labelling

affect classification accuracy in two potential learning scenarios. In the first sce-

nario, only labelled data from the stream is available for learning. In the second,

the stream is prefixed with labelled data, allowing a classifier to take advantage

of existing labelled data to ‘pre-train’ a classifier off-line. These scenarios are

depicted in Figure 5.4.

a)  Pre-training

...

Labelled data

prefixing stream

Test stream

b)  No pre-training

...

Test stream

Figure 5.4: Diagram showing how stream classifiers were trained. In a) the
stream has been prefixed with labelled training examples that a classifier can use
for learning. In b) no such examples are available.

5.6.1 Data

In order to test the various data stream classifiers, four datasets were utilised.

These are listed in Table 5.2. The first and largest dataset consisted of pulsar

candidates obtained during HTRU (Keith et al., 2010)12. Candidates are repre-

sented by 22 continuous numerical features developed in Bates et al. (2012) and

Bates (2011), each a statistic that describes candidates in some way. The 22

numerical features are listed in Table 5.3, and are now described in detail.

11This algorithm is built into MOA (University of Waikato, 2012).
12This data is currently not publicly accessible.
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Dataset Examples Features / Type Balance
Pulsar 11,219,848 22 / Continuous, numerical +1 : -7500
Skin 245,057 3 / Discrete, numerical +1 : -5
MiniBoone 130,065 50 / Continuous, numerical +2 : -5
Magic 19,020 10 / Continuous, numerical +1 : -2

Table 5.2: The data sets used for initial experimentation.

# Feature

Sinusoid Fitting:
1 χ2 value of a sine curve fit to pulse profile.
2 χ2 value of a sine-squared curve fit to the pulse profile.
Pulse Profile Tests:
3 The number of peaks in the pulse profile, minus 1.
4 The sum over the residuals, Σi(

max−min
2 − p[i]).

Gaussian Fitting:
5 Distance between expectation values of Gaussian and fixed Gaussian fits to profile

histogram.
6 Ratio between max values of Gaussian, and fixed Gaussian fits, to the profile histogram.
7 Distance between expectation values of derivative histogram and profile histogram.
8 Full-width-half-maximum of a Gaussian fit to the pulse profile.
9 χ2 value of a Gaussian fit to the pulse profile.
10 Smallest Full-width-half-maximum of a double-Gaussian fit to the pulse profile.
11 χ2 value of a double Gaussian fit to the pulse profile.
Candidate Parameters:
12 Best candidate period.
13 Best candidate S/N value.
14 Best candidate DM value.
15 Candidate duty cycle (pulse width / period).
Dispersion Measure (DM) Curve Fitting:

16 S/Ndata ÷
√

(P −W )÷W
17 S/Nfit ÷

√
(P −W )÷W

18 Difference between best DM and optimised DM value from fit, mod(DMfit−DMbest).
19 χ2 value of theoretical DM curve, fitted to actual DM curve.
Sub-band Scores:
20 Root-mean square (RMS) of peak positions in all sub-bands.
21 Average correlation coefficient for each pair of sub-bands.
22 Sum of correlation coefficients between sub-bands and profile.

Table 5.3: Features used by Bates (2011) to describe pulsar candidates.

5.6.2 Description of Bates’s Features

• Sinusoid fitting: Pulsars are weak radio sources. To detect them many

individual pulses must be summed, to produce a signal discernible from

noise. The summation of signals produces what is known as the integrated

pulse profile (Lorimer and Kramer, 2005). This is shown in Figure 2.15 C),

and Figure 8.1. The first two features measure the shape of this profile.
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– 1. RFI candidates often have sinusoidal profiles. This feature measures

how well a sine curve matches the profile, via a chi-squared goodness of

fit test (χ2 test). Candidates with large χ2 values should be retained,

those with small values rejected (good fit indicative of RFI).

– 2. Pulsar emission on the other hand resembles a sin2 curve. A good-

ness of fit χ2 value measured between the pulse profile and a sin2 curve,

should be high for pulsar-like candidates, and low otherwise.

• Pulse profile tests: These test the general characteristics of the profile.

– 3. A noise candidate’s profile should posses many peaks. Whilst a

legitimate candidate should have at least one, and no more than a

few, well defined peaks rising above the noise background. This feature

counts the peaks. Candidates with lots of peaks are generally treated

as some form of interference, or as a harmonic detection (see Lorimer

and Kramer, 2005).

– 4. The sum over residuals for the profile,

Σi(
max−min

2
− p[i]) (5.3)

where max−min
2

, is the midrange value, and p[i] the pulse intensity value

in bin i. Large values indicate an abundance of signal over noise, small

values are indicative of noise.

• Gaussian fitting: The pulse profiles of legitimate pulsars often have a

Gaussian shape. However, pulse shape varies, with some pulsars possessing

complicated double peaked profiles. These are more closely described by

a double Gaussian. To account for both these cases, Gaussian and double

Gaussian curves were fitted to the pulse profile to compute the features

described below. Additionally, a histogram of pulse profile intensities was

plotted. Two Gaussian curves were fitted to this histogram. The first is

a Gaussian fitted to the histogram data. The second is a Gaussian fitted

with its expected value µ, fixed as the value of the central histogram bin.

For a Gaussian noise profile, the distance between the mean values of the

two fits should be zero (e.g. normally distributed pulse intensities). For a

legitimate pulsar profile (which would be skewed or posses a double peak),
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the distance between the mean values should be much larger. Thus lower

distances should be viewed as indicative of RFI.

– 5. Distance between mean values of the Gaussian, and the fixed Gaus-

sian fitted to the profile histogram.

– 6. Ratio between the maximum values of the Gaussian fit, and the

fixed Gaussian fit, to the profile histogram.

– 7. Distance between expectation values of the derivative histogram,

and the profile histogram.

– 8. The full-width-at-half-maximum (FWHM), is a parameter describ-

ing the width of a ‘bump’ on a curve. It is the distance between points

on the curve, where the function reaches half its maximum value. For a

Gaussian, this is e−x
2

(2σ2)
. This feature then obtains the fit of this FWHM

for the Gaussian fit to the pulse profile. For pulsars, especially MSPs,

this value should be small.

– 9. The χ2 of the fit, of a Gaussian, to the pulse profile. The χ2 value

should be high for pulsar-like candidates.

– 10. The smallest possible full width at half maximum of a double

Gaussian fit to the pulse profile.

– 11. The χ2 of the double Gaussian fit, to the pulse profile. The χ2

value should be high for pulsar-like candidates.

• Candidate parameters: These are the best parameters obtained during

an observation.

– 12. The pulse period, which describes how often it repeats.

– 13. The S/N is a measure that describes the ratio of signal to back-

ground noise. Pulsars typically have a higher S/N than signals gen-

erated by noisy processes, thus candidates possessing higher S/Ns are

considered to be more promising than those with a low S/N.

– 14. The DM which maximises the candidate S/N (see Chapter 3).

– 15. The duty cycle is a measure of the pulse width, with respect to

the period (pulse width / period). For MSPs, which have very short

rotational periods, the duty cycle will be high. This is because the

pulse width makes up a large proportion of the period. As the period
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increases (and assuming the pulse width remains the same), the duty

cycle decreases. This feature was included so that those pulsars with

short periods could be found more easily.

• DM curve fitting: Signals travelling through the ISM become dispersed.

To compensate for dispersion, corrections must be applied that bring the

signal into temporal alignment (see Section 2.2.2). A number of DM tests

attempt to find the optimum correction. These features analyse the data

describing trial DM values, and the resulting S/N.

– 16. The value of Equation 5.4 defined below, computed from observed

DM curve data. Using this equation it is possible to predict the change

in S/N, as the DM value is varied (Bates et al., 2011a). This is possible

as the S/N of a pulse should follow the relation,

S/N ∝

√
P −Weff

Weff

(5.4)

where P is the period of the candidate, and Weff the effective pulse

width. The effective pulse width can be obtained using,

W 2
eff = W 2

int + t2samp + ∆t2 + τ 2s (5.5)

where Wint is the intrinsic pulse width, tsamp is the sampling rate

of the survey, ∆t is the broadening of the signal due to dispersion,

and τs is the amount of distortion caused by scattering in the ISM.

Recall that a DM correction will alter the S/N of a signal, as bringing

the signal into temporal alignment will increase the S/N. Conversely,

applying corrections when none are necessary will decrease the S/N.

The theoretical curve describing the change in S/N, with respect to

DM, was then plotted as a curve.

– 17. This feature also computes Equation 5.4 but for the theoretical

DM curve.

– 18. This is the difference between the best DM value, and the DM value

from the theoretical curve that gives the highest S/N. If the source is

legitimate, then the difference between the best and theoretical DM

values should be small.
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– 19. The χ2 goodness of fit value, for the theoretical DM curve, fitted

to the actual DM curve.

• Sub-band scores: The sub-band plot shows stacked pulses from across

a number of frequency sub-bands, showing how the pulse varies with ob-

serving frequency (See Figure 2.15 A). As pulsar emission is broadband, we

should select candidates with emission observed throughout the frequency

range.

– 20. The root mean squared error of the sub-band maxima should be

low.

– 21-22. There should be a strong correlation between the sub-bands,

such that an observed pulse should occur at the same pulse phase in

each sub-band.

The pulsar data set contains 1,611 positive, and 2,593 negative examples cor-

rectly labelled by human annotators. The remainder of the dataset is näıvely

assumed to be negative. However the number of actual positives incorrectly

labelled in this dataset can be constrained based on Monte Carlo simulations

(Hammersley, 2013) undertaken by Keith et al. (2010) and later by Levin (2012),

to a small fraction of approximately 879-916 instances. Of the known 1,108 pul-

sars in the survey region, 725 have been re-detected in this data. It should also

be noted that the pulsar data described here, contains no positional information.

The positional information provides no indication of whether one might expect a

source to be a pulsar or not. Thus using positional information can introduce an

unnecessary bias. It is for this reason that position does not appear as one of the

features used here, or in subsequent chapters. The Skin Segmentation (Bhatt and

Dhall, 2013), MiniBoone (Roe, 2013), and the Magic Gamma Ray Telescope (Sav-

icky and Bock, 2013) collections make up the three remaining datasets. These

are obtainable from the University of California Irvine (UCI) machine learning

repository13 (Asuncion and Newman, 2007).

5.6.3 Methodology

To test the algorithms under the two streaming scenarios (no pre-training vs.

pre-trained), the data sets were firstly shuffled, and then randomly sampled in

13http://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/datasets.html .
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order to generate training and test sets with different levels of class imbalance14,

whilst also varying the proportion of labelled examples15. The largest class im-

balance considered given the evidence of Section 4.3, is conservatively assumed to

be +1 : -10,000 which gives an ir= 0.0001. The no pre-training scenario tested

the stream classifiers under a test-then-train model (test on an instance, then

train on an instance). Each of the sampling permutations was treated as a sin-

gle stream of data. For each level of imbalance and labelling, ten individual tests

were executed per dataset. This allowed results to be averaged over multiple runs.

For the pre-trained scenario, the same sampling and test procedure was used,

except that training and test sets were generated. The training samples prefixed

the stream, allowing classifiers to learn prior to being tested on stream examples.

The training sets used were uniform in size and configuration, containing 200

random positive and 1000 random negative examples (+1 : -5 balance). The

class distribution of these training sets is similar to the test distribution of three

out of the four datasets in Table 5.2. For the pre-trained tests both static and

stream classifiers were used, allowing for a comparison between the performance

of static and streamed learners trained on the same small sample of data.

A further test was undertaken that established a baseline level of performance

on test data, using standard classifiers in a traditional static learning scenario.

Here performance was assessed using stratified 5-fold cross validation. This splits

the data into 5 stratified folds (train on 4 folds, test on 1) of equal size, such that

each fold has the same proportion of examples for each class. Four of the folds

were then combined to form a training set. The remaining fold formed the test

set. Classifiers were then trained and tested on this data. Following this first

run of the experiment, the test fold was added to the training set, and one of the

training folds became the test set. The experiment was then re-run. This process

was repeated until each of the 5 folds had been used as the test set. Results were

averaged over the 5 folds to derive a mean level of classifier performance.

The test framework summarised in Figure 5.3 was used to execute these ex-

periments. A discrete time model was assumed, such that for each instance xi

14The ir levels used during experimentation were: 1.0, 0.5, 0.3, 0.25, 0.2, 0.1, 0.04, 0.02, 0.01, 0.008,
0.004, 0.002, 0.001, 0.0004, 0.0002, 0.00013, 0.0001 (e.g. 0.1 = +1 : -10).

15The labelling proportions used: 0%,1%,5%,10%,25%,50%,75%,99% and 100%.
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arriving at time step t, a class prediction is made at time step t+ 1. The learner

is trained at time step t + 2 only if the instance was labelled. Following each

prediction the framework updates a count of true positives, false positives, false

negatives and true negatives, by checking the prediction against the correct label

of xi. If xi was unlabelled, the correct label is obtained from the appropriate

meta data file, and the true label compared to the prediction as before.

5.6.4 Evaluation

Evaluating classifier performance on imbalanced data is known to be difficult.

Many evaluation metrics are sensitive to the underlying class distribution (He and

Garcia, 2009). Multiple assessment metrics are therefore monitored, including

the F-Score (see Table 4.5) and the G-Mean (He and Garcia, 2009) (5.6). The

F-Score is sensitive to the class distribution given its dependence on precision.

Thus when the data set is large and imbalanced, the numerator of the F-Score

equation remains small, while the denominator becomes increasingly large. Thus

low precision can cause the F-Score to obtain a small value even given a high

level of recall (e.g. with recall = .99 and precision = .01, the F1 = .0099). The

G-Mean is not sensitive to the class distribution in the same way. It describes

the ratio of positive to negative accuracy irrespective of class size. The two are

used together to provide a representative impression of performance.

G-Mean =

√
TP

TP + FN
× TN

TN + FP
(5.6)

5.6.5 Results

In Table 5.4 baseline accuracy results for static classifiers tested in a traditional

learning scenario, are compared to those achieved by the stream classifiers under

some representative imbalanced class scenarios. Static learners perform well on

the test data sets, achieving higher levels of accuracy than the stream learners

when the class distribution is reasonably balanced. This result is as expected,

given that these static classifiers have access to all the training data in advance.

As the class imbalance increases however, the accuracy of the stream learners

tends towards 1, surpassing the accuracy levels achieved by the static classifiers.

This increase in accuracy becomes statistically significant for all data sets (using
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a significance level of α = 0.05) when the imbalance reaches ∼ 1+ : −125. Ac-

curacy tending towards 1 in this manner is unsurprising. The imbalance skews

stream classifier predictions towards the negative class. As most examples in the

stream are negative, by consistently predicting negative in this way, the Hoeffding

tree is effectively optimising classifier accuracy.

Stream Accuracy
Balance 1.0 0.1 0.01 0.001 0.0001

Pulsar .9174 .9759 .9949 .9992 .9999
Skin .9892 .9860 .9940 .9987 .9996
MiniBoone .9949 .9995 0.9996 .9999 .9998
Magic .7154 .9083 .9897 .9990 -

Static Accuracy
DT SVM NB

.9999 .9999* .9676

.9992 .9291 .9239

.9999 .9279 .2827

.8503 .7916 .7269

Table 5.4: Accuracy of the Hoeffding tree without pre-training on a 100% labelled
data stream on the right, versus accuracy of static classifiers trained and tested
using stratified 5-fold cross validation (all data) on the left. * Here a 90% train,
10% test strategy was used.

During stream test scenarios, the performance of the Hoeffding tree based

classifiers was very similar. There was no statistically significant difference in

performance for the single model classifiers at the α = 0.05 level. All the single

model learners tested exhibited an improvement in accuracy, as the imbalance

worsened. The same was true of the two ensemble methods tested. However, the

improvement in accuracy achieved by the tree-based classifiers, comes at the ex-

pense of reduced recall. Across all of the datasets tested, recall rates consistently

dropped as the class imbalance increased. This is a side effect of almost always

making negative predictions. This can be seen in Tables 5.5 and 5.6. These show

observed recall and G-Mean values, for data stream experiments conducted on

pulsar data only. These metrics significantly decrease in value as the imbalance

worsens. Note that whilst ensemble methods performed slightly better than sin-

gle model learners with respect to the G-Mean, their recall performance was poor

compared to the single model Hoeffding tree. Ensemble strategies do not neces-

sarily prevent a drop in recall rates as test data becomes more imbalanced.

The degradation in recall can also be seen clearly in Table 5.7. Even when

50% of the stream is labelled (which is unrealistic for a candidate classification

scenario) recall rates tend toward zero, which is unacceptable for our problem do-

main. Figure 5.5 also shows the same drop in recall rates observed when testing
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Balance +1 : -10 +1 : -100 +1 : -1,000 +1 : -10,000
Labelling (%) 0 50 75 100 0 50 75 100 0 50 75 100 0 50 75 100

Hoeffding tree 0 .901 .903 .908 0 .858 .852 .861 0 .776 .792 .790 0 .201 .318 .419
HoeffdingAdaptiveTree 0 .819 .842 .854 0 .765 .755 .741 0 .563 .537 .606 0 .120 .142 .154
HoeffdingOptionTree 0 .820 .814 .827 0 .731 .710 .708 0 .514 .585 .550 0 .028 .050 .078
AdaHoeffdingOptionTree 0 .820 .814 .827 0 .741 .726 .726 0 .581 .639 .609 0 .064 .080 .141
OzaBag 0 .843 .846 .851 0 .792 .768 .775 0 .664 .665 .665 0 .082 .151 .208
OzaBoost 0 .843 .835 .850 0 .770 .740 .752 0 .634 .664 .664 0 .197 .249 .282

Table 5.5: Recall results for all the classifiers tested, in a streaming scenario, on
pulsar data. Here both OzaBag and OzaBoost used the Hoeffding tree as their
base learner (10 models trained in each ensemble).

Balance +1 : -10 +1 : -100 +1 : -1,000 +1 : -10,000
Labelling (%) 0 50 75 100 0 50 75 100 0 50 75 100 0 50 75 100

Hoeffding tree 0 .902 .914 .918 0 .868 .858 .860 0 .780 .790 .790 0 .298 .370 .420
HoeffdingAdaptiveTree 0 .902 .914 .920 0 .873 .868 .860 0 .750 .731 .778 0 .302 .372 .386
HoeffdingOptionTree 0 .902 .899 .905 0 .854 .841 .841 0 .713 .762 .740 0 .154 .204 .422
AdaHoeffdingOptionTree 0 .902 .900 .906 0 .860 .851 .851 0 .761 .799 .780 0 .244 .277 .372
OzaBag 0 .915 .918 .920 0 .889 .876 .879 0 .814 .815 .815 0 .266 .384 .453
OzaBoost 0 .914 .910 .918 0 .877 .859 .866 0 .795 .814 .814 0 .442 .497 .430

Table 5.6: G-Mean results for all the classifiers tested, in a streaming scenario,
on pulsar data. Here both OzaBag and OzaBoost used the Hoeffding tree as their
base learner (10 models trained in each ensemble).

Positive Class Recall
Balance 1.0 0.5 0.1 0.01 0.001 0.0001

Pulsar .86/.87 .83/.86 .81/.82 .74/.74 .64/.61 .06/.04
Skin .99/ .99 .98/.98 .93/.93 .45/.32 .08/.07 .03/0
MiniBoone .98/.99 .99/.99 .98/.96 .96/.84 .74/.46 .73/.02
Magic .84/.53 .13/.31 .008/.008 .007/0 0/0 -

Table 5.7: Recall results for the Hoeffding tree with and without pre-training
(with/without), on a 50% labelled data stream.
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Figure 5.5: Recall rates of the Hoeffding tree on pulsar data as the labelling and
class balance is altered when not pre-trained.
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a non pre-trained Hoeffding tree on pulsar data. In this case recall rates diminish

as the imbalance increases, and become almost zero when ir= 0.0001. Labelling

appears to help only when the imbalance is severe, otherwise it degrades recall

as shown for imbalances between 1.0 and 0.01, for labelling ratios between 50-90%.

Static classifiers trained on only a small sample of data (200 positive and

1000 negative instances) achieved higher recall rates when treating the complete

pulsar data stream as a static data set. Recall rates were ∼ .91 for C4.5 and

∼ .88 for the SVM respectively. Though both of these static classifiers return

far too many false positives. C4.5 returned on average ∼ 138, 000 and the SVM

∼ 87, 000. Compared to a static classifier, the Hoeffding tree maintains very

low false positive return rates. The previously described preference for applying

negative classifications when the stream is imbalanced, means that few positive

predictions are ever made. Thus false positives become extremely rare. For the

most imbalanced streams only 1
37000

instances became a false positive.

Recall / False positive rate
Balance 1.0 0.5 0.1 0.01 0.001 0.0001

Pulsar .91/.03 .89/.02 .87/.01 .85/.01 .88/.03 .86/.02
Skin .83/.02 .86/.02 .83/.02 .84/.03 .85/.02 .85/.02
MiniBoone .76/.01 .56/.005 .79/.02 .73/.004 .52/.004 .76/.1
Magic 0/0 0/0 0/0 0/0 0/0 -

Table 5.8: Recall & False positive rate results for the Hoeffding tree on completely
unlabelled streams, when trained on a sample of 200 positives & 1000 negatives.

When comparing the pre-trained and non pre-trained stream classifiers, a

statistically significant difference in accuracy is observed. The results are sum-

marised in Tables 5.9 and 5.10. Pre-trained classifiers initially outperform the non

pre-trained, particularly in terms of recall. However as the size of the data sets

and the proportion of labelled examples increases, the non-pre-trained classifiers

achieve higher levels of accuracy, once again, by favouring negative classifications.

Despite this difference in accuracy, the pre-trained classifiers actually maintain

higher recall rates throughout. Asymptotically their performance does appear

to approach that of the non pre-trained classifiers as the number of instances

classified increases. Thus it appears that pre-training a classifier only delays the

inevitable favouring of the negative class, if a large class imbalance exists.
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Balance +1 : -10 +1 : -100
Labelling (%) 0 50 75 100 0 50 75 100

Pulsar 0/0 .9/.87 .9/.86 .91/.97 0/0 .86/.76 .85/.75 .86/.76
Skin 0/0 .96/.90 .96/.92 .97/.93 0/0 .56/.45 .62/.52 .68/.60
MiniBoone 0/0 .98/.98 .99/.99 .99/.99 0/0 .92/.9 .93/.92 .95/.95
Magic 0/0 .07/.02 .07/.02 .07/.02 0/0 .05/.03 .04/.03 .07/.03

Balance +1 : -1,000 +1 : -10,000
Labelling (%) 0 50 75 100 0 50 75 100

Pulsar 0/0 .78/.59 .79/.6 .79/.63 0/0 .29/.14 .37/.22 .42/.26
Skin 0/0 .22/.13 .21/ .12 .23/.10 0/0 0/0 .02/0.1 .07/0.1
MiniBoone 0/0 .67/.56 .77/.69 .75/.69 0/0 .05/.04 .05/0.4 0/0
Magic 0/0 0/0 0/0 0/0 - - - -

Table 5.9: G-Mean/F1 Score results for the Hoeffding tree classifier on the test
datasets without pre-training. The results presented here for each level of imbal-
ance are significantly different at the α = 0.05 level.

In summary, these results show that those stream learners tested, optimise

accuracy on imbalanced data sets by almost always predicting the majority class.

The net effect of this preference for the majority negative class, is a reduction

in recall and false positive rates, given that the minority class is very rarely pre-

dicted. Pre-training a classifier off-line on a sample of training data does briefly

improve recall rates, however this effect is only short lived. In terms of the exper-

imental hypotheses, these results show that minority class recall is significantly

affected by decreasing labelling and imbalance ratios.

The null hypothesis H0, that there is no difference is therefore rejected. The

alternative hypothesis H1 is accepted. It is unclear how such a degradation in

classifier performance can be explained, if imbalance and labelling are discounted

as possible causes. Note that these and additional results have made been publicly

available for analysis and independent evaluation (Lyon, 2015a). Appendix B also

contains additional memory and runtime performance results.

5.7 Conclusions

The experiments described in this Chapter indicate that the recall capabilities

of modern stream classifiers, deteriorate when faced with heavily class imbal-

anced data streams. Whilst a degradation in classifier performance had been
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Balance +1 : -10 +1 : -100
Labelling (%) 0 50 75 100 0 50 75 100

Pulsar .92/.87 .9/.86 .89/.85 .92/.87 .92/.57 .86/.77 .86/.75 .88/.75
Skin .9/.83 .96/.89 .97/.89 .97/.93 .9/.42 .67/.55 .7/.58 .73/.64
MiniBoone .79/.94 .99/.99 .99/.99 .99/.99 .76/.83 .98/.97 .98/.97 .98/.98
Magic 0/0 .06/.02 .05/.01 .1/.04 0/0 0/0 .01/.03 .01/.03

Balance +1 : -1,000 +1 : -10,000
Labelling (%) 0 50 75 100 0 50 75 100

Pulsar .92/.1 .8/.6 .77/.6 .8/.61 .92/.02 .23/.08 .29/.12 .32/.15
Skin .91/.09 .28/.01 .24/.08 .2/.07 .91/.01 .11/.01 .13/.03 .12/.04
MiniBoone .59/.54 .83/.76 .95/.91 .9/.85 .84/.56 .83/.74 .96/.92 .71/.72
Magic 0/0 0/0 0/0 0/0 - - - -

Table 5.10: G-Mean/F1 Score results for the Hoeffding tree classifier when trained
before classifying the stream. The results presented here for each level of imbal-
ance are significantly different at the α = 0.05 level.

observed before in imbalanced static data (Chawla et al., 2004; He and Gar-

cia, 2009; Chawla, 2005; Fernández et al., 2011), this shows the extent to which

this problem affects stream classification, for the first time16 (see Lyon et al.,

2013). The imbalance appears to skew predictions toward the majority class, as

when the positive class becomes rare, the optimal strategy is to always predict

negative. This improves classifier accuracy, whilst also degrading minority class

recall. This was the expected outcome, which has now been successfully observed.

Pre-training a classifier by prefixing the stream with labelled training exam-

ples, does initially improve the recall rate. However the class imbalance makes

this effect inherently short term. Recall rates eventually drop to the same level

achieved by classifiers not given a stream prefixed with training examples. Whilst

these result suggest that Hoeffding trees are unsuitable for solving the candidate

selection problem, their capacity to maintain low false positive return rates makes

them highly appealing. The next chapter explores ways to overcome the prefer-

ence of the Hoeffding tree to predict the majority class label, when faced with a

large class skew.

16As far as the author can tell, from a review of the research literature.



Chapter 6

Hellinger Distance Trees For

Imbalanced Streams

“One could kick oneself for not having the idea earlier, it now

seems so obvious. Yet before, everything was in a fog.”

— Francis Crick, What Mad Pursuit, 1988.

In Chapter 5 the capabilities of primarily tree-based stream classifiers, were

evaluated upon imbalanced and partially-labelled data streams. This was done

to determine i) whether imbalance and labelling affected their performance, and

ii) how well existing stream classifiers perform at candidate classification. In

some respects the results obtained were not promising. When the imbalance

and labelling ratios reached the levels exhibited by existing candidate data sets1,

minority class pulsar recall was only 8.3% (see Table B.4 in Appendix B). This is

far too low for candidate selection. Despite this result, overall the outcome was

not entirely negative. The tree-based classifiers were able to perform candidate

classification rapidly at a rate of 76, 000 candidates a second (see Table B.5 in

Appendix B), using a mere 2.1 MB of memory (see Table B.6 in Appendix B). The

tree classifiers also exhibited a much more desirable property, a low False Positive

rate (FPR). It is worthwhile quantifying how low this was, as ‘low’ rates achieved

in one domain, may be too high for another. The Hoeffding tree achieved a FPR

of 0.003% on the most imbalanced and least labelled data sets (see Table B.4

in Appendix B). This compares favourably against the FPRs of other candidate

1An ir= 0.0001, see Sections 4.3 and 5.6.3, a labelling ratio close to zero.
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classifiers as shown in Table 6.1, adapted from a table originally presented by

Morello et al. (2014).

Classifier Type Recall FPR Data

Eatough et al. (2010) Static, ANN
93% 1%

PMPS1

92% 0.5%

Bates et al. (2012) Static, ANN 85% 1% HTRU2

Lee et al. (2013)
Static, Scoring
Mechanism

100% 3.7%

GBNCC495% 0.34%

68% 0.17%

Zhu et al. (2014)
Static, ANN
and Ensemble

92% 1% P-Alfa3

100% 3.8% GBNCC4

100% 1.1% GBNCC4

68% 0.16% GBNCC4

Morello et al. (2014) Static, ANN

100% 0.64%

HTRU199% 0.11%

95% 0.01%

Hoeffding tree Stream, Tree 8.3% 0.003% HTRU1

1Manchester et al. (2001)
2Keith et al. (2010)
3Lazarus (2012)
4Deneva et al. (2013); Stovall et al. (2014)

Table 6.1: The recall and false positive rates of candidate classifiers compared to
the Hoeffding tree. There are multiple entries for some classifiers, corresponding
to configurations that gave rise to different results. The results for the Hoeffding
tree were obtained on HTRU data with an ir = 0.0001 and a labelling ratio of
l = 0.01 (see Table B.4 in Appendix B). The pre-exisiting candidate classifiers
are described in more detail in Section 3.5.4. The Hoeffding tree is described in
Section 5.2.1. Table adapted from that originally presented by (Morello et al.,
2014).

The recall rates of the pre-existing candidate classifiers are much higher than

those achieved by the Hoeffding tree. This is unsurprising for a number of rea-

sons. Firstly, the results reported for the Hoeffding tree were obtained on much

larger datasets. This is important, as using larger datasets can give a more real-

istic impression of practical real-world performance. Second, the larger datasets

classified by the Hoeffding tree, possessed a much greater imbalance ratio than

those used to evaluate the other candidate classifiers. As the Hoeffding tree is

not designed to operate upon such heavily imbalanced data, its performance was
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expected to be poor. Similarly the candidate classifiers listed in Table 6.1 are

not designed for such imbalanced data distributions either. Their classification

models are known to be negatively impacted by imbalance (He and Garcia, 2009;

Chawla, 2005; Fernández et al., 2011), though they have yet to be exposed to an

evaluation on imbalanced data sets. It is likely that applied to the same data,

their recall and FPR performance would be severely degraded. At present such

an investigation cannot be undertaken, since the implementations of these ap-

proaches are not publicly available. In any case, it is not sensible to compare the

Hoeffding tree to the other candidate classifiers in this manner. Comparing static

and stream classifiers as like for like is inappropriate, as the two learning models

are so very different.

The FPRs achieved by the Hoeffding tree are low enough to warrant further

investigation, despite the poor recall rates. If the tree could be modified to yield

a significant improvement in recall without sacrificing the low FPR, a viable can-

didate classifier could be obtained. This chapter describes efforts to achieve this.

In Section 6.1 and 6.2, proposed solutions to the imbalanced learning problem in

static and streaming data are reviewed, and potential modifications to the tree

learning model considered. In Section 6.4 a modification of the Hoeffding tree is

described and integrated into the Hoeffding tree model, producing a novel deriva-

tive algorithm. In Section 6.5 a set of experiments are described that evaluate

the performance of the new approach. The results are presented in Section 6.5.6.

These demonstrate that the modification achieves a significant improvement in

minority class recall rates, over the unmodified Hoeffding tree. The improvement

is such that the new approach is accurate enough for real-world candidate classifi-

cation. This algorithm has retained low resource requirements, fast computation,

and low FPRs; the most attractive properties of the unmodified tree. Finally in

Section 6.6 additional avenues of investigation are considered.

6.1 Overcoming Imbalance in Static Data

Imbalanced data sets are characterised by a skewed class distribution, which typ-

ically favours a single majority class. Nearly all datasets are imbalanced to some

degree, however the extent to which they are imbalanced varies greatly. Those

data sets which exhibit the largest imbalances present significant problems for
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inductive learners, since algorithms trained upon such data often exhibit poor

generalisation capabilities (Japkowicz and Stephen, 2002; Kamel et al., 2009;

Chawla, 2005; Fernández et al., 2011). The cause of such poor performance has

been the subject of extensive study by the research community since the early

2000’s (Japkowicz, 2000; Chawla et al., 2003a, 2004). The problem is now fairly

well understood, and a number of useful approaches have been developed that

generally seem to improve classifier performance on imbalanced datasets (He and

Garcia, 2009). However these approaches are intended for use on static datasets.

These are data sets of a known, fixed size n. In situations where the size of

the dataset is indeterminable as with data streams, these approaches become

unsuitable. Either due to their reliance on knowing n a priori, or their higher

computational requirements resulting from an unbounded n. This has placed in-

creasing emphasis on the development of new approaches, that can mitigate the

effects of imbalance in data streaming scenarios (Krempl et al., 2014).

In Section 4.5 the imbalanced learning problem was introduced. Two popular

techniques for alleviating the problems of imbalance in static data sets were high-

lighted, namely data level and algorithm level approaches. Imbalanced classifier

research has, to a large extent, focused on these two paradigms. Here these are

reviewed for solutions that could be directly applied to streams.

6.1.1 Data Level Approaches

Data level approaches seek to modify imbalanced data to explicitly balance its

class distribution. The majority of practical efforts at solving the imbalanced

learning problem, have focused on developing such techniques. The simplest and

most popular of these are sampling methods. Careful sampling of imbalanced

data can be used to successfully generate balanced training/test sets, over which

learning algorithms can generalise. However there are many possible ways to

sample.

• Random Oversampling/Undersampling: The two most common sam-

pling techniques are Random minority oversampling (ROS) and Random
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majority undersampling (RUS). In ROS, minority class instances are ran-

domly duplicated to balance the class distribution. Whereas in RUS, ma-

jority class are instances are randomly omitted from the data set achieving

much the same result.

• One Sided Selection: One-sided selection (OSS) developed by Kubat

and Matwin (1997), under-samples the majority class ‘intelligently’. It does

so by removing those instances which are considered noisy, borderline, or

redundant. This assumes that noisy examples overwhelm the minority class,

thus by removing them an improvement in classifier performance can be

achieved. The OSS approach tries to remove the unhelpful examples using

Tomek links (Tomek, 1976). Given two instances x1 and x2, each with a

different class label, denote by Φ(x1, x2) the distance between them. The

pair (x1, x2) is called a Tomek link, if there exists no instance x3 such that

Φ(x1, x3) < Φ(x1, x2) or Φ(x2, x3) < Φ(x2, x1) shown in Figure 6.1. If an

instance is part of such a link, then it is considered to be borderline or noisy

and removed.

Figure 6.1: A simple Tomek link.

• Wilson’s Editing: Wilsons Editing (WE) (Wilson, 1972; Barandela et al.,

2004) is an approach that uses the KNN classifier to determine which in-

stances to omit from a resampling of a data set X. WE iterates over each

example xi ∈ X, using xi as a single test example. KNN is then used to find

the nearest neighbours of xi ∈ X − {xi} using k = 3. The nearest neigh-

bours found are used to predict a label for xi, via a majority vote. If xi is a

misclassified majority class example it is omitted from the resampling, else

it is included.
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• SMOTE: The Synthetic Minority Over-sampling Technique (SMOTE),

was developed by Chawla et al. (2002). The SMOTE algorithm inserts

synthetically generated minority class examples (based on existing minority

examples) in to a sampled data set, in order to balance the class distribu-

tion. SMOTE uses KNN to determine which neighbours are most similar to

a minority class example. The nearest neighbours are then used to generate

a new synthetic example. This is done by first choosing a template minority

class example, near which a new synthetic example should be generated. A

random nearest neighbour of this template is then chosen. The features of

this neighbouring example are combined with the features of the template,

to form an entirely new example. This process is repeated until the required

number of synthetic examples have been created. The synthetic examples

are combined with the real minority examples to form a new training set.

SMOTE balances the training set by under-sampling the majority class via

random omission, until the desired ir is reached.

• Borderline SMOTE (BSMOTE): This is a modification of the SMOTE

technique proposed by Han et al. (2005). The primary difference between

this approach and SMOTE, is that it applies SMOTE to only those minority

instances nearest the decision boundary of the minority class region. The

approach works by firstly finding the k-nearest neighbours of a minority

class example. A count Nmaj is then made of the number of majority

class nearest neighbours surrounding the minority class example. If all k

of its nearest neighbours belong to the majority class, then the example

is considered noisy and unsuitable for generating new examples with. If

however k
2
≤ Nmaj ≤ k, then the example is considered borderline. It is

precisely these borderline examples that the SMOTE approach is applied

to by borderline SMOTE.

• Adaptive Synthetic Sampling: This is a sampling approach that weights

minority class examples according to how difficult they are to learn (He

et al., 2008). Using a weighting scheme, synthetic examples are generated

for the most difficult to learn minority class examples, whilst few if any

are generated for the easiest. The empirical study undertaken in He et al.

(2008) appears to show that decision trees applied to data sampled in this

way, outperformed standard decision trees in terms of minority class recall.
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Given the many possible approaches, it is unclear which should be favoured.

This being the case, Van Hulse et al. (2007) attempted to determine which ap-

proaches yield the greatest improvement in minority class recall. The work in-

cluded a comprehensive investigation, which compared the gains in performance

obtained using various resampling techniques, according to multiple assessment

metrics. In total 35 different benchmark datasets were resampled, using seven

sampling techniques. These were tested empirically via 11 different machine learn-

ing algorithms. RUS resulted in the best classifier performance 32.0% of the time.

This was followed by ROS on 17.44%. OSS was the best technique only 2.8% of

the time. By comparison no sampling at all was the worst tactic 37.5% of the

time. This work demonstrated that ‘intelligent’ sampling techniques (SMOTE,

BSMOTE, WE, and OSS) are often outperformed by simpler approaches in prac-

tice, particularly on the most imbalanced data sets.

6.1.2 Algorithm Level Approaches

These approaches are focused upon adapting learning algorithms to optimise per-

formance on imbalanced data. In terms of algorithm level approaches a variety

of techniques are used. These include cost-sensitive learning (Elkan, 2001), ac-

tive learning (Cohn et al., 1994; Ertekin et al., 2007), classifier ensembles (Galar

et al., 2012), one-class classifiers focused on the minority class (Rätsch et al., 2002;

Raskutti and Kowalczyk, 2004), rule-based classifiers (Wang et al., 2007), kernel

methods (Shawe-Taylor and Cristianini, 2004), feature selection (Wasikowski and

Xue-wen, 2010) and hybrids of these approaches (Chawla et al., 2003b; Akbani

et al., 2004; Sun et al., 2007). Efforts have also been made to adapt tree learning

models to class imbalance. Such work typically involves replacing the standard

criterion used to find tree split-points over features i.e. IG2 or Gini impurity

measure (GINI) (Raileanu and Stoffel, 2004). Recently, the Hellinger distance

(Hellinger, 1909; Nikulin, 2001) was suggested as a skew-insensitive tree split

criterion (Cieslak and Chawla, 2008; Cieslak et al., 2012; Kang and Ramamo-

hanarao, 2014). It has also been used for classification directly outside of tree

learning (Bissinger et al., 2009).

2See Equation 4.26.
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The Hellinger distance, dH , is a measure of distributional divergence, related

to the Bhattacharyya coefficient3 (Bhattacharyya, 1946) and the Kullback-Leibler

divergence4 (Kullback, 1968, 1987). It is a distance metric on a set X such that

dH : X × X 7→ R. It exhibits four properties for all xi ∈ X. The first is

non-negativity,

dH(x1, x2) ≥ 0. (6.1)

The second is known as the coincidence axiom,

dH(x1, x2) = 0 if and only if x1 = x2. (6.2)

The third property is symmetry,

dH(x1, x2) = dH(x2, x1). (6.3)

Finally the fourth property is its adherence to the triangle inequality (Khamsi

and Kirk, 2001),

dH(x1, x3) ≤ dH(x1, x2) + dH(x2, x3). (6.4)

The distance defined between two continuous distributions P and Q, which have

densities p and q respectively, is given by,

dH(P,Q) =

√
1

2

∫ (√
p(x)−

√
q(x)

)2
dx. (6.5)

The distance achieves a value in the range [0, 1], where zero indicates total similar-

ity, and one complete dissimilarity. The distance is insensitive to skew irrespective

of how many observations are used to calculate the probability density. The dis-

tance can be used as a split criterion, by considering P and Q describing the

normalised frequencies of feature values in a binary classification scenario. The

Hellinger distance with respect to discrete distributions where P = (p1, ...pn) and

3The Hellinger obeys the triangle inequality whereas the Bhattacharyya coefficient does not.
4The squared Hellinger distance lower bounds the Kullback-Leibler divergence.
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Q = (q1, ...qn) is given by,

dh(P,Q) =
1√
2

√√√√ n∑
i=1

(√
pi −
√
qi

)2
. (6.6)

Equation 6.6 was modified by Cieslak and Chawla (2008) to create their imbal-

anced split criterion. The Hellinger distance with respect to a single continuous

feature for the two class case, where the feature is discretized into b bins is,

dH(X+, X−) =

√√√√√ b∑
j=1

(√
|X+j|
|X+|

−

√
|X−j|
|X−|

)2

, (6.7)

where X+ and X− are positive and negative feature distributions, and X+j the

count of positives in bin j (defined similarly for X−j).

The ‘affinity’ between X+ and X− is then directly used as a split criterion.

The aim is to split tree nodes on those features with minimal affinity i.e. maxi-

mal Hellinger distance. This enables the splitting of features based on how well

they discriminate between classes, rather than on the feature which describes the

largest possible number of instances observed (as with information gain, see Equa-

tion 4.26 in Section 4.4.1). Intuitively this variant of the Hellinger is also skew

insensitive, since an abundance of examples of one class, will only serve to make

its sample distribution more representative of the true distribution. In which case

if a feature is a good class discriminator, then irrespective of the balance it will

remain as such. Theoretical evidence backing up this intuitive interpretation is

supplied in (Cieslak and Chawla, 2008; Cieslak et al., 2012).

6.2 Overcoming Imbalance in Stream Data

There is minimal research on building classifiers for imbalanced streams (Wu

and Yang, 2006; Nguyen et al., 2011; Masud et al., 2012; Krempl et al., 2014).

The little that exists, is primarily focused on adapting data level techniques

for incremental and batch stream learning scenarios. This is because data level
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approaches offer the most straightforward way to deal with imbalance. A com-

parison of over-sampling and under-sampling techniques applied to data streams

was undertaken by Nguyen et al. (2012). This work helped provide some an-

swers with respect to which sampling approaches work best upon streams. Their

results suggest that whilst under-sampling performs better than over-sampling,

performance converges as more examples are observed. Based upon these results

the authors propose a new ensemble approach, called multiple random under-

sampling. This generates multiple random undersamplings of the stream, each of

which is used to train a separate classifier in an ensemble.

The recursive weighted ensemble approach is a method designed specifically

for non-stationary imbalanced data streams (Chen and He, 2011). It works by

adaptively pushing previously observed minority class examples into the stream,

to explicitly balance the class distribution. It uses KNN as a base classifier for

its ensemble, which makes unsupervised learning assumptions5. The proportion

of labelled data this ensemble requires for learning, is much higher than that

available in the pulsar problem. It also relies on having observed some number

of labelled minority class examples.

The stream ensemble framework (Gao et al., 2008), combines an ensemble clas-

sifier with sampling approaches. It is designed to operate on non-stationary data

streams. Under a batch model, each batch b that arrives from the stream at time

t, is expected to contain some proportion of minority and majority class exam-

ples. Although the number of minority class examples in an arbitrary batch will

be small. Each minority class example found in the latest batch is retained, and

added to a set containing all previously observed minority instances6. Conversely,

majority class instances are randomly under-sampled from the latest batch b. To-

gether with the set of minority examples, these are used to form a new training

set. This is subsequently split into a number of subsets. Each majority class

example is propagated to exactly one subset, whilst minority class examples are

propagated to all. Individual subsets are used to train an individual classifier

in an ensemble. This model therefore requires that each batch contains some

proportion of examples from both classes under consideration.

5The cluster and smoothness assumptions (Chapelle et al., 2006) outlined in Section 4.4.2.
6If the number of examples stored begins to become too large, then this approach will sample

from only the most recent batches.
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6.3 Modifying the Hoeffding Tree

The sampling approaches used to rebalance class distributions in static data, are

somewhat ill-suited to pulsar data streams. Their use is plausible only when the

stream is mostly labelled, a characteristic which candidate data does not possess.

Without labels it is impossible to create a balanced sample. Furthermore, sam-

pling approaches fail to produce balanced samplings when the stream suffers from

absolute rarity (He and Garcia, 2009). This is because it is difficult to collect

even a small number of minority class instances, as in the pulsar problem. Ran-

dom sampling approaches, whilst effective in mostly labelled static datasets, are

therefore unsuitable for pulsar data streams. Chiefly as any random sampling of

an imbalanced and partially labelled stream, will most likely contain only major-

ity class examples. Intelligent sampling approaches are also unsuitable, as these

implicitly require some proportion of labelled data.

Techniques such as SMOTE generate artificial samples to balance a data sam-

ple directly. At present it is unclear whether or not this process is beneficial for

streams. It seems that since labelled examples are rare in pulsar data, a theoret-

ical candidate stream classifier using SMOTE, will learn mostly from synthetic

as opposed to real examples. This is a consequence of the unbounded nature of

the stream, and the limited availability of labelled examples. It is possible for

a classifier trained on mostly synthetic examples to become biased toward them

over time. This makes SMOTE-like approaches too risky for candidate selection.

It is also the case that SMOTE-like approaches are often outperformed by simple

sampling techniques in practice (Van Hulse et al., 2007). Thus these methods are

avoided here.

So far, data-level approaches have been discounted as a means to improve the

imbalanced performance of the Hoeffding tree. This leaves algorithm level ap-

proaches for consideration. Of those techniques reviewed, the Hellinger distance

method is both directly compatible with tree learning, and has demonstrated

good imbalanced data performance (Bissinger et al., 2009). Indeed the results in

Cieslak and Chawla (2008) suggest that decision trees grown using the Hellinger

distance, are superior to those grown using IG and GINI (Raileanu and Stoffel,

2004) on imbalanced data. It seems sensible therefore to pursue the development

of a new decision tree for data streams, that incorporates the Helinger distance.
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To the best of the author’s knowledge, the Hellinger distance has not before been

used in data streams, except as a detector of distributional drift (Lichtenwalter

and Chawla, 2010).

6.4 Streamed Hellinger Distance Tree

The Hellinger distance described in Equation 6.7 is not directly compatible with

a stream model of learning. This is because it requires upfront knowledge of

the normalised frequencies of values for each feature. This creates two problems.

Firstly, it is not possible to compute the denominators in Equation 6.7, as the

true count of positive and negative examples is unknown a priori. In practice

these counts can only be estimated with each new example arriving from the

stream. The second issue is that Equation 6.7 requires O(lfbkc) memory for l

leaves in the tree, f features, b bins and kc classes. In some stream environments

this is too costly. This observation led to a significant contribution of this thesis:

a new streamed Hellinger distance tree.

6.4.1 Stream Compatible Hellinger

The problems identified with the Hellinger distance defined in 6.7, can be over-

come using the Hellinger distance as defined between two normal distributions

P and Q as visualised in Figure 6.2. This can be computed provided the mean

and standard deviation of each feature is known. These need not be known a

priori. These can be estimated in a streaming scenario, with the estimates be-

coming increasingly accurate as more labelled examples are observed. Given P

with mean µ1, variance σ2
1, and standard deviation σ1, with Q defined similarly;

the Hellinger distance can be calculated as follows,

dH(P,Q) =

√√√√1−

√
2σ1σ2
σ2
1 + σ2

2

e
− 1

4
(µ1−µ2)2

σ21+σ
2
2 . (6.8)

The advantage of Equation 6.8 is that it requires that we keep only sim-

ple statistics which describe the distribution of each feature requiring O(lf · 2c)
memory. Thus a new algorithm-level approach is proposed here, that uses the
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Figure 6.2: Visual representation of the Hellinger distance measured between two
Gaussian distributions.

Hellinger distance defined between two normal distributions as a splitting crite-

rion in Hoeffding trees. This new algorithm is called the GH-VFDT.

This approach relies upon the measurement of distances between normal dis-

tributions describing features. It requires two normal models per feature. One

describing the negative class, and one describing the positive. Theoretically, only

one example of each class being classified is required to build them. However,

models trained using so few examples are unlikely to be very accurate. In practi-

cal terms, many examples will need to be observed before accurate normal models

can be computed7. Consequently a classifier built in this manner will not initially

possess the any-time property8. Furthermore there is an assumption implicit in

using dH measured between normal distributions (as opposed to between any

other distributions). That is, that a normal distribution will sufficiently model

7Exactly how many examples are needed is dependent on the data being classified, and the
desired level of split-point confidence, specified via the parameter δ.

8Although this can be mitigated by a suitable period of ‘pre-training’.
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all features, even those which are not normally distributed. This is a strong as-

sumption. However the central limit theorem indicates that a non-normal model

can be well approximated by a normal model, as the number observations be-

comes large. Since streams are unbounded, this will certainly be the case. Thus

the normal approximation will be reasonably accurate, and provide a significant

reduction in memory use.

A pseudo code implementation of the GH-VFDT is presented in Algorithm 1,

which is based on the algorithm described in Hulten et al. (2001). On line 7 tree

statistics used to compute the Hellinger distance are updated. In particular the

running mean and standard deviation maintained at each leaf, for feature j, and

class k, are updated. The call to getBest(dist, xji ) returns the best and second

best features found at a leaf. These are found by iterating over all available

features, and choosing those that maximise dH . On line 17 tree split points are

first generated and evaluated. Here data is discretized using 10 equal-width bins,

and a binary split-point chosen. By way of comparison, a streamed version of the

HDTree (Cieslak and Chawla, 2008), which here is called the HD-VFDT, was also

developed as part of this work. It is the same algorithm as GH-VFDT, except

Equation 6.8 is replaced by Equation 6.7.

6.5 Hellinger Distance Tree Experiments

6.5.1 Hypothesis

The null hypothesis H0, is that there is no discernible difference in classification

performance between the new imbalanced tree classifier, the GH-VFDT, and the

Hoeffding tree tested in Chapter 5. If this holds, then use of the Hellinger dis-

tance as a tree split criterion, has no effect on imbalanced data performance. The

alternative hypothesis for this experiment H1, considers the possibility that there

is a significant difference in classification performance between the new and ex-

isting classifier. If H1 is accepted, and the new classifier performs better in terms

of minority class recall in particular, then the development of the GH-VFDT has

been worthwhile.
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Algorithm 1 Gaussian Hellinger Very Fast Decision Tree

Require: An input stream S = {..., (xi, yi), ...}, such that each xi is a candidate, xji
its j-th feature and yi its class label. The parameter δ ∈ (0, 1) is the confidence
desired, and τ ∈ (0, 1) a parameter which if set, prevents split point ties.

1: procedure GH-VFDT(S, δ, τ)
2: Let DT be a decision tree with leaf l1
3: for i← 1 to |S| do . For each stream instance.
4: l← sort(xi, yi) . Sort instance xi to leaf l.
5: k ← yi . Get class.
6: for j ← 1 to |xji | do . For each feature.

7: update µjk(l, x
j
i ) . Update observed µ at leaf.

8: update σjk(l, x
j
i ) . Update observed σ at leaf.

9: Label l with majority class of instances seen at l
10: if all xi seen at l don’t belong to same class then
11: Fa ← null . Best feature.
12: Fb ← null . 2nd best feature.
13: for j ← 1 to |xji | do . For each feature.

14: dist← dH(xji ) . From equation 6.8.

15: Fa, Fb ← getBest(dist, xji )

16: ε =

√
R2 ln(1/δ)

2n . Hoeffding bound.

17: if dH(Fa)− dH(Fb) > ε or ε < τ then
18: Replace l with new leaf that splits on Fa
19: for each branch of split do
20: Add new leaf lm
21: for k ← 1 to |S| do . For each class.
22: for j ← 1 to |xi| do . For each Xxji .
23: µijk(lm)← 0
24: σijk(lm)← 0

25: return DT
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6.5.2 Static Tests

Static experiments attempted to reproduce the results for the Hellinger based tree

developed in Cieslak and Chawla (2008). Here 5× 2-fold cross validation (CV)9

was applied in conjunction with C4.410, C4.5, and the static HDTree (Cieslak

and Chawla, 2008) which uses Equation 6.7; to the datasets listed in Table 6.2.

To evaluate the results, metrics that give a representative impression of classifier

performance on the minority class were used. The most informative of these is

the G-Mean as given in Equation 5.6 in Section 5.6.4. The AUROC (Hand, 2009),

and the other metrics described in in Section 5.6.4 were also computed.

6.5.3 Stream Tests

Data stream experiments were performed on a Hoeffding tree, the GH-VFDT

presented in Algorithm 1, and the HD-VFDT also developed as part of this work.

The experiments were executed using the STUFFED (Lyon, 2015e) framework.

In the streamed scenario, the three largest data sets in Table 6.2 were shuffled

and randomly sampled to generate: i) training sets containing 200 positive and

1000 negative instances, prefixed to the stream for pre-training, and ii) disjoint

test sets possessing different levels of class imbalance, and a varied proportion of

labelled instances simulating different levels of expert feedback. Each sampling

permutation was treated as a single stream of data. For each algorithm, tests

were repeated ten times for a given balance and labelling, allowing results to be

averaged. An incremental test-then-train approach was adopted throughout the

stream experiments, i.e. test on an instance, then train if the label is available.

Results were evaluated using the same metrics as in Chapter 5. The popular

AUROC metric was not computed for stream classifiers, given that it is compu-

tationally expensive to do so for millions of instances11. To rigorously validate

the stream results, one-factor ANOVA tests were performed, where the algorithm

used was the factor. The HSD test (Tukey, 1949) was then applied to determine

which results were statistically significant using α = 0.01.

9Data split into two chunks, the first used for training the second for testing. This is then
reversed (train on second, test on first) and repeated five times. 10-fold CV was not used as it
can give an elevated false positive rate (Cieslak and Chawla, 2008; Dietterich, 1998).

10An unpruned decision tree using Laplace smoothing at the leaves.
11Whilst methods have been developed to provide AUROC approximations for large data

sets (Bouckaert, 2006), we do not make use of these here. Particularly as Hand (2009) suggests
the AUROC is an unsuitable metric for use upon imbalanced data.
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Dataset Examples Features / Type ∼Balance
Distribution

+ -

Pulsar 11,219,848 22 / Continuous +1 : -7000 1,611 11,218,237
Skin 245,057 3 / Discrete +1 : -4 50,859 194,198
MiniBoone 130,065 50 / Continuous +1 : -3 36,499 93,565
Letter* 20,000 16 / Continuous +1 : -4 3,878 16,122
Magic 19,020 10 / Continuous +1 : -2 6,688 12,332
Pen* 10,992 16 / Continuous +1 : -9 1,055 9,937
Statlog Landsat* 6,435 36 / Continuous +1 : -9 626 5,809
Statlog Image* 2,310 19 / Continuous +1 : -6 330 1,980

Table 6.2: Characteristics of the data sets used. Asterisks indicate data sets used
in Cieslak and Chawla (2008).

6.5.4 Test Hardware

All tests described in this chapter were undertaken using single a machine running

OSX 10.9 (Mavericks). This machine possessed a single 2.2 GHz Quad Core

mobile Intel Core i7-2720QM Processor12, 16 GB of DDR3 RAM, and two 512GB

Crucial MX100 solid state drives13.

6.5.5 Data

In total eight datasets were used for these experiments, these are listed in Ta-

ble 6.2. The largest consists of pulsar candidates obtained during the HTRU

survey (Keith et al., 2010)14. This is the same data set described in Section 5.6.1.

The remaining datasets were all obtained from the UCI machine learning repos-

itory. These include the Skin Segmentation, MiniBoone, and the Magic Gamma

Ray Telescope datasets, describing binary classification problems. The Letter,

Pen, Statlog Landsat and Statlog Image datasets on the other hand, describe

multi-class problems. These were converted to binary datasets by labelling the

smallest class within them as the minority class, and labelling all other instances

as belonging to the majority class. For the Letter data set this meant grouping

all vowel instances (excluding ‘y’) to form the minority class, whilst for the Pen

data set those instances with the class label ‘5’ formed the minority class.

12Peak theoretical performance of the processor is 70.4 GFLOPs (Intel Corporation, 2013).
13The drives have a sequential read speed of 550MB/s, and sequential write speed of 500MB/s.
14This data is currently not publicly accessible.
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Dataset Algorithm AUROC G-Mean F-Score Recall

Pulsar
C4.4 .976 ± .03 .796 ± .03 .628 ± .09 .634± .14
C4.5 .867 ± .09 .790 ± .07 .635 ± .06 .624 ± .11

HDTree .992 ± .01 .734 ± .04 .555 ± .05 .540 ± .06

Skin
C4.4 .999 ± .01 .999 ± .01 .998 ± .01 .999 ± .01
C4.5 .999 ± .01 .999 ± .01 .998 ± .01 .999 ± .01

HDTree .999 ± .01 .999 ± .01 .998 ± .01 .998 ± .01

MiniBoone
C4.4 .999 ± .01 .999 ± .01 .999 ± .01 .999 ± .01
C4.5 .999 ± .01 .999 ± .01 .999 ± .01 .999 ± .01

HDTree .999 ± .01 .999 ± .01 .999 ± .01 .999 ± .01

Letter
C4.4 .965 ± .01 .913 ± .03 .862 ± .03 .861 ± .05
C4.5 .933 ± .02 .906 ± .04 .864 ± .05 .844 ± .07

HDTree .967 ± .01 .907 ± .02 .860 ± .03 .848 ± .05

Magic
C4.4 .888 ± .02 .806 ± .02 .883 ± .01 .913 ± .03
C4.5 .856 ± .03 .809 ± .02 .884 ± .01 .914 ± .03

HDTree .884 ± .01 .793 ± .02 .853 ± .01 .848 ± .02

Pen
C4.4 .986 ± .01 .965 ± .02 .945 ± .02 .936 ± .05
C4.5 .968 ± .02 .962 ± .02 .945 ± .03 .929 ± .03

HDTree .988 ± .01 .965 ± .02 .948 ± .03 .936 ± .05

Statlog Landsat
C4.4 .912 ± .03 .716 ± .04 .537 ± .07 .540 ± .07
C4.5 .731 ± .14 .710 ± .07 .542 ± .10 .528 ± .10

HDTree .916 ± .02 .708 ± .04 .541 ± .07 .525 ± .05

Statlog Image
C4.4 .987 ± .03 .982 ± .02 .971 ± .03 .969 ± .05
C4.5 .981 ± .02 .980 ± .02 .970 ± .03 .964 ± .03

HDTree .992 ± .01 .987 ± .02 .978 ± .03 .978 ± .04

Table 6.3: Results obtained on static datasets using 5×2 CV. Bold font indicates
the best result observed for a metric.
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6.5.6 Results

The HDTree algorithm (Cieslak and Chawla, 2008) achieves the best AUROC

values on 5 of the static datasets used. This is shown in Table 6.3. On the re-

maining datasets, the HDTree achieved the joint best AUROC value on two, and

is outperformed only by the C4.4 algorithm on the Magic dataset. The AUROC

results obtained for the Letter, Pen, Landsat and Image datasets, generally sup-

port those reported in Cieslak and Chawla (2008). However whilst they treated

a high AUROC value as indicative of good performance, it is clear from these

results that this is not necessarily the case. The best AUROC value does not

translate in to the best imbalanced performance. For instance, whilst the AU-

ROC for the HDTree is higher on the Letter, Pen, Pulsar and Landsat datasets,

the G-Mean and the recall rate of C4.4 is higher.

Dataset
Balance +1 : -10

Rank
Labelling (%) 10 50 75 100

Pulsar
Hoeffding tree .858/.926 .860/.904 .858/.901 .860/.905 2.5
HD-VFDT .860/.922 .855/.923 .855/.933 .850/.920 1.25
GH-VFDT .858/.918 .852/.915 .851/.909 .850/.917 2.25

Skin
Hoeffding tree .843/.911 .894/.958 .920/.969 .930/.973 1
HD-VFDT .737/.893 .746/.898 .726/.877 .727/.888 2.75
GH-VFDT .815/.911 .824/.904 .835/.913 .816/.914 1.75

MiniBoone
Hoeffding tree .954/.958 .993/.993 .992/.993 .992/.992 1
HD-VFDT .889/.913 .859/.786 .882/.912 .859/.818 2
GH-VFDT .568/.398 .666/.450 .661/.497 .760/.665 3

Table 6.4: F-score/G-Mean results for the Hoeffding tree, Hellinger Distance
Tree (HD-VFDT) (Cieslak and Chawla, 2008) and GH-VFDT classifiers, trained
before classifying a stream. The stream was imbalanced such that the ir = 0.1
(+1:-10), statistical significance tests used α = 0.01.

Tables 6.4 to 6.7 contain the results for the stream scenarios. In these tables

the significance of each result is indicated using colour coding. Different colours

indicate statistically different results at the level α = 0.01. Here green indicates

the best performance and red the worst i.e. green > yellow > red. Table 6.4 and

6.5 shows the results obtained on data streams with imbalances ranging from

ir = 0.1 to ir = 0.01 with varied levels of labelling. For the least imbalanced

pulsar data streams, there is no significant difference between the algorithms at

the α = 0.01 level. However there are significant differences observed on the Skin

and MiniBoone datasets. Here the Hoeffding tree consistently outperforms the
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Dataset
Balance +1 : -100

Rank
Labelling (%) 10 50 75 100

Pulsar
Hoeffding tree .673/.876 .752/.854 .753/.852 .767/.859 2.75
HD-VFDT .457/.835 .472/.929 .529/.919 .493/.931 1.5
GH-VFDT .518/.903 .483/.920 .536/.916 .552/.916 1.75

Skin
Hoeffding tree .472/.671 .486/.615 .541/.655 .574/.693 3
HD-VFDT .277/.887 .292/.885 .319/.903 .263/.892 2
GH-VFDT .399/.898 .478/.915 .441/.904 .430/.900 1

MiniBoone
Hoeffding tree .918/.932 .964/.972 .972/.978 .980/.982 1
HD-VFDT .874/.866 .791/.857 .758/.854 .876/.949 2
GH-VFDT .742/.597 .547/.395 .623/.498 .511/.459 3

Table 6.5: F-score/G-Mean results for the Hoeffding tree, Hellinger Distance
Tree (HD-VFDT) (Cieslak and Chawla, 2008) and GH-VFDT classifiers, trained
before classifying a stream. The stream was imbalanced such that the ir = 0.01
(+1:-100), statistical significance tests used α = 0.01.

Dataset
Balance +1 : -1,000

Rank
Labelling (%) 10 50 75 100

Pulsar
Hoeffding tree .372/.746 .576/.785 .581/.795 .610/.781 3
HD-VFDT .106/.924 .107/.929 .106/.924 .100/.934 1
GH-VFDT .137/.910 .131/.915 .128/.905 .125/.928 2

Skin
Hoeffding tree .137/.532 .106/.302 .069/.225 .087/.239 3
HD-VFDT .043/.802 .047/.891 .051/.893 .046/.882 2
GH-VFDT .082 /.911 .082/.921 .080/.922 .080/.908 1

MiniBoone
Hoeffding tree .576 /.617 .918/.951 .812/.862 .907/.943 1.5
HD-VFDT .284/.842 .650/.837 .206/.776 .455/.944 1.5
GH-VFDT .293/.469 .709/.656 .332/.200 .331/.300 3

Table 6.6: F-score/G-Mean results for the Hoeffding tree, Hellinger Distance
Tree (HD-VFDT) (Cieslak and Chawla, 2008) and GH-VFDT classifiers, trained
before classifying a stream. The stream was imbalanced such that the ir = 0.001
(+1:-1000), statistical significance tests used α = 0.01.

Dataset
Balance +1 : -10,000

Rank
Labelling (%) 10 50 75 100

Pulsar
Hoeffding tree .194/ .544 .114/.289 .159/.334 .170/.331 3
HD-VFDT .014/.921 .013/.928 .011/.938 .016/.919 1
GH-VFDT .028 /.904 .016/.920 .020/.917 .026/.886 2

Skin
Hoeffding tree .018 /.511 .017/.219 .011/.095 .021/.141 3
HD-VFDT .004 /.871 .005/.914 .005/.908 .006/.869 1.75
GH-VFDT .008/.895 .009/.892 .009/.917 .009/.916 1.25

MiniBoone
Hoeffding tree .604/.672 .586/.667 .651/.830 .649/.707 2
HD-VFDT .021/.844 .039/.792 .048/.875 .328/.853 1
GH-VFDT .667/.500 .260/.447 .603/.494 .302/.489 3

Table 6.7: F-score/G-Mean results for the Hoeffding tree, Hellinger Distance
Tree (HD-VFDT) (Cieslak and Chawla, 2008) and GH-VFDT classifiers, trained
before classifying a stream. The stream was imbalanced such that the ir = 0.0001
(+1:-10000), statistical significance tests used α = 0.01.
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two Hellinger based approaches. The performance of the HD-VFDT in particular

worsens on Skin data as the labelling increases. The GH-VFDT is also negatively

affected in this manner, since its performance drops when labelling reaches 75%.

However as the imbalance worsens to ir = 0.01 this situation reverses. The two

Hellinger based approaches maintain their high G-Mean values, whilst for the Ho-

effding tree this metric drops. The Hellinger algorithms now perform significantly

better than the Hoeffding tree on both the Pulsar and Skin datasets at α = 0.01.

This trend continues as the imbalance worsens further as shown in Tables 6.6

and 6.7. Here the G-Mean of the Hoeffding tree has effectively dropped from .905

for the least imbalanced pulsar stream with 100% labelling, to .331 for the most

imbalanced with the same labelling ratio. Both Hellinger approaches by contrast

have maintained consistent G-Mean values regardless of the imbalance. This is

reflected in the minority class recall rates for the three classifiers. The HD-VFDT

and GH-VFDT return more than double the true positives of the Hoeffding tree

on pulsar data as shown in Table 6.8.

Balance +1 : -10,000
Labelling (%) 10 50 75 100

Hoeffding tree .307/.001 .087/.001 .116/.001 .121/.001
HD-VFDT .863/.017 .876/.016 .895/.017 .860/.016
GH-VFDT .829/.014 .861/.017 .855/.013 .801/.012

Table 6.8: Recall/false positive rate on pulsar data with ir = 0.0001 (+1:-10,000)
and a labelling ratio of l = 0.1 (10% labelled data).

These results indicate that for streams possessing class imbalances greater

than ir = 0.1, the use of algorithms such as the GH-VFDT and HD-VFDT,

provide a statistically significant increase in minority class recall. Particularly

over standard stream classifiers such as the Hoeffding tree. Of the Hellinger dis-

tance based approaches developed here, the stream implementation of the original

Hellinger tree algorithm (Cieslak and Chawla, 2008), HD-VFDT, was the best

performer. It typically obtained the highest G-Mean values, and significantly

improved recall rates over the Hoeffding tree. The GH-VFDT also significantly

improved the recall rates in the same way. Whilst these were not as high as

those achieved by the HD-VFDT, the GH-VFDT’s false positive rate was lower.

However it is worth noting that the difference between these algorithms on the

most imbalanced streams, was not significant at α = 0.01 (on all but the Mini-

Boone data). The GH-VFDT and HD-VFDT also achieved G-Mean values and
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recall rates which were higher than those observed for each of the static classifiers

described in Section 6.5.2.

It is worth emphasising that the HD-VFDT is a somewhat contrived algorithm

not meant for practical use. It uses the Hellinger distance as defined in Equation

6.7. This requires some knowledge of the total count of examples for each class,

and has much greater memory requirements than the GH-VFDT. Whilst such

issues were mitigated during experimentation, this cannot be done in practice.

Furthermore there is little empirical difference between the two Hellinger-based

algorithms. The GH-VFDT appears to do well using a normal model to ap-

proximate feature distributions. Thus the GH-VFDT is a viable classifier for

imbalanced streams, particularly when the memory required by the HD-VFDT

hinders its use.

Finally, consider the scenario introduced in Section 3.2.1. It suggested that a

single SKA observation would generate approximately 6 million candidates. Once

received by the SDP, selection methods will have until the next candidate batch

arrives, to process this data. Current SKA design specifications imply that each

survey observation will last 10 minutes (Broekema et al., 2015; Dewdney et al.,

2015; Nijboer et al., 2015), thus a new batch will be delivered between every 500

to 600 seconds. This translates to a required candidate processing rate, of at

least 12,000 per second. The results presented below in Table 6.9, show that the

GH-VFDT comfortably meets this requirement. Thus not only is the algorithm

an accurate classifier of imbalanced pulsar data streams, but it is also capable of

meeting the SKA’s real-time processing requirement. Please note that the full

results outlined in this Chapter are publicly available for analysis (Lyon, 2015b).

Algorithm Runtime (s) Memory use (MB) Candidates processed / s

Hoeffding tree 148 2.1 76,000
HD-VFDT 130 1.9 86,000
GH-VFDT 110 1.0 100,000

Table 6.9: The runtime performance of the algorithms tested. Runtime is mea-
sured in seconds, memory use in megabytes, and finally the candidate process-
ing rate in candidates per second. Values reported for tests run on data with
ir = 0.0001 (+1:-10,000) and a labelling ratio of l = 0.1 (10% labelled data).
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6.6 Concluding Remarks

In this Chapter a new classification algorithm for imbalanced data streams, the

GH-VFDT, has been introduced. An empirical investigation has shown that it

significantly improves minority class recall rates on imbalanced data, with levels

of performance similar to the off-line imbalanced learning algorithm described in

Cieslak and Chawla (2008). This is the first classifier designed exclusively for the

problem of candidate selection, and one of the few algorithms available that can

learn over heavily imbalanced streams. However, the algorithm can be improved.

Either by attempting to incorporate unlabelled data during learning to further

combat imbalance, or by providing it with more descriptive features to learn from.

In the following Chapter learning from unlabelled data is considered, whilst in

Chapter 8, feature separability issues are addressed.



Chapter 7

Imbalance, Unlabelled Data, and

Drift

“I never allow myself to become discouraged under any circum-

stances. I recall that after we had conducted thousands of experiments

on a certain project without solving the problem, one of my associates,

after we had conducted the crowning experiment and it had proved a

failure, expressed discouragement and disgust over our having failed

to find out anything. I cheerily assured him that we had learned some-

thing. For we had learned for a certainty that the thing couldnt be

done that way, and that we would have to try some other way.”

— Thomas Edison, American Magazine, Volume 91, p.89, January, 1921.

Thus far this thesis has tackled the candidate selection problem, via the de-

velopment of algorithmic approaches designed to compensate for class imbalance.

The effectiveness of these approaches is indirect evidence for the proposition, that

pulsar data suffers from the problems associated with imbalance. However this

is yet to be evidenced explicitly. There are other aspects of pulsar data also

yet to be investigated. It is possible that candidate data may possess inherent

structure, useful for unsupervised or semi-supervised learning. Such structure

can, in principle, be used to automatically label data. This would provide an

algorithm such as the GH-VFDT with an abundance of labelled examples to

learn from, with little human input. It is plausible for such data to significantly

improve classification performance (Chapelle et al., 2006; Thompson et al., 2011).

190
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Another unexplored aspect of pulsar data is its capacity to experience distri-

butional changes over time, so called concept drift (Zliobaite, 2009; Gama et al.,

2014). This is particularly important in the real-time candidate selection scenario.

If pulsar data drifts, the classification models learned during training off-line, or

at the start of a stream, become less effective over time. The performance of non-

adaptive classifiers will gradually deteriorate in the presence of drift, as has been

observed in other domains (Zliobaite, 2009). Given how little labelled data there

is within a real-world pulsar data stream, for candidate selection this problem

is particularly acute. Here methods capable of adapting to drift are prevented

from doing so, given that the candidate stream is completely unlabelled. Thus

if pulsar data does experience drift, this reality must be factored in to future

classifier designs.

This Chapter attempts to achieve three goals. It first attempts to determine if

pulsar data is affected by the characteristics of the imbalanced learning problem.

Following this, the suitability of pulsar candidate data for unsupervised/semi-

supervised learning is assessed. Finally the data is analysed to determine whether

or not it experiences any form of distributional drift. The evidence gathered in

this Chapter will then be used to decide on further avenues of research undertaken

in Chapter 8.

7.1 Assessing The Imbalance

The class distribution of pulsar data is overwhelmingly imbalanced. Almost all

candidates belong to the non-pulsar class. This imbalance is empirically observed

to be large, even compared to imbalances in other domains, such as those reviewed

by He and Garcia (2009). The ratio of pulsar to non-pulsar candidates as dis-

cussed in Chapter 2, is approximately 1 pulsar to 10, 000 non-pulsars.

This imbalance was shown to significantly affect minority class recall in Chap-

ter 5. However it is not the imbalanced class distribution per se that causes the

drop in performance. Rather it is the specific properties of data usually charac-

terised by imbalanced class distributions, which make it difficult for classification
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systems to learn accurate class boundaries. These properties1 include class in-

separability (Japkowicz and Stephen, 2002; Galar et al., 2012), small disjuncts

(Weiss, 1995) and small sample size (He and Garcia, 2009; Galar et al., 2012).

Determining which of these properties apply to pulsar data, is an important step

toward understanding the true nature of the candidate classification problem.

It is not straightforward to quantify data imbalance, as there are no stan-

dardised metrics beyond the ir (He and Garcia, 2009). There are many metrics

available that can measure class separability, such as the Euclidean or other dis-

tances, and separability measures (Zighed et al., 2002) more generally. However

these do not quantify disjunctivity, or small sample size. Without an accepted

method for quantifying the properties of imbalance in pulsar data, it is necessary

to investigate the data manually.

Phase

In
te

n
si

ty

a) Integrated profile

Figure 7.1: Summary plot of the integrated pulse profile. This shows the intensity
of a pulsar candidate signal, as a function of phase.

To this end a large candidate dataset was analysed. This contained can-

didates generated during the HTRU (Keith et al., 2010), output by a pipeline

which represented each candidate by 22 continuous numerical features developed

by Bates (2011) and Thornton (2013)2. In total this data contained 1, 639 pul-

sar and 16, 259 non-pulsar examples. For the evaluation, each feature was first

considered in terms of visual separability. This was accomplished via scatter

plots that visualised the features in pairs and triples (2D and 3D scatter plots

were used). Gaussian probability density functions were also generated for each

feature on a per class basis, allowing the data to be modelled beyond a visual level.

1Further details of these properties are given in Section 4.5.
2These features are fully described in Table 5.3 in Chapter 5.
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Figure 7.2: Diagram showing the characteristics of imbalance in pulsar data. The
candidates represented in this plot were generated during HTRU (Keith et al.,
2010), output by a pipeline which represented each candidate by 22 continuous
numerical features developed by Bates (2011) and Thornton (2013). The candi-
date sample contained 1, 639 pulsar and 16, 259 non-pulsar examples.

One such plot is shown in Figure 7.2. It is an annotated 2D scatter plot

of candidate features 1 and 2. Feature 1 is the χ2 value obtained when fitting

a sine curve to the integrated pulse profile, which is summarised in Figure 7.1.

Feature 2 is similar, except it is the χ2 value obtained when fitting a sine-squared

curve instead. Here low χ2 values indicate good fits to sine and sine-squared

curves respectively, considered an indicator of sinusoidal RFI (Bates et al., 2012).

In principle these features allow candidates arising from sinusoidal RFI to be

separated from other candidates, via a simple classification function that produces
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a linear decision boundary,

f(x)′′ =

{
1 if χ2 ≥ t

0 otherwise,

(7.1)

where 1 corresponds to predicting non-sinusoidal RFI, and 0 sinusoidal RFI. Here

t is the optimal threshold for the χ2 value, that maximises the separation between

the sinusoidal and non-sinusoidal classes.

Figure 7.2 shows a great deal of class-overlap between the pulsar and non-

pulsar examples. When focusing on a region at the centre of the plot, it is clear

that all three characteristics of imbalanced data are exhibited by this candidate

sample. The majority of the pulsar data points are inseparable from their non-

pulsar neighbours. This strongly indicates that pulsar data suffers from disjuncts,

and severe class overlap, at a minimum. However it could be argued that this

conclusion is invalid, since it is an analysis of only 2 of 22 possible features. As

will be shown in subsequent sections, features 1 and 2 are amongst the most

separable in the candidate sample. It is therefore possible to produce plots that

show a worse class separation than this, particularly if using features 8, 14, and

20. A further criticism is that these scatter plots only give an indication of linear

separability. This is addressed more carefully in Chapter 8. Finally, one could

suggest that this type of plot could be formed for any classification problem, given

that all datasets exhibit some level of class inseparability. Whilst that may be

true, few exhibit such a high degree of class overlap. For real-time selection over

candidate streams, this is a significant barrier to discovery. Principally as over

time, the overlap causes large numbers of non-pulsar examples to be misclassified

leading to a high FPR.

7.1.1 Causes of Imbalance

The imbalanced characteristics of candidate data outlined in Figure 7.2, are not

inherent to pulsar data generally (i.e. the raw data arriving from a telescope).

Rather they are inherent to the 22 features used to describe candidates in the

evaluation sample. As this is the case, there are three possible explanations for

why the problems of imbalance are manifest in this data. First, it is possible

for the features extracted from candidates to have been generated erroneously.
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This could result from bugs hidden in survey data processing code, which may

have gone unnoticed. Such problems can easily be overcome if the errors can

be found and corrected. The second possibility is that the 22 features are poor

discriminators. This problem is not easy to solve, as it requires the design and

evaluation of more descriptive features. Finally the poor separability could be the

result of bias in the non-pulsar candidate sample. This possibility can be ruled

out, as the sample of negatives were obtained via a random stratified sampling

of candidates according to observational session and month. The remaining first

two possibilities are now considered in turn.

Feature Generation Errors

A study of the code used to generate the 22 features, revealed the presence of

many subtle bugs. Most of these features were therefore ‘broken’. The impact

on classification performance is, in some cases, severe. A good example of this

involves the already described feature 1. It was observed that legitimate signals

were exhibiting unexpectedly good χ2 fits to a sine curve. Whilst at the same

time candidates arising from RFI were often exhibiting poor χ2 fits. This unex-

pected outcome was occurring as the least squares regression algorithm (Wolberg,

2006) used to generate feature 1, was fitting to the background noise in the inte-

grated profile, rather than to the signal. This problem was particularly acute for

candidates with a single narrow pulse, leading to legitimate pulsars being treated

as sinusoidal RFI. Such errors have now been corrected, and the code updated3.

Using the corrected code, candidate data was reprocessed, and the corrected fea-

tures obtained for reanalysis. It is worth noting that despite these errors, the

features did achieve good results in Bates et al. (2012). This can be attributed

to four of the features being relatively good separators. This is discussed later in

Section 7.1.1.

Sub-optimal Features

The problems of imbalance highlighted in Figure 7.2, could perhaps have been

solved by the corrections made to the feature extraction code. Given the changes

made, it is necessary to re-evaluate candidate features, to determine their true

utility. More generally, it is desirable to evaluate all existing features used within

3Available in the pulsar feature lab tool https://github.com/scienceguyrob/

PulsarFeatureLab (Lyon, 2015d)
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the pulsar community for candidate selection, to find those that are most effective.

However only those 22 already described4 (Bates et al., 2012) are reproducible.

All others (Eatough et al., 2010; Lee et al., 2013; Morello et al., 2014; Zhu et al.,

2014) lack precise mathematical definitions. Thus it is impossible to evaluate

them here. Nonetheless an evaluation of available features was conducted, using

classification performance as a proxy for their utility5. This was achieved using

three static learning models. This included the static decision tree C4.5 (Quin-

lan, 1993), a standard linear soft-margin SVM (Cortes and Vapnik, 1995), and

the probabilistic NB classifier (Bishop, 2006). These classifiers were tested using

10-fold cross-validation, on two distinct versions of the HTRU data6. The first

version sample A, consisted of data produced using the pipeline containing fea-

ture creation errors. The second sample B, consisted of data produced using the

repaired pipeline. Performance on each sample was evaluated according to the

classifier metrics described in Table 4.5. A further metric, the AUROC (Hand,

2009) was also computed. The results are presented in Table 7.1.

Dataset Algorithm AUC F-Score Recall Precision False Positive Rate

Sample A
C4.5 .949 .912 .894 .930 .012
SVM .926 .903 .860 .951 .008
NB .971 .780 .935 .670 .085

Sample B
C4.5 .946 .908 .885 .931 .012
SVM .929 .906 .867 .949 .008
NB .976 .707 .959 .560 .135

Table 7.1: Classification results achieved with different classifiers using features
1-22 described in Bates et al. (2012). Feature data was obtained from a sample
of HTRU data (Keith et al., 2010), containing 1, 639 pulsar and 16, 259 non-
pulsar examples. Results are reported for two different versions of this data,
A and B. Sample A consisted of data produced using a pipeline that contained
feature creation errors. The second sample B, consisted of data produced using a
repaired pipeline. Results were obtained upon via 10-fold cross-validation using
three classifiers. Bold face indicates the best results obtained for a classifier across
both A and B.

4Described in Chapter 5.
5A more robust approach is utilised in Chapter 8.
6Cross validation was not used in previous chapters, as these were concerned with streaming

scenarios where it is not commonly applied. This is because in real-world problems, a data
stream cannot be partitioned into validation folds for analysis. However for static datasets,
where all the data is available for partitioning into folds in advance, it is a widely used standard
approach (Witten and Frank, 2011).
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The results in Table 7.1 indicate that corrected features offer little improve-

ment over those that were ‘broken’. Recall rates have improved for the SVM and

NB on sample B, however this is at the expense of an increased FPR. This change

is unhelpful for candidate selection, given the existing problem with false posi-

tives. Precision also decreased on sample B for both NB and C4.5. A two-tailed

students t-test (Mendenhall et al., 2012) was applied to these results to test for

significant differences in outcome. No significant difference was found at either

α = 0.01 or α = 0.05. The opposite test, that these results are not different held

at the α = 0.01 level. This suggests that correcting the features did not yield an

improvement in classification performance. This is the opposite of what was ex-

pected. However it becomes clear why this result was achieved, when evaluating

each feature individually. Following a similar methodology, a single NB classifier

was evaluated on each feature in isolation7 using 10-fold cross-validation. The

results are presented in Tables 7.2 and 7.3 respectively.

The results show that the corrections to feature generation code have im-

proved the performance of some features, whilst degrading that of others. It was

expected that repairing the feature code would result in a marked improvement

in the separability of all features under consideration. However this is not the

case. The only features that improved in terms of all assessment metrics used

were 1, 2, and 6. Whilst in contrast features 8, 11, 16, and 21, all exhibited a

reduction in recall capability.

7The classifier was only given data described with a single feature.
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Score Sample AUC F-Score Recall Precision

1
A .946 .155 .086 .787
B .947 .787 .682 .929

2
A .796 .368 .228 .964
B .951 .764 .636 .958

3
A .950 .815 .783 .849
B .952 .814 .786 .846

4
A .952 .824 .750 .914
B .956 .826 .752 .916

5
A .504 .282 .988 .165
B .500 .264 1.0 .152

6
A .501 0 0 0
B .928 .825 .812 .839

7
A .501 .270 1.0 .156
B .502 .265 1.0 .153

8
A .580 .012 .007 .004
B .629 0 0 0

9
A .930 .787 .666 .960
B .932 .804 .698 .948

Table 7.2: Classification results achieved using features 1-9 described in Bates
et al. (2012). Feature data was obtained from a sample of HTRU data (Keith
et al., 2010), containing 1, 639 pulsar and 16, 259 non-pulsar examples. Results
are reported for two different versions of this data, A and B. Sample A consisted
of data produced using a pipeline that contained feature creation errors. The
second sample B, consisted of data produced using a repaired pipeline. Results
were obtained via 10-fold cross-validation using a Näıve Bayes classifier. Bold face
indicates the best results obtained for the classifier across both A & B. Where
values of zero are obtained, the trained classifier always predicted the majority
class, preventing some metrics from being computed.
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Score Sample AUC F-Score Recall Precision

10
A .501 .266 .900 .156
B .503 .265 .999 .153

11
A .959 .854 .784 .937
B .961 .848 .779 .931

12
A .846 .124 .074 .372
B .846 .124 .074 .372

13
A .682 .092 .049 .851
B .682 .092 .049 .851

14
A .619 0 0 0
B .619 0 0 0

15
A .740 0 0 0
B .740 0 0 0

16
A .586 .022 .011 .600
B .596 .011 .006 .563

17
A .765 0 0 0
B .765 0 0 0

18
A .555 .288 .985 .169
B .556 .282 .987 .165

19
A .758 .440 .837 .298
B .758 .432 .845 .291

20
A .628 0 0 0
B .628 0 0 0

21
A .860 .522 .449 .622
B .860 .515 .443 .614

22
A .945 .652 .548 .803
B .947 .650 .548 .800

Table 7.3: Classification results achieved using features 10-22 described in Bates
et al. (2012). Feature data was obtained from a sample of HTRU data (Keith
et al., 2010), containing 1, 639 pulsar and 16, 259 non-pulsar examples. Results
are reported for two different versions of this data, A and B. Sample A consisted
of data produced using a pipeline that contained feature creation errors. The
second sample B, consisted of data produced using a repaired pipeline. Results
were obtained via 10-fold cross-validation using a Näıve Bayes classifier. Bold face
indicates the best results obtained for the classifier across both A & B. Where
values of zero are obtained, the trained classifier always predicted the majority
class, preventing some metrics from being computed.
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The results point to there being a more fundamental problem with these fea-

tures. Many exhibited little or no predictive power over the data sample. This

outcome applied to 8 of the 22 tested. These features achieved AUROC values

indicative of performance no better, or barely better, than random guessing8. In

the context of individual feature performance, the results of Table 7.1 are now

unsurprising. The gains in separability resulting from repaired features, appear

to be off-set by unanticipated drops in the separability of others. However it re-

mains difficult to explain the degradation in the separability of repaired features.

There are two plausible explanations which could account for this. The first is

that feature generation code remains incorrectly implemented. This is unlikely

to be the case, given the attention this code base has now received. The second

is more fundamental. Perhaps the features are not descriptive enough. Given

the results of Chapters 4 & 5, and the evidence of Figure 7.2 and Table 7.1, this

explanation is the more likely. There is additional evidence to support this view.

In Figure 7.3 the best DM value found for pulsar and non-pulsar candidates has

been modelled using a Gaussian probability density function. The best DM value

is feature 14 of those proposed in Bates et al. (2012), similarly used elsewhere

(Thornton, 2013).

The feature is a very poor class separator. The rationale for its use as a fea-

ture, is based upon the assumption that candidates arising from RFI, should in

principle have a DM around zero9. The probability density of the non-pulsar ex-

amples should therefore be strongly peaked at zero, with the pulsar distribution

peaked at a much higher value. However this is not the case. The non-pulsar dis-

tribution is skewed further to the left than the corresponding pulsar distribution.

The mean of the non-pulsar distribution is also higher, indicating that on aver-

age, non-pulsar candidates achieve higher DM values. This is counter-intuitive,

though perhaps explainable if most candidates arise from dispersed forms of noise.

8This outcome applied to features 5, 7, 8, 10, 14, 16, 18, and 20.
9Signals originating from Earth are not dispersed by travel through the ISM. Thus these

have a DM of zero. See Chapter 2 for more details.
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Figure 7.3: Empirical probability density of the best DM obtained for pulsar and
non-pulsar examples. This shows how little difference there is between the DM
values of pulsar and non-pulsar candidates. This suggests that the DM is a poorly
separating feature. The plot was created from a sample of HTRU data (Keith
et al., 2010) processed by Thornton (2013). The data contained 1, 639 pulsar and
16, 259 non-pulsar examples. The best DM is feature 14 of 22 created by Bates
et al. (2012), described in more detail in Chapter 5.
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Using the DM as a feature appears to have unintended consequences that

could not have been foreseen. This applies to other features in use for candidate

selection. Figures 7.5 and 7.6 similarly show the empirical Guassian probability

densities for features 8 and 20. The same poor separability is observed. For

feature 20 the problem is particularly acute. In the interests of fairness the

same plot has been generated for feature 4, which achieved the best F-score

performance. This is given in Figure 7.4. This feature is a reasonable linear

separator, although its recall performance was relatively low10 at 75% (see Table

7.2).
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Figure 7.4: Empirical Gaussian probability density of the sum over residuals of
pulsar and non-pulsar examples. This was the best of the 22 features created
in Bates et al. (2012) according to the F-score. The plot was created from a
sample of HTRU data (Keith et al., 2010) processed by Thornton (2013). The
data contained 1, 639 pulsar and 16, 259 non-pulsar examples. The sum over
residuals, is feature 4 of 22 created by Bates et al. (2012), described in more
detail in Chapter 5.

10At least for this problem domain.
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Figure 7.5: Empirical probability density of the root mean square of peak posi-
tions in all sub-bands for pulsar and non-pulsar examples. This suggests that the
feature is a poor class separator. The plot was created from a sample of HTRU
data (Keith et al., 2010) processed by Thornton (2013). The data contained
1, 639 pulsar and 16, 259 non-pulsar examples. This is feature 8 of 22 created by
Bates et al. (2012), described in more detail in Chapter 5.
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Figure 7.6: Empirical probability density of the full-width half-maximum of a
Gaussian fit to the pulse profile, for pulsar and non-pulsar examples. This sug-
gests that the feature is a poor class separator. The plot was created from a
sample of HTRU data (Keith et al., 2010) processed by Thornton (2013). The
data contained 1, 639 pulsar and 16, 259 non-pulsar examples. The full-width
half-maximum of a Gaussian fit to the pulse profile, is feature 20 of 22 created
by Bates et al. (2012), described in more detail in Chapter 5.
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A different sample of 90, 000 labelled pulsar candidates produced by Morello

et al. (2014), has also been used to assess the separability of candidate features.

This data was similarly obtained during the HTRU, though the sample is distinct

from that described thus far in this Chapter. This data was used to ensure that

earlier feature results are not restricted to a single dataset, which could be subject

to sampling biases. Figure 7.7 and 7.8 visualise the feature separability achieved

on this new dataset, via standard box and whisker plots.
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Figure 7.7: Box plots (median and IQR) showing how features 1-11 developed
by Bates et al. (2012), separate pulsar and non-pulsar examples. Feature data
was extracted from the 90, 000 labelled pulsar candidates produced by Morello
et al. (2014). There are two box plots per feature. The coloured boxes describe
the feature distribution for known pulsars, where corresponding coloured dots
represent extreme outliers. Those box plots in black describe the RFI/noise
distribution. Note that the data of each feature was scaled to the interval [0, 1],
before the median of the non-pulsar distribution was subtracted to centre the
non-pulsar plots on zero.
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For each feature there are two distinct box plots. A coloured box plot rep-

resenting the feature distribution of known pulsars, and a plain black box plot

showing the feature distribution of non-pulsars. As the features have numerical

ranges which differ significantly, feature data was scaled to within the range [0, 1]

prior to plotting. This enables a separability comparison on the same scale. For

each individual feature, the median value of the non-pulsar distribution was also

subtracted. Thus the plots are centred around the non-pulsar median, allowing

differences between pulsar and non-pulsar distributions to be seen more clearly.
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Figure 7.8: Box plots (median and IQR) showing how features 12-22 developed
by Bates et al. (2012), separate pulsar and non-pulsar examples. Feature data
was extracted from the 90, 000 labelled pulsar candidates produced by Morello
et al. (2014). There are two box plots per feature. The coloured boxes describe
the feature distribution for known pulsars, where corresponding coloured dots
represent extreme outliers. Those box plots in black describe the RFI/noise
distribution. Note that the data of each feature was scaled to the interval [0, 1],
before the median of the non-pulsar distribution was subtracted to centre the
non-pulsar plots on zero.
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The plots show that non-pulsar feature distributions often overlap with the

corresponding pulsar distributions. For the most part, the Interquartile range

(IQR) of the features describing pulsars, is separate from the non-pulsar IQR.

This would be expected to give good levels of separability, and appears to be the

case for features 3, 4, 17 and 19. These features are likely responsible for the good

level of performance achieved by Bates et al. (2012) on their test datasets. How-

ever when combined together and applied to larger more representative datasets,

the 22 features allow large quantities of non-pulsar candidates to fall in to the

overlapping regions, generating large numbers of false positives. One cannot be

too harsh on those who created these features. This outcome can only be observed

when evaluating upon large fully-labelled datasets, which have only recently be-

come available.

Many problems relating to existing features have now been identified. However

it is too early to advocate the removal of any one feature in particular. So far only

the linear correlations of the data have been analysed. It is prudent to consider

the possibility of useful non-linear correlations before dismissing features out of

hand. These are studied more carefully in Chapter 8. However even if these non-

linear correlations do exist, they remain insufficient to deal with class imbalance,

as the data suffers from all three of its primary characteristics. Other features

may be able to alleviate these difficulties.

Alternative Features

The features used for candidate selection are mostly different to those used for

most classification problems. Many features in use are not just simple numerical

descriptors characterising candidates, but rather they are hypotheses. The dif-

ference between the two is subtle. Inherent characteristics are dissociated with a

specific interpretation or meaning. However features based on hypotheses make

assumptions which may or may not hold. Of the 22 features used here so far,

18/22 are based on untested hypotheses. These are well grounded in physics,

and intuitively appear to offer a sensible way of separating pulsar and non-pulsar

candidates. Thus they usually do well on small sample datasets. However the

hypotheses do not necessarily hold on all data. Where these fail, separability is

severely impacted, leading to drops in classification performance. Evidence col-

lected in Section 7.1.1 suggests that these hypotheses do not always hold.
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Dataset Examples Features / Type ∼Balance

22 features (Bates et al., 2012) 17,898 22 / Continuous +1 : -10
Profile data 17,898 128 / Discrete +1 : -10
ΣProfile data 17,898 1 / Continuous +1 : -10
Sub-band data 17,898 128 / Continuous +1 : -10
Sub-integration data 17,898 128 / Continuous +1 : -10

Table 7.4: The data sets used for feature experimentation. Data obtained from
a sample of HTRU data (Keith et al., 2010) processed by Thornton (2013), con-
taining 1, 639 pulsar and 16, 259 non-pulsar examples.

There are other options for candidate features. The standard pulsar candi-

date described in Chapter 2, consists of multiple data matrices. These describe

the candidate pulse through frequency and time, and the relationship between

period, DM and S/N. Could this data be used by machine learning classifiers

to derive an accurate class separation? To find out, five data samples were ex-

tracted for experimentation. All five samples were obtained from HTRU data

(Keith et al., 2010) processed by Thornton (2013) as before. However the feature

data for each sample was obtained from a different component of the standard

pulsar candidate. The new samples are summarised in Table 7.4.

The first data set consists of candidates using the already introduced 22 fea-

tures. The second data set consists of integrated pulse profile data (see Figure

7.1), where each intensity is a value normalised to within the range [0, 255]. In

other words for each candidate the profile P = {(p1), ..., (p128)} where each pi ∈ N
between [0, 255]. The third data set is derived from the 2D sub-band matrix

Fsubint (see Section 2.2.3). This describes a candidate detection across a range

of frequencies. As sub-band data is in matrix form, the data was modified to

form a single vector of 128 values. To do this, the mean value of each row of the

matrix µi was first computed. The mean µi was then subtracted from each cell

Fsubintij in row i. The mean subtracted values in the rows were then summed

column wise to produce a single vector. The fourth data set is derived from

sub-integration data, which describes the candidate detection through the time

domain. Sub-integration data is also comprised of a 2D matrix processed in the

same way as sub-band data. The final data set, ΣProfile data, is a version of the

integrated pulse profile reduced to a single numerical value. It is simply a sum of
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integrated profile values. All of the new features are descriptors of raw data, and

are independent of any specific hypothesis.

To test these basic features, 10-fold cross validation was applied to the data

using the K-means clustering algorithm (Jain, 2010) described in Section 4.4.2.

The results were evaluated for statistically significant differences using a pair-wise

two-tailed students t-test (Mendenhall et al., 2012).

Dataset AUROC F-Score Recall Precision FPR Correct %

Score data† .645 .372 .513 .292 .223 73.7%
Profile data * .892 .803 .826 .782 .041 93.9%

Σ Profile data* .893 .806 .825 .788 .040 93.9%
Sub-band data† .502 .224 .417 .153 .414 56.0%
Sub-int data† .527 .230 .320 .177 .266 67.1%

Table 7.5: K-means performance obtained on different types of candidate data
using 10-fold cross-validation. Bold face indicates the best results obtained across
all test datasets. Note that * indicates no significant difference at α = 0.05,
† indicates significantly worse than best performance at α = 0.05. Data obtained
from a sample of HTRU data (Keith et al., 2010) processed by Thornton (2013),
containing 1, 639 pulsar and 16, 259 non-pulsar examples.

Table 7.5 presents the results obtained when applying K-means (Jain, 2010)

to the four datasets described in Table 7.4. The results indicate that reasonable

classification performance can be achieved using the numerical components of a

pulsar candidate directly, as opposed to more complicated features. Classifiers

trained on integrated profile data in particular performed well, outperforming

classifiers trained using the 22 numerical scores currently in use. The same is

true for the summed variant of profile data, which expresses similar information

though in a single dimension.

The remaining datasets however, obtained lower accuracy than would be

achieved by using a trivial clustering algorithm that labels all instances as neg-

ative11. It is odd that integrated profile intensities form an effective clustering,

given that pulse intensities are unordered, and subject to noise. Perhaps this can

be explained if most legitimate pulsar candidate profiles are noise free, whereas

11Such a classifier would have achieved achieve 84.8% accuracy.
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almost all non-pulsar profiles are not. In which case the summed profile intensities

of the two classes are likely to be very different. This would allow the clustering

algorithm to separate both classes via a simple Euclidean distance measure as is

used in K-Means. This appears to be the case, as shown in Figure 7.9.
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Figure 7.9: Box plots (median and IQR) showing the difference between summed
integrated profile intensity for the pulsar and non-pulsar classes with outliers in-
dicated by colour dots. Data was extracted from the 1, 586 pulsar, and 8, 852 non
pulsar candidates obtained from HTRU data (Keith et al., 2010) by (Thornton,
2013). The box plot on the left describes the non-pulsar distribution, the plot on
the right the pulsar distribution.

Figure 7.9 visualises the distribution of summed profile intensity, for the pul-

sar and non-pulsar classes. It shows two standard box and whisker plots, one
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for each class. The plots show that the pulsar and non-pulsar distributions are

well separated12. It could be possible to build a reasonable classifier using this

information alone. This data should therefore be considered as a potential source

of new discriminating candidate features (see Chapter 8).

7.1.2 Implications for Learning from Unlabelled Data

To learn from unlabelled data, one has to assume that the smoothness and clus-

ter assumptions apply (Chapelle et al., 2006). These pertain to two very closely

related properties that data must possess, if its inherent structure is it be useful

for unsupervised classification. The smoothness property can be formulated as

follows. If two examples x1 and x2 are close together in a high density region in

m-dimensional space, their corresponding true class labels y1 and y2 should also

be close together. This expresses an intuitive notion of similarity. The cluster

assumption is described similarly. If there are two instances x1 and x2 clustered

together in some manner, they are likely of the same class. Their true class labels

y1 and y2 are therefore likely to be the same. If the cluster assumption is vio-

lated, such that instances in the same cluster have dissimilar labels, it naturally

follows that the smoothness assumption is violated too. Principally as dissimilar

examples will be near to one another. Likewise if the cluster assumption holds,

so to does the smoothness assumption, as the true class labels must necessarily

be similar.

To learn from unlabelled candidates these properties must hold for pulsar

data. The evidence presented in Section 7.1 is somewhat to the contrary. Pulsar

candidate data is subject to imbalanced data characteristics which violate these

assumptions. Small disjunct groups of legitimate pulsar candidates, can be seen

to reside near non-pulsar candidates as in Figure 7.2. Furthermore the class

overlap is such, that neither the smoothness nor the cluster assumption can be

said to hold to a significant degree. At least not for the 22 features in use at

present. This suggests that unsupervised and semi-supervised learning will work

somewhat poorly over pulsar data.

12It is worthwhile noting that this box plot shows better class separability, than most of the
comparable box plots of the candidate scores reviewed thus far.
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Evidence

Given the evidence of Figure 7.2, one way to test the effects of imbalance upon un-

supervised or semi-supervised learning, would be by testing a best case scenario.

Suppose a large sample of non-pulsar examples, and a single exemplar pulsar ex-

ample, are available for learning prior to processing a candidate data stream that

does not drift. Suppose that as the stream is processed, random unseen examples

are labelled and added to a training set via some perfect unsupervised learning

oracle. This oracle makes no mistakes, and is biased toward labelling only mi-

nority class examples. This oracle therefore provides a steady supply of pulsar

examples for learning during stream processing. What effect does utilising the

oracle’s labelled examples have on learning? Minority class performance should

in principle improve as more minority class examples become available.

Using the profile data13 outlined in Table 7.4, this scenario was simulated

using a K-Means classifier (with k = 2) in a number of distinct test steps. In

step 1, a single representative example was randomly chosen as the initial legiti-

mate pulsar candidate for training out of 1, 639 available. All 16, 259 non-pulsar

examples available for learning were also added to the training set. In step 2

a classifier was built using the training set, and executed on the remaining test

sample of pulsars. After the test, step 3 randomly added minority class pulsar

examples provided by the oracle, to the training set. This was done until a de-

sired proportion of all available pulsar examples were available for training. In

step 4 the classifier was retrained on the updated training set. Steps 2-4 were

then repeated until 80% of all available pulsar examples were in the training set.

Steps 1-4 were repeated 100 times to ensure different positives were used in each

sample. The results averaged over these 100 runs are outlined in Table 7.6.

The results show that using only a single positive example with all available

negatives, the K-means classifier achieved 97.86% classification accuracy, and

97.9% recall, such that only 34 pulsars were missed. However as the number of

positives in the training set increases, classification performance decreases. This

decrease occurred each time new positive examples were added to the training

set. This result was observed over all 100 of the different sampling permutations

of the positive examples, designed to prevent sampling bias. When the training

13This data had 128 dimensions, each representing pulse intensity in a phase bin.
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% positives in training set N◦ test examples F-Score Recall Correct %

1* 1,638 .989 .979 97.86
10 1475 .986 .973 97.27
20 1311 .978 .956 95.64
30 1147 .975 .951 95.13
40 983 .972 .945 94.46
50 820 .956 .916 91.61
60 656 .941 .889 88.90
70 492 .934 .875 87.65
80 328 .924 .859 85.94

Table 7.6: K-Means performance on integrated profile data when trained on
negative examples, and an increasing proportion of positive examples. False
positive rate and AUROC are not recorded, since test data contained only positive
examples (no false positive errors could be recorded).* Not a percentage, simply
1 representative example. Data obtained from a sample of HTRU data (Keith
et al., 2010) processed by Thornton (2013), containing 1, 639 pulsar and 16, 259
non-pulsar examples.

set contained 80% of available positive examples (1,311 in total), accuracy and

recall dropped to ∼86% as shown at the bottom of Table 7.6.

As negative examples were not varied during these experiments, the drops in

performance can only be accounted for via the addition of positive examples to the

training set. However more than this can be said, as the classifier used for testing

was K-means. This forms clusters using the Euclidean distance to group together

similar examples. For the performance of K-means to drop, it has to be the case

that pulsar examples were being increasingly mistaken for non-pulsar examples.

This can only happen if pulsar examples are assigned to the cluster made up of

predominately of non-pulsar examples. For it to become more likely that pulsar

examples will be assigned in this manner, the two class clusters must be moving

closing together. In other words, the class overlap has to be increasing. Otherwise

if the opposite were true, performance would remain the same or improve. This

outcome implies that even in a best case scenario, using correctly labelled unseen

data can hurt classification performance. Thus unsupervised and semi-supervised

learning cannot be advocated without examining this result more carefully. This

is highlighted as future work in Section 10.4.
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7.2 Distributional Drift

Concept drift describes distributional changes occurring within a data stream

over time (Zliobaite, 2009; Gama et al., 2014). Drift has the potential to degrade

learning performance through violations of the i.i.d assumption, upon which many

ML classifiers rely. Man made RFI, which interferes with our observations (Tarter

et al., 2000; Eatough et al., 2009), will likely drift over short and long time-scales

in response to human activity, although this is conjecture based on anecdotal ev-

idence. It is completely unclear whether or not pulsar data will experience drift,

and if this will be observed in candidate data.

To determine if candidate data exhibits the properties of drift, over 11 million

candidates generated by Thornton (2013) from HTRU data (Keith et al., 2010)

were studied (data described in Chapter 5, see Section 5.6.1). The candidates

were firstly ordered temporally according to their creation time. Then using an

on-line algorithm, the running mean and variance of the 22 features describing

candidates, were computed (Chan et al., 1983; Knuth, 1997). These statistics

were computed and output at intervals of 10, 000 candidates at a time. Once

collected, the samples per feature were normalised to the range [0, 1] to permit

a comparison on the same scale. The mean values of features 1, 2, 12, 13, and

14 obtained in this manner, are plotted in Figure 7.10. Feature 1 is the χ2 value

obtained when fitting a sine curve to the integrated pulse profile. Feature 2 is

similar, except it is the χ2 value obtained when fitting a sine-squared curve in-

stead. Feature 12 is the best period found for a candidate, feature 13 the best

S/N, and finally feature 14 the best DM.

7.2.1 Evidence of Drift

The results shown in Figure 7.10 indicate that pulsar features do show distribu-

tional change over time. The mean values exhibit much variation. During the

time period over which these candidates were generated, there is a rise in period

and S/N, and a fall in DM. Such distributional changes alter P (xji ) for any given

feature14, which could in principle affect the performance of stream classifiers.

This is self evident given such large changes in the mean, which alter the prior

14The probability of a value x for feature j, for example i.
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Figure 7.10: Plot showing the distributional change in candidate features over
time. Only five features are shown for clarity. Feature 1 is the χ2 value obtained
when fitting a sine curve to the integrated pulse profile. Feature 2 is similar,
except it is the χ2 value obtained when fitting a sine-squared curve instead.
Feature 12 is the best period found for a candidate, feature 13 the best S/N,
and finally feature 14 the best DM. To produce the plot all candidates obtained
from the medium latitude portion of the HTRU survey (Keith et al., 2010) were
analysed, in the temporal order they were generated. As this dataset contained
over 11 million candidates, mean feature values were computed every 10, 000
samples, so that there are 1, 122 data points per feature. Mean values were
computed using an on-line algorithm (Chan et al., 1983; Knuth, 1997). Samples
per feature were normalised to the range [0, 1] to permit a comparison on the
same scale.

probabilities. However it is unlikely for this to result in a significant change in the

conditional probability P (yi|xji ). This is because there is unlikely to be a change

in P (yi) given the aforementioned class imbalance15.

One may wonder whether or not the drift depicted in Figure 7.10, is simply

a convenient result of normalising the data, perhaps showing a significant trend

15Pulsar examples are unlikely to become common enough to significantly alter the conditional
probability.
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Figure 7.11: Plot showing the distributional change in candidate DM over time.
To produce the plot all candidates obtained from the medium latitude portion
of the HTRU survey (Keith et al., 2010) were analysed, in the temporal order
they were generated. As this dataset contained over 11 million candidates, mean
feature values were computed every 10, 000 samples, so that there are 1, 122
data points per feature. Mean values were computed using an on-line algorithm
(Chan et al., 1983; Knuth, 1997). Here a 95% confidence interval for each sample
is shown in blue.

where there is none. Figures 7.11 and 7.12 show the non-normalised drift for

period and DM, with a 95% confidence interval for each sample point shown in

blue16. These plots indicate that these features have exhibited significant change

over time. Note that similar plots can be produced for the other features shown

in Figure 7.10. However only the DM and period are shown here, as their drifting

16As there over 10,000 confidence intervals plotted in these figures, the intervals appear to
be a single contiguous block. However, they do represent confidence intervals over individual
samples, and any appearance of merging is due to the large number of samples plotted.
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behaviour is particularly peculiar. There is no obvious reason why the mean

candidate DM should fall, and the mean candidate period rise, in a significant way

during a survey. The cause of this observed drift should certainly be investigated.

One possible explanation is that the distribution of noise changes during a survey,

depending on which part of the sky is being observed (e.g. Galactic centre vs.

off the plane), though this is conjecture. As there is no positional information

retained in the pulsar data available to us, there is unfortunately no way of

ascertaining this without collecting new data. It is also possible for this drift

to not significantly affect classification performance, thus these concerns may be

premature. The evidence presented here suggests that the possibility should be

considered at least.
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Figure 7.12: Plot showing the distributional change in candidate period over
time. To produce the plot all candidates obtained from the medium latitude
portion of the HTRU survey (Keith et al., 2010) were analysed, in the temporal
order they were generated. As this dataset contained over 11 million candidates,
mean feature values were computed every 10, 000 samples, so that there are 1, 122
data points per feature. Mean values were computed using an on-line algorithm
(Chan et al., 1983; Knuth, 1997). Here a 95% confidence interval for each sample
is shown in blue.
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7.3 Concluding Remarks

This Chapter has attempted to deal with three issues, which individually have

the potential to undermine the accurate classification of pulsar candidates. At

the beginning of the Chapter, evidence was presented suggesting that pulsar data

exhibits the characteristics of imbalance: small disjuncts, class inseparability and

small sample size. Their possible causes were investigated, which led to an anal-

ysis of the features currently used to describe pulsar candidates. These features

were found to be relatively poor separators of pulsar and non-pulsar candidates

overall, via an analysis of their classification performance. Only 4 of the features

displayed any significant utility. The remainder were poor discriminators at best,

or capable of making predictions no better than random guessing. Feature gen-

eration errors and feature design issues were found to be the cause of such poor

feature performance. Other forms of candidate data not currently used for fea-

ture generation, were therefore studied as potential sources of new features. Data

describing the integrated pulse profile, was found to possess better discriminatory

capabilities than the 22 candidates scores currently in use.

Given the imbalanced properties of candidate data, along with poor feature

performance, it was then demonstrated that even in an ideal unsupervised/semi-

supervised learning scenario, utilising unlabelled data hurts minority pulsar class

recall. This suggests that until descriptive features robust to imbalance are found,

utilising unlabelled data is detrimental to learning and thereby pulsar discovery.

An analysis of pulsar data also revealed its tendency to drift, which could in prin-

ciple further complicate real world pulsar classification. Drift has the potential to

degrade the performance of stream classifiers, though further analysis is required

to determine to what extent drift reduces pulsar recall, if at all. This Chapter has

identified three possible avenues for further investigation. However since poorly

separating candidate features have the greatest impact on classifier performance,

and undermine unsupervised/semi-supervised learning assumptions, it would ap-

pear sensible to first attempt to improve the features used for learning. The next

Chapter therefore focuses on devising new features from first principles.



Chapter 8

New Candidate Features

“The methods of theoretical physics should be applicable to all those

branches of thought in which the essential features are expressible with

numbers.”

— Paul Dirac, Speech at the Nobel Banquet in Stockholm, December 10, 1933.

In Chapter 3, criticisms were made of the existing features used to describe

pulsar candidates. The main concern raised was that those features represented

untested hypotheses over pulsar data, which may be subject to bias. In some

cases features have therefore been deployed with little or no evidence advocating

their use. Such features should ideally be subjected to a rigorous analysis, to

ensure they perform as we expect them to. However, existing features are diffi-

cult to evaluate given that most are not defined via clear formal mathematical

definitions. This hinders their reproducibility, making it practically impossible to

determine their true utility. Chapter 7 provided evidence suggesting that those

features which can be reproduced, may not be as effective as thought. Further-

more, evidence in Chapter 7 also demonstrated that bugs in feature generation

code can seriously hinder class separability. This highlights the importance of

sharing feature extraction code, to prevent such issues going unnoticed.

In this Chapter, new features for describing candidates have been developed

via a principled approach to candidate feature design and evaluation. When used

in combination with the GH-VFDT classifier, candidate selection performance is

significantly improved, greatly increasing pulsar recall. Before describing these

219
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results in detail, the design criteria for the new features are first described, and

then the new features introduced.

8.1 Feature Design Criteria

To build robust shareable features tolerant to bias, it is necessary to adopt stan-

dard procedures that facilitate feature reproducibility, and independent evalua-

tion within the pulsar search community. Morello et al. (2014) began this process

via the sharing of a fully-labelled data set1, and by defining a set of principles

used to design their features. Similarly for this work, a set of design criteria were

used. It is recommended that features,

• minimise biases & selection effects (Morello et al., 2014).

• be survey-independent for data interoperability.

• be implementation-independent, with concise mathematical definitions al-

lowing for reproducibility.

• be evaluated using a statistical framework that enables comparison and

reproducibility.

• guard against high dimensionality (Morello et al., 2014).

• be accompanied by public feature generation code, to facilitate co-operation

and feature improvement.

• be supplied in a standard data format.

• be evaluated on multiple data sets to ensure robustness.

8.2 Practical Considerations

The model introduced in Section 3.2 implies that candidate numbers are rising

exponentially, and that the majority of these are attributable to noise. By finding

candidate features that maximise the separation between noise and non-noise

candidates, these problems can be addressed. It is desirable to minimise the

1http://astronomy.swin.edu.au/~vmorello/.
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number of features used, so as to avoid the problems associated with the ‘curse

of dimensionality’ (Hughes, 1968), which reduces classification performance in

practice.

8.3 Proposed Features

In total eight new features were extracted from two components of the typical pul-

sar candidate, according to the feature design criteria of Section 8.1. These com-

ponents are summarised in Figure 8.1, and the features are defined in full in Table

8.1. The first four features are simple statistics obtained from the integrated pulse

profile (folded profile). The remaining four features are similarly obtained from

the DM-SNR curve2. These features are fundamental to the pulsar data under

investigation, are dissociated with any specific hypothesis, and are few in number.

Likewise they possess no intrinsic biases, except perhaps resolution, with respect

to the number of profile/DM-SNR curve bins used to describe a candidate. The

chosen features are, so far as possible, also survey/implementation-independent.

That is, provided integrated profile and DM-SNR curve data has the same nu-

merical range, for candidates output by different survey search pipelines.

Phase

In
te

n
si

ty

a) Integrated profile

DM

S
N

R

a) DM-SNR curve

Figure 8.1: Diagram showing which components of the standard pulsar candidate
new features were extracted from. Plot a) shows the integrated pulse profile,
plotted from the vector P . Plot b) shows the DM-SNR curve obtained from the
vector D.

2See plot E in Figure 2.15.
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Feature Description Definition

Profµ Mean of the integrated profile P .
1

n

n∑
i=1

pi

Profσ Standard deviation of the integrated profile P .

√∑n
i=1(pi − P̄ )2

n− 1

Profk Excess kurtosis of the integrated profile P .
1
n(
∑n

i=1(pi − P̄ )4)

( 1
n(
∑n

i=1(pi − P̄ )2))2
− 3

Profs Skewness of the integrated profile P .
1
n

∑n
i=1(pi − P̄ )3(√

1
n

∑n
i=1(pi − P̄ )2

)3
DMµ Mean of the DM-SNR curve D.

1

n

n∑
i=1

di

DMσ Standard deviation of the DM-SNR curve D.

√∑n
i=1(di − D̄)2

n− 1

DMk Excess kurtosis of the DM-SNR curve D.
1
n(
∑n

i=1(di − D̄)4)

( 1
n(
∑n

i=1(di − D̄)2))2
− 3

DMs Skewness of the DM-SNR curve D.
1
n

∑n
i=1(di − D̄)3(√

1
n

∑n
i=1(di − D̄)2

)3
Table 8.1: The eight features derived from the integrated pulse profile (folded
profile) P = {p1, . . . , pn}, and the DM-SNR curve D = {d1, . . . , dn}. For both P
and D, all pi and di ∈ N for i = 1, ..., n. Note that P̄ and D̄ are the means of the
integrated profile and DM-SNR curve respectively.
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These features were created by returning to first principles with respect to

feature design. By incorporating knowledge of the increasing trend in candidate

numbers predicted in Chapter 3, potential features were evaluated according to

how well they each separated noise and non-noise candidates. Starting with sim-

ple lower-order statistics as possible features (mean, mode, median etc.), the

ability of each to reject noise was considered statistically via a three-stage pro-

cess. Higher order statistics and derived features described by Thornton (2013)

were then added to the pool of possible features, and evaluated similarly. Those

achieving the best separation, and the best classification results when used to-

gether with machine learning classifiers, were then selected for use.

8.4 Feature Generation Cost

The computational cost of generating the features proposed here is extremely low,

especially compared to those employed previously (e.g. Bates et al., 2012; Bates,

2011). The first four moments, mean, standard deviation, skewness and kurtosis,

require minimal computational power to generate. This is important, since the

SDP used by the SKA, must not only classify candidates, but it must also extract

the heuristic features used for classification. The computational cost of generating

each feature in Floating-point operations (FLOP), can be directly computed from

the formulae in Table 8.1. This is achieved by counting the number of floating-

point operations required to perform each arithmetic operation. If n represents

the number of bins in the integrated profile and DM curve, then the cost is as

follows:

• Mean cost: 2(n-1) + 4 floating point operations.

• Standard deviation cost: 3(n-1) + 9 floating point operations.

• Skew cost: 3(n-1) + 7 floating point operations.

• Kurtosis cost: 3(n-1) + 7 floating point operations.

This assumes the following costs: addition, subtraction and multiplication all re-

quire 1 FLOP, whilst division and square root calculations require 4. The Stan-

dard deviation calculation above, assumes the mean has already been calculated

first. Likewise, the skew and kurtosis calculations assume the mean and standard

deviation values have already been computed, and are simply plugged in. In a
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typical scenario, where we have 128 bins across the integrated profile and DM

curve, the total cost per candidate is a mere 2,848 FLOP. If there are six million

candidates returned per typical SKA observation, as described in Section 3.2.1,

calculating these heuristics requires only 17 gigaflops3 of computational capacity

in total. A single modern laptop is capable of generating these heuristics in a

few seconds. The cost of computing other features, e.g. those described by Bates

et al. (2012) is much higher. The precise cost cannot be directly computed, due

to the use of procedures which do not necessarily terminate (e.g. curve fitting, or

optimisation steps). However, empirical tests of the features used by Bates et al.

(2012), suggest a cost of approximately 2 gigaflops per candidate4. For 6 million

candidates, this corresponds to a total compute requirement of 12 petaflops5 just

for heuristic feature generation. This is large even compared to the approximately

30 PFLOPs compute capacity of the SDP as currently designed (Broekema et al.,

2015).

8.5 Feature Evaluation

There are three primary considerations when evaluating new features. A feature

must i) be useful for discriminating between the various classes of candidate, ii)

maximise the separation between them, and iii) perform well in practice when

used in conjunction with a classification system. Three separate evaluation pro-

cedures have therefore been applied to the features listed in Table 8.1. The first

two forms of evaluation are presented in the section that follows, whilst classifi-

cation performance is described in Section 8.6, to allow for a comparison between

standard classifiers and the GH-VFDT using the new features. As features are

without meaning unless obtained from data, first the datasets used during the

evaluation are described, before details of the evaluation are presented.
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Dataset Examples Non-pulsars Pulsars

HTRU 1 91,192 89,995 1,196

HTRU 2 17,898 16,259 1,639

LOTAAS 1 5,053 4,987 66

Table 8.2: The pulsar data sets used for feature experimentation.

8.5.1 Data

Three separate datasets were used to test the discriminating capabilities of the

features. These are summarised in Table 8.2. The first data set (HTRU 1) was

produced by Morello et al. (2014). It is the first labelled6 candidate dataset made

publicly available7. It consists of 1, 196 pulsar and 89, 995 non-pulsar candidates,

in pulsar hunter xml files (.phcx files). These candidates were generated from

a re-processing of HTRU Medium Latitude data, using the Graphics processing

unit (GPU) based search pipeline peasoup (Barr et al., in prep.). The pipeline

searched for pulsar signals with DMs from 0 to 400 cm−3 pc, and also performed

an acceleration search between −50 to +50 m s−2. The HTRU 1 candidate sam-

ple possesses varied spin periods, duty cycles, and S/Ns.

In addition two further data sets were used during this work. The first (HTRU

2), is soon to be made available for analysis8. It comprises 1, 639 pulsar and

16, 259 non-pulsar candidates. These were obtained during an analysis of HTRU

Medium Latitude data by Thornton (2013), using a search pipeline that searched

DMs between 0 to 2000 cm−3 pc. The pipeline produced over 11 million can-

didates in total. Of these 1, 610 pulsar and 2, 592 non-pulsar candidates were

manually labelled by Bates et al. (2012) and Thornton (2013). These were com-

bined with an additional 13, 696 candidates, sampled uniformly from the same

3A gigaflop is a billion floating-point operations. Thus 17 gigaflops is 17 billion floating-point
operations.

4It took 5 seconds to generate the features of Bates et al. (2012), for a single candidate, on
a machine with a peak theoretical performance of 70.4 GFLOPs (Intel Corporation, 2013).

5A petaFLOP is a quadrillion (thousand trillion) floating point operations. Thus 12 petaflops
is 12 quadrillion floating point operations. Note this is total flops, and not flops per second.

6Containing correctly labelled pulsar and non-pulsar candidates.
7http://astronomy.swin.edu.au/~vmorello/.
8Pending publication of a paper describing this work.
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data set according to observational session and month. These additional candi-

dates were manually inspected and assigned their correct labels. Together the

two sets of labelled candidates form HTRU 2. It contains 725 of the known

1,108 pulsars in the survey region (Levin, 2012), along with re-detections and

harmonics. HTRU 2 also contains noise, along with strong and weak forms of

RFI. The third and final candidate data set (LOTAAS 1), was obtained during

the LOTAAS survey (Cooper, 2014a,b; LOFAR Pulsar Working Group, 2014)

and is currently private. The data set consists of 66 pulsar and 4, 987 non-pulsar

candidates. Feature data was extracted from these data sets using a new python

tool, the Pulsar Feature Lab. This tool is made available for community

use9 (Lyon, 2015d).

8.5.2 General Feature Separability

The discriminating capabilities of the new features when applied to HTRU 1, are

summarised in Figure 8.2 via standard box and whisker plots. For each feature

there are two distinct box plots. A coloured box plot representing the feature

distribution of known pulsars, and a plain black box plot showing the feature

distribution of non-pulsars. As the features have numerical ranges which differ

significantly, feature data was scaled to within the range [0, 1] prior to plotting.

This enables a separability comparison on the same scale. For each individual fea-

ture, the median value of the non-pulsar distribution was also subtracted. Thus

the plots are centred around the non-pulsar median, allowing the differences be-

tween pulsar and non-pulsar distributions to be seen more clearly.

The visualisation shows there to be a reasonable amount of separation be-

tween the pulsar and non-pulsar feature distributions. This is initial evidence for

the usefulness of these features10, but only on a visual level which is subject to

individual interpretation. A two-tailed students t-test (Mendenhall et al., 2012)

was applied to feature data across all three datasets, to determine if the means

of the pulsar and non-pulsar feature distributions were significantly different. A

rejection of the null hypothesis (no significant difference) would provide statistical

evidence for the separability indicated in the box plots. For all data sets there

9The tool and associated documentation can be found at https://github.com/

scienceguyrob/PulsarFeatureLab
10Similar levels of separability were observed when the same plot was produced for both the

HTRU 2 and LOTAAS 1 data sets.
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was a statistically significant difference between the pulsar and non-pulsar dis-

tributions at α = 0.01. A non-parametric Wilcoxon signed-rank test (Wilcoxon,

1945), was also undertaken with no difference in results. This evidence suggested

the features to be worthy of further, more rigorous investigation. The next step

involved determining the extent of any linear correlation between the features

and the target class variable (class label).

8.5.3 Correlation Tests

The point-biserial correlation coefficient rpb (Gupta, 1960), measures the linear

correlation between variables, when the target variable is naturally dichotomous.

It is equivalent to the Pearson product moment (Pearson, 1895; Guyon and Elis-

seeff, 2003), though it is better suited to feature data, which naturally assumes

a discrete target label y ∈ Y as described previously. To use the coefficient, the

data has to be split in to two groups. In this case the groups are the different

classes. Group g1 is the pulsar class, and g2 the non-pulsar class. There are n1

examples in group one, and n2 examples in group two. The value of rpb for the

data sample is given by,

rpb =
ḡ1 − ḡ2
σ

·
√

n2 · n1

n · (n− 1)
, (8.1)

where n is the total number of samples, ḡ1 and ḡ2 the mean value of groups one

and two respectively, and σ the sample standard deviation. Much like Pearson’s

product moment, the coefficient obtains a value in the range [−1, 1]. A positive

correlation implies that moving from group one to group two, is associated with

an increase in the output variable (high values tend to co-occur with group two).

A negative correlation implies that moving from group one to group two, is as-

sociated with a decrease in the output variable. Table 8.3 shows the correlation

between the eight features and the target class variable, for the three sample data

sets. The mean correlation has also been computed. Since rpb is non-additive,

this had to be determined using Fisher’s Z transformation (Fisher, 1921),

z =
1

2
ln
(1 + rpb

1− rpb

)
. (8.2)

Using Equation 8.2 the corresponding correlations of each feature on the three

datasets were transformed into additive z values. These were summed together,
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Feature
Dataset

Avg. rpb
HTRU 1 HTRU 2 LOTAAS 1

Profµ -0.310 -0.673 -0.508 -0.512

Profσ -0.084 -0.364 -0.337 -0.266

Profk 0.545 0.792 0.774 0.719

Profs 0.601 0.710 0.762 0.697

DMµ -0.174 0.401 0.275 0.175

DMσ 0.059 0.492 0.282 0.287

DMk 0.178 -0.391 0.426 0.074

DMs 0.190 -0.230 -0.211 -0.096

Table 8.3: The point-biserial correlation coefficient for each feature on the three
test data sets.

and the mean obtained. The mean z value was then transformed back into a

meaningful correlation using the inverse of Fisher’s Z so that,

rpb =
e2·z − 1

e2·z + 1
. (8.3)

The data in Table 8.3 shows there to be three features that on average, exhibit

strong correlations (> |0.5|). These include the mean, excess kurtosis, and skew

of the integrated pulse profile. All features exhibit a weak correlation on at least

one data set, which is stronger on others. The lowest correlation witnessed on

HTRU 1, between the standard deviation of the DM-SNR curve and the target

variable, performed much better on HTRU 2. This is probably due to differences

between the DM ranges of candidates in each dataset (0-400 cm−3 pc for HTRU 1

and 0-2000 cm−3 pc for HTRU 2). Irrespective of this, no features are completely

uncorrelated. Whilst there is variation in the effective linear separability of fea-

tures across all the data sets, it is perhaps surprising that such simple measures

possess discriminatory ability at all.

8.5.4 Information Theoretic Analysis

Caution must be used when judging features solely based upon their linear corre-

lations. Those features which possess linear correlations close to zero, may possess
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useful non-linear correlations which are harder to discern. The tools of informa-

tion theory (MacKay, 2002; Guyon and Elisseeff, 2003; Brown, 2009), which are

insensitive to data set size, can be used to look for such relationships.

Information theory uses the standard rules of probability to learn more about

features and their interactions. Features which at first appear information-poor,

may when combined with one or more other features, impart new and meaningful

knowledge (Guyon and Elisseeff, 2003). Applying this theory to candidate fea-

tures enables their comparison, evaluation, and selection within an established

framework for the first time.

Information theory describes each feature Xj in terms of entropy. Entropy is

a fundamental unit of information borrowed from Thermodynamics by Shannon

and Weaver (1949). It quantifies the uncertainty present in the distribution of

Xj. The entropy of Xj is defined as,

H(Xj) = −
∑
xv∈Xj

P (xv) log2 P (xv), (8.4)

where xv corresponds to each value that Xj can take, and P (xv) the probability

of xv occurring. If a given value of xv occurs with a high probability, then the

entropy of Xj is low. Conceptually this can be understood to mean that there

is little uncertainty over the likely value of Xj. Likewise if all possible values

of a feature are equally likely, then there is maximum uncertainty, and therefore

maximum entropy11. Whilst entropy can provide an indication of the uncertainty

associated with a feature, its main usefulness arises when conditioned on the

target variable (true class label) Y . The conditional entropy of Xj given Y is,

H(Xj|Y ) = −
∑
y∈Y

p(y)
∑
xv∈Xj

P (xv|y) log2 P (xv|y), (8.5)

where P (xv|y) is the probability of xv given y such that,

P (xv|y) =
P (xv, y)

P (y)
. (8.6)

This quantifies the amount of uncertainty in Xj once the value of Y is known.

11Maximum entropy for a feature that can take n possible values is given by log2(n).
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Feature

Dataset
Avg.

HTRU 1 HTRU 2 LOTAAS 1

H(Xj) I(Xj ;Y ) H(Xj) I(Xj ;Y ) H(Xj) I(Xj ;Y ) H(Xj) I(Xj ;Y )

Profk 1.062 0.073 1.549 0.311 0.948 0.088 1.186 0.157

Profµ 1.993 0.065 2.338 0.269 1.986 0.085 2.106 0.139

Profs 0.545 0.063 0.523 0.245 0.114 0.074 0.394 0.127

DMk 1.293 0.021 2.295 0.146 1.842 0.083 1.810 0.083

Profσ 2.011 0.007 1.972 0.115 2.354 0.061 2.112 0.061

DMσ 2.231 0.004 2.205 0.171 0.013 0.006 1.483 0.060

DMµ 1.950 0.028 0.835 0.114 0.015 0.008 0.933 0.050

DMs 0.138 0.013 1.320 0.041 2.243 0.045 1.233 0.033

Table 8.4: The entropy H(Xj), and mutual information I(Xj;Y ) of each feature.
Features are ranked according to their mutual information content with respect
to the class label Y . Higher mutual information is desireable.

Using Equations 9-11 it is possible to define the Mutual Information (MI) (Brown

et al., 2012)12 between the feature Xj, and the class label Y . This can be con-

sidered a method of measuring the correlation between a feature and the target

variable which detects non-linearities. MI is defined as,

I(Xj;Y ) = H(Xj)−H(Xj|Y ). (8.7)

The MI expresses the amount of uncertainty in Xj removed by knowing Y . If

I(Xj|Y ) = 0 then Xj and Y are independent. Whereas if I(Xj|Y ) > 0, then

knowing Y helps to better understand Xj. As MI is symmetric, knowing Xj

equivalently helps to better understand Y . Thus MI is often described as the

amount of information that one variable provides about another (Brown et al.,

2012). It is desirable for features to possess high MI with respect to pulsar/non-

pulsar labelling.

The MI helps identify relevant features, by enabling them to be ranked ac-

cording to those that result in the greatest reduction of uncertainty. It is one of

the most common filter methods (Kohavi and John, 1997; Guyon and Elisseeff,

2003; Brown et al., 2012) used for feature selection (Brown, 2009). The entropy

and MI of the eight new features are listed in Table 8.4. The features are ranked

12Also known as IG, or a specific case of the Kullback-Leibler divergence (MacKay, 2002).
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according to their mean MI content, where higher MI is desirable. To produce

this table, feature data was discretised (for reasons set out by Guyon and Elisseeff,

2003) for use with the information-theoretic feast13 and mitoolbox14 toolkits

developed by Brown et al. (2012). The data was discretised using 10 equal-width

bins using the filters within the weka data mining tool15. Simple binning was

chosen in favour of more advanced Minimum Description Length based discreti-

sation procedures (Fayyad and Irani, 1993), as these make feature comparisons

difficult. This is because these methods choose unequal bin-width sizes, which

differ on each dataset. This makes direct comparisons between datasets difficult.

The four scores extracted from the integrated profile contain the largest amount

of MI. These are the most relevant features. By contrast the MI content of fea-

tures extracted from the DM-SNR curve is much lower. It is tempting therefore

to write off these low scoring features, since their linear correlation coefficients

were also shown to be low in Table 8.3. However whilst MI indicates which fea-

tures are relevant, it is entirely possible for these features to contain redundant

information (Guyon and Elisseeff, 2003). Thus choosing the most relevant fea-

tures may not produce optimal feature subsets (Kohavi and John, 1997). The

Joint mutual information (JMI) criterion (Yang and Moody, 1999) can detect

and minimise such redundancy (Guyon and Elisseeff, 2003; Brown et al., 2012).

Given a set of features the JMI selects those with complementary information,

starting with the feature possessing the most mutual information X1. Using a

common greedy method of feature selection called ‘forward selection’ (Kohavi

and John, 1997; Guyon and Elisseeff, 2003), an iterative process is used to decide

which features are most complementary to X1. This is achieved using the notion

of the JMI score. The feature achieving the lowest score is considered the most

complimentary. The JMI is defined as,

JMI(Xj) =
∑
Xk∈F

I(XjXk;Y ), (8.8)

where XjXk can be understood as a joint probability, and F is the set of features.

The iterative process continues until a desired number of complimentary features

13http://www.cs.man.ac.uk/~gbrown/fstoolbox.
14http://www.cs.man.ac.uk/~pococka4/\gls{mi}Toolbox.html.
15http://www.cs.waikato.ac.nz/ml/weka.
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Feature
Dataset

Avg. Rank
HTRU 1 HTRU 2 LOTAAS 1

Profk 1 1 1 1

Profµ 3 3 3 3

DMσ 2 2 8 4

Profs 4 4 6 4.7

DMk 6 6 2 4.7

Profσ 7 5 5 5.7

DMµ 5 7 7 6.4

DMs 8 8 4 6.7

Table 8.5: The joint mutual information rank of each feature. Features are ranked
according to their average JMI across the three test data sets, where a lower rank
is better.

are selected. This produces a feature set that minimises redundancy. Alterna-

tively, if the desired number of features to select equals the total number of those

available, features can be ranked according to the JMI. Using the JMI in this

manner, the new features have been ranked such that a lower rank is preferable.

Upon applying this criterion, poor features are revealed to be useful as shown in

Table 8.5. This demonstrates that features extracted from the DM-SNR curve

impart complementary information, and are therefore ranked higher than profile

features which possess greater mutual information. The standard deviation of

the DM-SNR curve in particular, is ranked as the 2nd ‘best’ feature on two of the

three test datasets. Likewise the excess kurtosis and skewness of the DM-SNR

curve, are the second and fourth ‘best’ features for LOTAAS data respectively.

Thus all eight features possess utility.

8.6 Classification Performance

The GH-VFDT has already been shown to significantly improve recall rates for

pulsar data, above the levels achieved by established stream classifiers16. When

16See Chapter 6 for details.
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applied to a data stream containing 10,000 non-pulsar candidates for every legiti-

mate pulsar, it raised the recall rate from 30 to 86% (Lyon et al., 2014). This was

achieved using data described using the features designed by Bates et al. (2012)

and Thornton (2013). It is sensible to now determine if the new features improve

the classification performance of the GH-VFDT in a significant way.

Existing features and algorithms have been evaluated predominantly in terms

of classification accuracy. Such an analysis considers candidate selection as a

binary classification problem, whereby candidates arising from pulsars are con-

sidered positive (+), and those from non-pulsars negative (-). Features in this

domain are most often chosen according to how well they maximise classifier recall

(the fraction of legitimate pulsar candidates correctly classified17) and specificity

(fraction of non-pulsar candidates correctly classified18). Those classifiers attain-

ing high recall and specificity exhibit high accuracy, often interpreted to mean

that underlying features successfully discriminate between pulsar and non-pulsar

candidates.

This form of evaluation does enable features and classification approaches to

be tested quickly, with readily interpretable results. However using classifier per-

formance as a proxy to measure feature-separability, tests the classification system

used as much as the features under investigation (Brown et al., 2012). The choice

of classifier can influence the outcome of such an evaluation giving misleading re-

sults. Evaluation metrics themselves can also be misleading. Pulsar data sets are

imbalanced with respect to the total number of pulsar and non-pulsar candidates

within them (Lyon et al., 2013, 2014). Thus for data sets consisting of almost

entirely non-pulsar examples, high accuracy can often be achieved by classifying

all candidates as non-pulsar. In these situations accuracy is an unhelpful metric.

To overcome these possible sources of inaccuracy when evaluating the new

features and GH-VFDT together, the G-Mean metric (He and Garcia, 2009) is

again used. This describes the ratio between positive and negative accuracy,

a measure insensitive to the distribution of pulsar and non-pulsar examples in

test data sets. Additionally multiple classifiers are employed in this evaluation,

17Recall = TP
(TP+FN) , see Section 4.7 for more details.

18Specificity = TN
(FP+TN) , see Section 4.7 for more details.
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Dataset Algorithm G-Mean F-Score Recall Precision Specificity FPR Accuracy

HTRU 1
C4.5 0.962∗ 0.839∗ 0.961 0.748 0.962 0.038 0.962
MLP 0.976 0.891 0.976 0.820 0.975 0.025∗ 0.975
NB 0.925 0.837∗ 0.877 0.801 0.975 0.025∗ 0.965

SVM 0.967 0.922 0.947 0.898 0.988 0.012 0.984
GH-VFDT 0.961∗ 0.941 0.928 0.955 0.995 0.005 0.988

HTRU 2
C4.5 0.926 0.740 0.904 0.635∗ 0.949∗ 0.051∗ 0.946∗

MLP 0.931 0.752 0.913 0.650∗ 0.950∗ 0.050∗ 0.947∗

NB 0.902 0.692 0.863 0.579 0.943 0.057 0.937
SVM 0.919 0.789 0.871 0.723 0.969 0.031 0.961

GH-VFDT 0.907 0.862 0.829 0.899 0.992 0.008 0.978

LOTAAS 1
C4.5 0.969 0.623 0.948 0.494 0.991 0.009 0.990
MLP 0.988 0.846∗ 0.979 0.753 0.998 0.002 0.997∗

NB 0.977 0.782 0.959 0.673 0.996 0.004 0.996
SVM 0.949 0.932 0.901 0.966 0.999∗ 0.001∗ 0.999

GH-VFDT 0.888 0.830∗ 0.789 0.875 0.999∗ 0.001∗ 0.998∗

Table 8.6: Results obtained on the three test data sets. Bold type indicates
the best performance observed. Results with an asterisk indicate no statistically
significant difference between the algorithms at the α = 0.01 level.

which differ greatly in terms of their internal learning models. This allows for a

more general view of feature performance in practice to be revealed. This is also

useful for evaluating the performance of the GH-VFDT, with respect to standard

static supervised classifiers, which are at an advantage in such tests. Here four

standard classifiers found in the weka tool are used. These include the decision

tree algorithm C4.5 (Quinlan, 1993), the MLP neural network (Haykin, 1999),

the simple probabilistic classifier NB (Bishop, 2006), and a standard linear soft-

margin SVM (Cortes and Vapnik, 1995).

8.6.1 Classification Evaluation Procedure

Feature data was extracted from the data sets listed in Table 8.2, and then in-

dependently sampled 500 times. Each sample was split into test and training

sets. For HTRU 1 & 2, sampled training sets consisted of 200 positive and 200

negative examples, with remaining examples making up the test sets. LOTAAS

1 training sets contained 33 positive examples and 200 negative, with remaining

examples similarly making up the test sets. Each classifier (five in total) was

then trained upon, and made to classify each independent sample. There were

consequently 3 × 500 × 5 = 7, 500 tests in total. The performance of each algo-

rithm per data set was averaged to summarise overall performance. To evaluate

the averaged results results, one-factor ANOVA tests were performed, where the
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algorithm used was the factor. A HSD test (Tukey, 1949) was then applied to

determine if any differences in the results were statistically significant at α = 0.01.

8.6.2 Classification Results

Results in Table 8.6 indicate that it is possible to achieve high levels of classifier

performance using the new features described in Table 8.1. The classification re-

sults are also consistent across all three data sets. Thus the new features are the

first to achieve good survey independent performance for the candidate selection

problem.

Recall rates on all three test datasets are high, with 98% recall achieved by

the MLP on HTRU 1 and LOTAAS 1 data. High levels of accuracy were observed

throughout testing, and G-mean scores on HTRU 1 were particularly high. The

algorithms tested also exhibited high levels of specificity, and generally low false

positive rates, although the latter peaked near 6% for the NB classifier on HTRU

2 data. This is unremarkable for the simplest of classifiers tested, as the HTRU

2 data set is noisy which accounts for this somewhat.

The results also show that the GH-VFDT algorithm consistently outperformed

the static classifiers, in terms of both specificity and false positive return rate.

This is a highly desirable outcome for a stream classifier, since assigning positive

labels too often will return an unmanageable number of candidates. The GH-

VFDT classifier does not always predict ‘non-pulsar’ to give this result. It is

precise, achieving the best precision on two out of the three data sets. G-mean

and recall rates were also high for the GH-VFDT, the latter reaching 92.8% on

HTRU 1 data. The recall rates are lower on the remaining two data sets. However

it is worth noting that these data sets are considerably smaller than HTRU 1.

This is important, since the performance of the GH-VFDT (and of other stream

algorithms) improves as more examples are observed. The lower levels of recall on

HTRU 2 and LOTAAS 1 are therefore to be expected given the smaller dataset

size. In terms of the usefulness of this algorithm for pulsar candidate data streams,

the GH-VFDT returns consistently less than 1% of candidates as false positives.

This greatly reduces the quantity of candidates to be analysed.
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8.7 Summary

This Chapter has described eight new features useful for separating pulsar and

non-pulsar candidates. Combined with the GH-VFDT, a high fraction of legiti-

mate pulsar candidates can be extracted from test data, with recall rates reaching

almost 99%. When applied to data streams, the combination of these features

and the GH-VFDT enable over 90% of legitimate pulsar candidates to be recov-

ered. The corresponding false positive return rate is less than half a percent.

Together these developments significantly reduce the problems associated with

high candidate numbers, which currently make pulsar discovery difficult. They

also go some way towards mitigating the selection problems posed by next gen-

eration radio telescopes such as the SKA.

The new features are amongst the most rigorously tested in this domain.

However whilst their use is advocated on statistical grounds, their superiority

to all other existing features has not been demonstrated. Whilst other existing

features remain impossible to replicate, this comparison cannot be undertaken.

Nonetheless even if these features are one day shown to be inferior to others,

they have proven extremely useful. The next Chapter describes their application,

along with the GH-VFDT, to currently executing pulsar surveys.



Chapter 9

Applications

“There does not exist a category of science to which one can give

the name applied science. There are sciences and the applications of

science, bound together as the fruit of the tree which bears it.”

— Louis Pasteur, Revue Scientifique (1871)

The techniques and tools developed for this thesis, have been packaged and

released under an open source software license (Lyon, 2015c,d,e). In some cases

these tools have been handed over to radio astronomers, and actively applied

as part of their pulsar search pipelines. To date their application has helped

astronomers increase the known pulsar population by 1%. Here these applications

are briefly summarised.

9.1 Current Applications

9.1.1 LOFAR Tied-array All-sky Survey Data

LOTAAS is a currently ongoing all Northern-sky survey for radio pulsars and fast

radio transients (Coenen et al., 2014; Cooper, 2014a,b; LOFAR Pulsar Working

Group, 2014; Cooper, 2016). It is being undertaken using the Low-frequency ar-

ray (LOFAR) in the Netherlands, which is a pre-cursor for the SKA with both

high data rates, and high candidate volumes. This relatively new instrument com-

pleted in 2012, possesses twice the sensitivity of earlier radio telescopes, and a

significantly larger FOV (LOFAR Pulsar Working Group, 2015). Combined with

a state-of-the-art signal processing back-end, and computational search pipeline,

238
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this instrument produces approximately 16 TB of raw data per survey hour (LO-

FAR Pulsar Working Group, 2015). This raw data is processed on the Dutch na-

tional super computer, Cartesius1, ultimately producing a large number of pulsar

candidates. These candidates have been passed through the Pulsar Feature

Lab application (Lyon, 2015d) deployed upon Cartesius. This created feature

sets for many millions of candidates, each comprised of the eight new features

developed in Chapter 8.

The GH-VFDT (Lyon, 2015c) has been applied to these LOTAAS candidates

by astronomers at the Jodrell Bank Centre for Astrophysics (Cooper, 2016). It

has assisted in the identification of 20 new pulsars in this data (LOFAR Pulsar

Working Group, 2015; Cooper, 2016). Prior to the implementation of the GH-

VFDT, only 4 LOTAAS pulsars had been discovered via simple thresholding,

and passes of manual candidate inspection. It was only possible to discover the

next 20 efficiently, through the implementation of the new methods presented

in this thesis, due to the large number of candidates LOTAAS has generated.

The properties of the 20 LOTAAS pulsars discovered during the course of this

survey, are part of another students work (Cooper, 2016). They are therefore

not published here. However these discoveries can be viewed online (see LOFAR

Pulsar Working Group, 2015; University of Manchester, 2014). Those applying

the approaches developed in this thesis to LOTAAS data, are also independently

analysing their performance. Their analyses will assess how well the classifier

performs on the different types of legitimate pulsar candidate, and attempt to

identify any unknown biases which may be present. The outcome of this work

will be used to refine the candidate features, helping to improve future selection

performance. This analysis also forms a significant part of their work (see Cooper,

2016), and so is similarly not described here.

9.1.2 High Time Resolution Universe Survey Data

The Southern HTRU was conducted between 2010-12 at the Parkes radio tele-

scope in Australia (Keith et al., 2010; Burke-Spolaor et al., 2011; Keith et al.,

2011; Bates et al., 2011a, 2012; Barr et al., 2013). The survey was focused on

finding MSPs and fast radio transients, using an instrument that has detected the

majority of pulsars known to science. The data collected during the survey has

1https://userinfo.surfsara.nl/systems/cartesius/description.
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already been processed by others, revealing a number of new discoveries (Bates,

2011; Levin, 2012; Thornton, 2013). In recent months, the GH-VFDT has begun

to be applied to the previously un-searched high latitude component of this data

set. The data has already been reprocessed to extract the new candidate features

of Chapter 8, and the GH-VFDT applied. At present the results of the search

are incomplete, and will be described elsewhere as part of another students work

(Cooper, 2016). However the new techniques developed in this thesis, have so

far re-detected many known sources, and helped to find 4 new pulsars (Cooper,

2016).

General HTRU Perfromance

The anlsysis presented in Chapter 6, shows that the GH-VFDT recovers over

90% of known pulsars in HTRU medium latitude test samples, using the features

of Bates et al. (2012). Whilst in Chapter 8, when used in conjunction with

the new features developed in this thesis, the GH-VFDT achieves up to 99%

pulsar recall on HTRU data (See Table 8.6), which is representative of the wider

pulsar population. Of the 12 pulsars (the remaining 1%) missed during testing2,

there is no obvious pulsar type being misclassified more than any other. This

therefore leaves little scope for the presence of any biases with respect to pulsar

characteristics or subtype, which could cause specific pulsars to be misclassified.

A more rigorous analysis of the potential biases of the algorithm and features,

is beyond this current work. This is because i) the misclassified sample is too

small for analysis, and ii) the author has no access to other pulsar data sets for

study. It is therefore not possible to determine with certainty at this time, if the

GH-VFDT is biased against/toward particular types of pulsar. This will however

be the focus of studies undertaken in the coming years (e.g. Cooper, 2016; Tan

in prep.).

9.1.3 GMRT High Resolution Southern Sky Survey Data

The GHRSS, is a ongoing off-Galactic plane survey for pulsars and radio tran-

sients (Bhattachatyya, 2014; Bhattacharyya et al., 2016). It is being undertaken

using the Giant metrewave Radio Telescope (GMRT) in India. The methods

2Only 12 were misclassified out of 1,196.
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described in this thesis are being applied to this survey data at present (Bhat-

tacharyya et al., 2016). Whilst there are no results as of yet, 2 discoveries made

serendipitously in this data without software tools, were later detected by the

GH-VFDT using the new candidate features (S. Cooper, private communication,

2015).

9.2 Future Applications

9.2.1 Survey for Pulsars and Extra-galactic Radio Bursts

SUPERB is an ongoing survey for pulsars and Extragalactic radio bursts (Barr,

2014b; Keane et al., 2014b), currently being undertaken at the Parkes telescope

in Australia. SUPERB is a survey which has deployed a number of new process-

ing techniques, in anticipation of the challenges associated with processing data

produced by next generation radio telescopes such as the SKA. The data pro-

cessing pipeline used by SUPERB, employs two separate search modes: on-line

and off-line search. The on-line search mode is conducted in almost real-time,

by taking advantage of the processing power of modern GPUs to rapidly process

data. As new data is recorded via the receiver of the Parkes Telescope, it is im-

mediately searched for periodic signals using the Peasoup GPU search library

(Barr, 2014a), and single pulse bursts using the Heimdall transient detection

pipeline (Barsdell, 2014).

The outputs of these software systems are fed to an ML algorithm, with the

most promising detections flagged for review. The ML system used for on-line

search is the static SPINN neural network (Morello et al., 2014). Off-line mode

is similar to on-line mode, except that it searches all collected survey data in

much greater detail. Peasoup and Heimdall will again be used to search in

off-line mode, but this time to search over a much wider parameter space (larger

acceleration/jerk range, the narrowest single pulses). It is planned that the GH-

VFDT, and the new candidate features, be applied to this dataset3, both in

isolation and in concert with SPINN to produce aggregated predictions.

3The data will be publicly released soon, see Keane et al. (2014c) for details.
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9.2.2 SKA Pulsar Surveys

In Chapters 6 and 8, evidence was presented that suggested the methods devel-

oped in this thesis, were capable of maintaining high levels of pulsar recall during

SKA pulsar searches. The results show a recall rate of 99% is achievable, with a

corresponding false positive rate of between 0.1% to 0.5% (See Table 8.6). Com-

pared to the capabilities of existing candidate classifiers, summarised in Table 6.1,

the GH-VFDT performs extremely well. Only one existing candidate classifier is

able to match this level of performance. All others exhibit lower recall and higher

false positive rates.

To utilise the GH-VFDT during SKA pulsar searches, it would have to be

included as a module in the SKA pulsar search processing pipeline, along with

the Pulsar Feature Lab feature extraction code. This is entirely feasible.

Let us assume a typical SKA observation will generate 6 million candidates per

observation, with 500 seconds allocated to process this data. This implies that

during SKA pulsar searches, candidates must be classified at a rate of at least

12,000 per second to achieve real-time operation. In Chapter 6, performance

results were presented which showed that the GH-VFDT is capable of classifying

approximately 100,000 candidates per second. This shows that today, real-time

performance is possible using commodity hardware and this algorithm4. Minimal

computational capacity is also required to generate the classification features

used by the GH-VFDT. In Chapter 8, the computational cost of computing the

newly developed features, was found to be only 17 gigaflops in total5 for 6 million

candidates. Even using currently available CPUs, it was possible to generate this

feature data in a small number of seconds. The methods developed in this thesis

are therefore so lightweight, that they do not apply constraints on the architecture

or hardware used for the SKA’s SDP (Broekema et al., 2015; Nijboer et al., 2015).

The computational capacity required for both feature generation and candidate

classification, is far below 1% of the planned 30 petaflop per second compute

capacity of the SDP (Broekema et al., 2015; Nijboer et al., 2015).

4This was achieved on a five year old laptop computer, as described in Section 6.5.4.
5Today consumer CPUs have far more computational power (Intel Corporation, 2013).
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Implementation & Deployment

The machine learning tools developed in this thesis, should require only minor

modifications to function within the planned SKA pulsar search pipeline infras-

tructure (see Broekema et al., 2015; Nijboer et al., 2015). The only foreseeable

necessary modifications, involve connecting the developed tools via software inter-

faces, to the processing chains which manage the ingest and output of candidate

data. Due to the modular nature of the GH-VFDT and Pulsar Feature Lab,

and indeed pulsar search tools more generally, this should be easy to accomplish

with minimal effort. In terms of hardware requirements, both feature extraction

and candidate classification, can be undertaken in concert on a single computa-

tional node. Such a node requires only modest computational capabilities, even

by today’s standards. It should be noted that as the SKA design is incomplete

(Broekema et al., 2015; Nijboer et al., 2015)6, precise implementation challenges

are difficult to anticipate. Thus it is possible for there to be challenges which

cannot currently be foreseen. However the publicly available versions of the GH-

VFDT (Lyon, 2015c), and Pulsar Feature Lab (Lyon, 2015d), have been

successfully applied to LOTAAS without modification.

The methods developed in this thesis can be used for both targeted searches

of the Galactic centre and Globular clusters, and blind all-sky searches with the

SKA. However at present no such searches are defined in detail, making an anal-

ysis of the new techniques with respect to specific survey strategies impossible.

Until the SKA design is finalised, the scientific community can only design gen-

eral survey strategies (e.g. see Eatough et al., 2014; Hessels et al., 2014; Keane

et al., 2014a), and study their potential scientific utility. There is also yet to be

an estimate of the number of candidates that such searches will produce, except

for the work presented in Chapter 3 of this thesis. It is therefore difficult to es-

timate the expected classification accuracy for targeted and blind SKA searches.

However, there is no reason to believe the performance will be any different, from

that experienced with SKA precursors such as LOTAAS.

6The design phase is due to complete in March 2017.



Chapter 10

Conclusions & Future Work

“Go on till you come to the end; then stop.”

— Lewis Carroll, Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland

10.1 Summary

This thesis began with a simple question: why is it that pulsars are so hard to

find? The answer arrived at, is in some respects, equally simple. Pulsars are

hard to find not because they cannot be detected by radio telescopes, but rather

because their signals are difficult to isolate in observational data. Modern surveys

generate millions of candidate pulsar detections, and many of these exhibit pulsar-

like characteristics of interest. With no way of knowing beforehand which are

most likely pulsars, and which are most likely noise or interference, it is unclear

which should be investigated. As undertaking an investigation is costly, both

financially and in terms of human effort, it is important to choose candidates

carefully. However, despite proceeding with great care, it remains inherently

difficult to accurately choose candidates for investigation. This has led to the so

called ‘candidate selection problem’. This thesis aimed to devise an accurate real-

time candidate selection mechanism, capable of overcoming the selection problem

for future pulsar surveys, conducted with the SKA. To make achieving this aim

tractable, it was divided into six key research objectives:

1. To gain an understanding of the nature of radio pulsars, their emission

properties, and their emission behaviour.

244
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2. To investigate the pulsar search process, the components of the standard

signal search pipeline, and the implications of pulsar survey design choices

on data/candidate capture rates.

3. To assess the effectiveness of existing candidate selection approaches, de-

termining their strengths and weaknesses.

4. To analyse the suitability of existing machine learning approaches for real-

time candidate selection, highlighting any weaknesses to be overcome.

5. To design a new real-time candidate selection approach which overcomes

the problems associated with existing selection mechanisms, and the in-

adequacies of state-of-the-art machine learning algorithms with respect to

pulsar data.

6. To evaluate the proposed solution, determining how well it separates legit-

imate and spurious pulsar candidates.

To achieve these objectives, two very different but complimentary domains,

pulsar astrophysics and machine learning, were approached jointly. The pulsar

phenomena, selection problem, and search process, were first detailed in Chap-

ters 1 and 2. In this way the 1st and 2nd research objectives outlined above were

achieved. Chapter 3 built upon this background. It introduced for the first time,

a model of the underlying distribution of pulsar candidate data. It suggested that

much of the difficultly associated with candidate selection, can be attributed to

the dominance of noise. Noise was already known to empirically constitute a large

proportion of candidates (Eatough et al., 2010; Morello et al., 2014). However,

the new model makes two predictions that are rarely, if ever, described. As pul-

sar survey specifications improve: i) the absolute number of candidates produced

by pulsar searches follows an exponential trend over time, and ii) an increasing

proportion of these candidates are attributable to noise, which causes existing

candidate methods to return far too many false positives. This model has proven

successful at estimating the total number of candidates output by existing pulsar

surveys, and has been published in the peer-reviewed radio astronomy literature.

Chapter 3 studied the problem of noise candidates, and their increasing vol-

umes, in more detail. It revealed that whilst in the past it may have been possible

to filter out such noise using S/N cuts, on the assumption that most noise will
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possess a low S/N, this approach is fundamentally counter productive. As survey

specifications improve, the dominance of noise becomes so great, that high S/N

noise candidates become commonplace. To remove them requires using a S/N

threshold so high, that when applied, will reject weak legitimate pulsar candi-

dates outright. At the same time, improvements in telescope design and survey

specifications, are worsening the candidate selection problem in more practical

ways. First, the volumes of data captured by increasingly sensitive telescopes

are becoming impossible to store. Second, increasing data capture rates place

great emphasis on rapid selection decisions, so that promising candidates can be

prioritised for storage. These practical problems, much like candidate selection

itself, are difficult to solve.

A review of existing pulsar candidate selection methods was conducted in

Chapter 3. It revealed the weaknesses inherent in existing approaches. In par-

ticular, it described their inability to deal with increasing data capture rates. In

response, the candidate selection problem was revisited in Chapter 4 as a fun-

damental learning task. It was analysed within the context of modern machine

learning research, and a search undertaken for possible state-of-the-art solutions.

The completed review of existing candidate selection methods, and the review

of the machine learning literature, satisfied the 3rd and 4th research objectives

respectively.

Based upon the review of machine learning research, data stream mining was

identified as a promising avenue of investigation. Stream classifiers are able to

process large volumes of data quickly and efficiently, both attractive properties for

a ‘future ready’ SKA selection approach. An analysis of the performance of stream

classifiers on pulsar data, indicated that whilst their computational efficiency was

excellent, their selection accuracy was poor. This result was successfully reported

in a peer-reviewed paper, published in the computer science domain. It attributed

the observed drop in classifier performance to the imbalanced learning problem.
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The imbalanced learning problem occurs most often, when large datasets are

dominated by a single majority class. In such data three factors make it difficult

to differentiate between minority, and majority class examples. Class-overlap

causes a blurring of the septation between the classes, often due to measurement

noise or poorly separating features that describe the data. The remaining two fac-

tors, small-disjuncts and small sample size, make it hard for learning algorithms

to form accurate classification boundaries, by exacerbating the class-overlap. To-

gether these cause classifiers to exhibit poor minority class recall, due largely to

a bias for always predicting the majority class label.

The imbalanced learning problem provides an explanation for why genuine

pulsar candidates are hard to isolate in pulsar datasets. The imbalanced charac-

teristics of the data, blur the line between noise and non-noise candidates to such

an extent, that pulsars become the proverbial needles in a rather large haystack.

Given this realisation, an obvious way to achieve a significant improvement in

pulsar recall, would be to overcome the imbalance. This avenue was pursued. It

resulted in the creation of a new stream classification algorithm, the GH-VFDT,

robust to the imbalanced learning problem. The new approach is able to consid-

erably improve pulsar recall rates. It is able to sustain a recall rate of over 90%

(See Table 8.6) for a false positive rate of less than 0.5%. It thus achieves recall

rates high enough, and false positive rates low enough, for accurate candidate

selection. The results presented in Chapter 6 also indicate, that the GH-VFDT

is able to classify candidates faster than real-time. The GH-VFDT therefore pro-

vides a viable way to select candidates in SKA data streams. The development

of the GH-VFDT thereby successfully achieved the 5th research objective. The

algorithm is a contribution not only to pulsar astrophysics, but also to the ma-

chine learning domain, where it was published in a peer-reviewed paper.

Further efforts were made to overcome the imbalanced learning problem, by

improving the features used to describe pulsar candidates. A study was under-

taken to evaluate existing candidate features, and a number of key deficiencies

identified. Eight features were designed to overcome these weaknesses in Chapter

8, each with few, if any, intrinsic learning biases. The features are simple, easy

to compute, and have a naturally intuitive interpretation. An analysis of these

features demonstrated their ability to separate pulsar and non-pulsar candidates,
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in a variety of datasets. When evaluated in conjunction with the GH-VFDT,

an improved level of pulsar recall of up to 99% was achieved. This evaluation

satisfied the 6th research objective, via showing how effective the GH-VFDT is

for real world pulsar classification. This level of performance was good enough to

warrant the application of the approach, to currently executing pulsar surveys.

At present it is deployed within the software search pipelines of both the GHRSS

and LOTAAS surveys. To date it has assisted astronomers in finding 20 new

pulsars during the LOTAAS survey, and 4 others in reprocessings of HTRU data.

So far these contributions have helped increase the known pulsar population by

1%. This figure is anticipated to rise in time.

Finally this research has contributed a number of new open source software

packages for research use. These include the STUFFED framework for experimen-

tation with imbalanced and unlabelled data streams (Lyon, 2015e), the Pulsar

Feature Lab (PFL) for evaluating new and existing candidate pulsar features

(Lyon, 2015d), and the GH-VFDT algorithm (Lyon, 2015c). The results pre-

sented in this thesis have also been released under an open license for community

evaluation. This enables this research to be reproduced, confirmed, or refuted as

appropriate. Taken together, these efforts have greatly mitigated the candidate

selection problem, though the problem will never be ultimately solved. The iden-

tification of interesting artefacts in data has always been difficult. It will remain

difficult as the data we create becomes increasingly complex. For the time being

however, this work has helped make the selection process less tedious, and as-

sisted in the identification of new pulsars to science. It is hoped that the methods

described herein will continue to be refined, ultimately making the selection of

candidates routine for the astronomers of the future.

10.2 Conclusions

This work set out to develop a candidate selection algorithm for use during SKA

pulsar searches. Not only has such an algorithm been created, but it has been

actively applied to executing surveys. It has been central to the discovery of a

number of new pulsars, and continues to be utilised and refined by others. The

primary aims of this work have been achieved, and thus this research can be

deemed a success in that regard. Some general conclusions can be drawn from
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this work. These are summarised below.

• The original research hypothesis suggested there existed some salient fea-

tures of legitimate pulsar candidates, which marks them out amidst the

large number of signals attributable to noise and RFI. Based on the results

presented in this thesis, this is concluded to be true. The levels of classi-

fication performance achieved using the GH-VFDT, can only be attained

if the data possessed features useful for separating pulsar and non-pulsar

candidates. Random guessing could not achieve such levels of performance.

• It is possible to identify a set of features which can be used by machine

learning algorithms, to learn a separation between pulsar and non-pulsar

candidates. This is evidenced by the separability of the features developed

during this work, which greatly improved classifier recall. There likely exists

undiscovered features which have the potential to greatly improve classifi-

cation performance in practice. Efforts should be made to continue refining

features until these are found.

• Existing stream classifiers are ill suited to imbalanced data sets, providing

the impetus for further research in this area. Whilst the GH-VFDT is but

a first step in that direction, it has proven adept at mitigating the effects of

the imbalanced learning problem. It also maintained very low resource use,

an essential requirement for a real-time SKA candidate selection approach.

10.3 Limitations

The scope of this thesis is rather large. It aimed to provide a grounding in the

principals of pulsar search and machine learning classification, for students start-

ing out in this area. Consequently whilst a large number of possible research

areas have been identified, only a single path was followed. It is entirely possible

that these alternative paths may have led to more fruitful results. This is a gen-

eral problem perhaps not specific to this work, but it is worth noting that many

alternative approaches could have been taken.

It is unclear how well the methods described in this thesis perform for differ-

ent types of pulsar. It would have been desirable to characterise the recall rates

of the GH-VFDT on these different pulsars, to enable an understanding of any
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potential biases it may possess. Specifically, when applied with the new candidate

features developed in this work. Where these techniques have been applied, this

information is unavailable due to dataset restrictions. Others will likely provide

such an analysis as this information becomes available (Cooper, 2016).

The GH-VFDT is an effective stream classifier, though it fails to address a

significant problem with pulsar data - a lack of labelled examples. An evaluation

of pulsar data demonstrated its unsuitability for unsupervised/semi-supervised

learning, at least using the 22 features that pre-date this thesis. Initial attempts

at incorporating unlabelled data into the GH-VFDT model were ultimately un-

successful. However these efforts did not make use of the new features outlined in

Chapter 8, which came afterwards. It would have been desirable to find a way to

utilise unlabelled data in the GH-VFDT algorithm, and to evaluate the suitability

of the new candidate features for unsupervised/semi-supervised learning.

10.4 Future Work

Here follows a number of recommendations for future research.

• Utilising unlabelled data. Unlabelled data has the potential to im-

prove the classification boundaries induced by machine learning algorithms.

When labels are difficult to come by, as during an active pulsar search, this

unlabelled data could be used to actively improve classifier performance and

to automatically label examples. This could, in principle, save a great deal

of human effort. Semi-supervised learning approaches have the potential to

assist in this manner and should be explored.

• Ensemble approaches. Classifier ensembles are often used upon data

streams. They are used to group together several weak poorly performing

learners, into an aggregate classifier capable of accurate decision making.

A great deal of stream research effort has focussed on creating ensembles to

improve imbalanced data performance. However with the GH-VFDT, an ef-

fective stream classifier, one must wonder if an improvement in performance

could be achieved by creating a GH-VFDT ensemble. Bagging or boosting

the GH-VFDT could lead to a significant improvement in minority class

recall. Whilst this adaptation may be uninteresting to the ML purist, the
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benefits could be great for the astronomical practitioner. Ensemble studies

should therefore be pursued.

• Drift detection. At present drift detection has not been explicitly built

into the GH-VFDT learning model. It may be advantageous to add this ca-

pability given the results presented in Chapter 7, which indicate that pulsar

data drifts. Candidates arising from local RFI, which should be subject to

greater drift than legitimate signals, could in principal be removed if drift

was tracked. To enable this capability, the drift within pulsar data needs

to be understood, and evaluated on the features developed in Chapter 8.

• Multi-class classification. At present candidate selection has been treated

as a binary classification problem. It may be possible for a multi-class ap-

proach to provide better results, if trained with three distinct forms of data

- pulsar, RFI and noise. A system given training data that characterises

all three phenomena, may return a lower false positive rate. This avenue

should be explored further.

• Outlier detection. It is possible to treat candidate selection as an outlier

detection problem. With non-pulsar candidates forming the vast majority

of those observed, there is a great deal of non-pulsar data available for

learning. If this data can be labelled, it should, in principle, allow the non-

pulsar class to be well described. An outlier detection approach could then

be used to identify those candidates most dissimilar to noise, as a means to

select promising candidates. Perhaps this approach will yield better results

than binary classification, as it only requires labelled examples from the

abundant non-pulsar class.

• Feature bias. The possible biases of the new features presented in this

thesis, should be investigated further. It is unclear at present which types

of legitimate pulsar candidate the features work best for, or if there are

some types of candidate which remain difficult to separate from noise. Their

survey independence should be examined with greater rigour, as more pulsar

datasets become publicly available.
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Appendix A

Pulsar Survey Specifications

Tables A.1 - A.5 describe the technical specifications of pulsar surveys conducted

between 1968-2015. The tables also list the expected specifications of future pul-

sar surveys conducted with the SKA (Smits et al., 2009a) and the Five hundred

meter aperture spherical telescope under construction in China (Smits et al.,

2009b). The tables do not list all surveys undertaken during the period, though

every effort has been made to make them as complete as possible. The omission

of a specific survey should be treated as an accidental oversight, as opposed to a

judgement on its significance. Note that only radio pulsar searches are included

here. X-ray pulsar searches undertaken during this period (Fermi LAT Collabo-

ration, 2009; Ransom et al., 2011) are omitted.

An interactive website, the pulsar survey db, has been created to share

this information. This website provides additional details not included here, that

describe the data processing characteristics of each survey. This website is yet

to be hosted on-line, though a full version of it can be downloaded and viewed

off-line for study1.

1https://github.com/scienceguyrob/PulsarSurveyDB.
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Appendix B

Stream Classifier Test Results

B.1 Classification Results

These classification results support the conclusions outlined in Chapter 5. A

complete version of this dataset can be found on-line1 (Lyon, 2015a).

Balance +1 : -10
Labelling (%) 1 5 10 25 50 75 99 100

Accuracy .950 .969 .970 .972 .977 .976 .977 .976
Precision .751 .818 .809 .821 .926 .902 .912 .901
Recall .700 .847 .878 .887 .818 .823 .823 .834
Specificity .975 .981 .979 .980 .993 .991 .992 .991
NPV .970 .985 .988 .989 .982 .982 .982 .984
FPR .025 .019 .021 .020 .007 .009 .008 .009
F1 Score .721 .832 .841 .851 .868 .860 .865 .865
G-Mean .824 .911 .927 .932 .901 .903 .904 .909

Table B.1: Hoeffding tree performance on Pulsar data with an ir= 0.1.

Balance +1 : -100
Labelling (%) 1 5 10 25 50 75 99 100

Accuracy .989 .991 .993 .993 .995 .995 .995 .995
Precision .458 .570 .629 .649 .784 .782 .788 .771
Recall .583 .479 .604 .732 .737 .730 .712 .744
Specificity .993 .996 .997 .996 .998 .998 .998 .998
NPV .996 .995 .996 .997 .997 .997 .997 .997
FPR .007 .004 .003 .004 .002 .002 .002 .002
F1 Score .500 .496 .607 .683 .758 .752 .744 .755
G-Mean .749 .672 .767 .853 .858 .853 .842 .861

Table B.2: Hoeffding tree performance on Pulsar data with an ir= 0.01.

1http://dx.doi.org/10.6084/m9.figshare.1534548.
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Balance +1 : -1000
Labelling (%) 1 5 10 25 50 75 99 100

Accuracy .999 .999 .999 .999 .999 .999 .999 .999
Precision .337 .468 .457 .548 .577 .580 .624 .649
Recall .185 .394 .449 .514 .607 .631 .591 .627
Specificity 1.00 1.00 .999 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
NPV .999 .999 .999 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
FPR .0004 .0005 .0005 .0004 .0005 .0005 .0004 .0004
F1 Score .223 .419 .449 .526 .587 .602 .603 .628
G-Mean .406 .622 .668 .711 .776 .792 .767 .790

Table B.3: Hoeffding tree performance on Pulsar data with an ir= 0.001.

Balance +1 : -10000
Labelling (%) 1 5 10 25 50 75 99 100

Accuracy .9999 .9999 .9999 .9999 .9999 .9999 .9999 .9999
Precision .274 .305 .263 .339 .318 .394 .422 .460
Recall .083 .094 .039 .079 .042 .128 .151 .197
Specificity .99997 .99998 .99999 .99999 .99999 .99998 .99998 .99998
NPV .99991 .99991 .99990 .99991 .99990 .99991 .99992 .99992
FPR .00003 .00002 .00001 .00001 .00001 .00002 .00002 .00002
F1 Score .113 .137 .065 .120 .073 .183 .213 .269
G-Mean .263 .290 .185 .258 .194 .341 .372 .432

Table B.4: Hoeffding tree performance on Pulsar data with an ir= 0.0001.

B.2 Classification Runtime

During stream experimentation the runtime of classifiers increased steadily with

the number of examples processed. This is shown in Table B.5. The Hoeffding

Tree was capable of the highest throughput, classifying over 11 million instances

in approximately 144 seconds. That equates to around 76,000 instances classi-

fied per second. The lowest throughput classifiers were the ensemble learners Oza

Bag and Oza boost. Their classification throughput was around 24,000 and 20,000

instances per second respectively. These test results were obtained using a ma-

chine with a single 2.2 GHz Quad Core mobile processor (Intel Core i7-2720QM

Processor).

B.3 Memory Usage

Of the datasets used for experimentation, only the pulsar data provides a large

enough sample of examples to determine how much memory these classifiers use

in practice on large streams. For the pulsar data set, classifier memory use was

observed to increase steadily as the number of examples observed increased. That
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Balance +1 : -10 +1 : -100 +1 : -1,000 +1 : -10,000
Labelling (%) 0 50 75 100 0 50 75 100 0 50 75 100 0 50 75 100

Hoeffding Tree .13 .19 .21 .22 1.2 1.6 1.7 1.8 11.8 15.8 16.6 17.4 107.3 114.7 123.9 143.9
Hoeffding
Adaptive Tree

.14 .24 .29 .35 1.2 2.5 3.1 4.0 11.8 24.9 32.0 35.6 79.1 176.1 225.6 272.5

Hoeffding
Option Tree

.13 .30 .40 .50 1.2 3.5 4.1 4.4 11.8 30.8 37.0 37.2 79.1 168.1 207.5 196.9

Ada Hoeffding
OptionTree

.13 .30 .41 .50 1.2 3.5 4.1 4.4 11.8 30.8 37.0 37.3 80.0 168.7 209.6 197.5

Oza Bag .14 .72 .83 .96 1.2 5.3 6.0 7.0 12.1 48.2 56.0 63.0 81.9 369.3 421.1 457.1
Oza Boost .14 .80 1.0 1.18 1.2 6.4 7.8 9.2 12.0 56.6 67.0 77.4 81.0 415.6 492.9 544.6

Table B.5: Runtime (s) results for classifiers run upon pulsar data. The sizes of
the datasets used are as follows: for the +1 : -10 dataset 15,152 instances, for
the +1 : -100 dataset 142,511 instances, for the +1 : -1,000 dataset 1,412,411
instances, and for the +1 : -10,000 dataset 11,219,969 instances.

said, the amount of memory used by these algorithms was relatively small. The

Hoeffding tree in particular did not require more than 2.1 MB of memory for

a stream containing more than 11 million examples. Table B.6 presents details

of the memory use of the algorithms tested. It shows how memory use changes

as the proportion of labelled instances in the stream is altered, under four class

imbalance scenarios.

Balance +1 : -10 +1 : -100 +1 : -1,000 +1 : -10,000
Labelling (%) 0 50 75 100 0 50 75 100 0 50 75 100 0 50 75 100

Hoeffding Tree .0001 .05 .06 .08 .0001 .20 .25 .32 .0001 .66 .93 1.2 .0001 1.1 1.6 2.1
Hoeffding
Adaptive Tree

.0002 .07 .09 .08 .0002 .25 .20 .40 .0002 .23 .43 .14 .0002 .36 .58 .78

Hoeffding
Option Tree

.0002 .19 .26 .35 .0002 .75 1.1 1.4 .0002 1.8 2.4 4.2 .0002 2.0 4.1 3.5

Ada Hoeffding
OptionTree

.0002 .19 .26 .35 .0002 .75 1.1 1.4 .0002 1.8 2.4 4.2 .0002 2.0 4.1 3.5

Oza Bag .07 .55 .69 .87 .07 1.9 2.6 3.4 .07 5.4 7.8 9.9 .07 8.7 12.2 15.4
Oza Boost .07 .53 .78 1.0 .07 2.6 3.8 4.9 .07 10.4 14.7 18.6 .07 22.5 31.8 41.1

Table B.6: Memory use (MB) of various classifiers run upon on pulsar data. The
sizes of the datasets used are as follows: for the +1 : -10 dataset 15,152 instances,
for the +1 : -100 dataset 142,511 instances, for the +1 : -1,000 dataset 1,412,411
instances, and for the +1 : -10,000 dataset 11,219,969 instances.

These results show that the ensemble classifiers use the most memory, and

single model learners the least. We can also see that as the proportion of la-

belled instances in the stream increases, so to does the memory usage. This is as

expected given that with labelled data the trees can update their learning models.



“There is something at the bottom of every new human thought, every

thought of genius, or even every earnest thought that springs up in any

brain, which can never be communicated to others, even if one were

to write volumes about it and were explaining one’s idea for thirty-five

years; there’s something left which cannot be induced to emerge from your

brain, and remains with you forever; and with it you will die, without

communicating to anyone perhaps the most important of your ideas.”

— Fyodor Dostoyevsky, The Idiot


